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PREFACE

This publication is a compilation of documents presented at the First

NASA/Industry High-Speed Research Configuration Aerodynamics Workshop held on

February 27-29, 1996, at NASA Langley Research Center. The purpose of the workshop

was to bring together the broad spectrum of aerodynamicists, engineers, and scientists

working within the Configuration Aerodynamics element of the HSR Program to

collectivelyevaluatethetechnologystatusand todefinetheneeds withinComputational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) AnalysisMethodology, Aerodynamic Shape Design,

Propulsion/Airframe Integration (PAI), Aerodynamic Performance, and Stability and

Control (S&C) to support the development of an economically viable High-Speed Civil

Transport (HSCT) aircraft. To meet these objectives, papers were presented by

representatives from NASA Langley, Ames and Lewis Research Centers, Boeing,

McDonnell Douglas, Northrop-Grurnman, Lockheed-Martin, Vigyan, Analytical Services,

Dynacs, and RIACS.

The workshop was organized in 12 sessions as follows:

• Introduction/Overviews

• Overviews
.PAIl

.PAIN

• Analysis and Design Optimization Methods

• Experimental Methods

• Design Optimization - Applications I

• Design Optimization - Applications II

• Design Optimization - Applications III/Validation

• Reynolds Number Effects

• Stabilityand Control

*High Lift

Appreciation is expressed to the individuals at NASA Langley, NASA Ames,

McDonnell Douglas, and Boeing who developed the structure and content of the

workshop; to the session chairs and speakers who contributed to the technical quality; and

to the many individuals who contributed to the administration and logistics of the

workshop. A list of attendees is included in this document.

Richard M. Wood

NASA Langley Research Center
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Presentation Outline

• Introduction

• Aero impact on HSR

• Goals and Targets

• Progress and Status

• Remaining Challenges

• Summary

HSR Technology Development Charter

Ter_.hnolomt I)eveloDment

• Methods
• Processes
• Database
• Fundamental Knowledge

To."
• Improve Performance,

Knowledge
• Reduce Design Cycle

Times

• Improve Results
Reliability

• Reduce Risk

_imlane DeveloDment

Allow Industry To Be More Nimble
In Reacting To The Marketplace

Tests

• Does Industry Want It ?
• Is It "Cost" Effective ?
• Is It Quick ?
• Is It Reliable ?
• Acceptable econ. & environ. '
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ROAD AHEAD IS STEEPER & SLIPPERY!

• Aeroperformance has delivered on promises to date

• Future gains will be more difficult and will require excellent
teamwork within Aero and in HSR

• Materials/Structures & Propulsion have encountered major

problems in achieving needed gains

- Aero is being asked to provide more help in meeting the

takeoff noise goals

• As a result, pressure on aero to do even better will increase!

- We'll be squeezed to get every last drop of performance

possible!

- But we must maintain our confidence level in the performance

gains we predict

Aerodynamic Performance Objectives & Impact

Develop and validate design & analysis methods & database to:

• Maximize low speed and cruise performance with acceptable

S&C; help reduce community noise
- Impacts on TOGW:

• 1-count drag reduction: 7K lbs @M2.4; 1K lbs @ M0.9
• 10 % increase in highlift L/D gives about - 1.5 dB at C/B.

• SLFC potential large gain(8% !), if feasible

• Provide good F/Q in a certifiable, safe airplane with low noise

ops capability - essential to ensure viable, flyable product

• Soften sonic boom - goal feasible, not validated yet

3



GOALS AND TARGETS

DON'T LOSE SIGHT OF THEM

95

Levelp MS

I

I

i@
I

I
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High Lift Technology "
Metrics
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Progress and Status

Configuration Aerodynamics - Developed database to satisfy

Level 2 milestone "Ref H Assessment"; validated nonlinear aero

optimization methods and a large aerodynamic performance gain

via optimization.

High Lift - Downselected to preferred high-lift system concept;
satisfied Level 2 milestone for HEAT 1 aeroacoustic tests.

Sonic Boom - Achieved boom softening goals and acquired

exceptional flight data for boom propagation methods validation.

SLFC - Transition prediction methods transferred to industry;

SLFC flight experiment developed and underway.

Flight Control - Developed excellent full-envelope simulation

and conducted piloted assessment of Baseline configuration
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Crosswincls • Go-Arounds • Engine Failures
Jammed Stabilizer • Reduced Visibility (Fog)

Optimal Trajectory Supe?onic Cruise
"-"*,-'- VMAX OP Limit: I Engine Unstart Gust Upset Recovery

--e-- Vmin Limit I Inadvertent Speed Increase

M=2.4

Emergency Descent / _ -'_ _ 1

s=. Racov.,y _,_
J Straight-in Stalls , ,r_ _
I -Tur_ing- S_l/-s- .._ Climb

I Engine-Out Stalls _ I Optimal Ascent Profile

_ 1Transition to Level Right

I [ TransonicAccol

0
100 Z00 300 400 500

Airspeed (KEAS)
Takeoff

Standard Profile • Rejected Takeoff

Acoustic Profile / Power Level Reductions
Crosswind • Engine Failures

REMAINING CHALLENGES

• Increase Performance gains

- within resources available

- realizable in integrated vehicle

Reduce Uncertainties

- expected full-scale performance

- confidence in design methods/concepts
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CONFIGURATION AERODYNAMICS DESIGN:
GEOMETRY SHAPING ALLOCATIONS BY DISCIPLINE

Drag reductions projected for aero design at Mach 2.4

Performance:
9 to 10 counts drag reduction

Propulsion-Airframe Integ_

2 to 3 counts drag reduction

payoff is Major:
. Performance gain gives weight savings equal to payload:

Potential 16 drag count reduction = 80-100K Ibs reduction
in TOGW !

- Any additional saving expected to provide design margins for
risk reduction

...But the road to improvement has challenoes:
- Must simultaneously maintain good transonic performance
- Optimization techniques must include full configuration
- Aeroelaedc effects must be accounted for
- Outside trades usually make the job more difficult (i.e.

nacelle, empennage, landing gear bump size increases, etc.)
. Parasite drag penalties

Empennage:
2 to 3 drag counts reduction

Geometry Shaping Region

CONFIGURATION AERO CHALLENGES

Find the right complementary roles for NASA and

industry to get best affordable technology into methods

and airplane concepts while ensuring good, robust

integration of these methods and concepts into the

industry HSCT design capability.

Begin to focus on best methods(narrow the field) to

allow maturing them and improving their robustness,

speed, and utility.

Attach "belly buttons" to each key deliverable and hold

them accountable for development and reporting --

within available resources -- don't micromanage.

11



HIGH LIFT CHALLENGES

• Increased Performance

- Leading edge suction increase to 94%
(that's a bunch!)

- Accomplish gain with smaller/lighter

system on TCA

• Reduced Uncertainty

- Full scale Rn

- Realistic system and aircraft geometry

- Propulsion effects

FLIGHT CONTROL CHALLENGES

Develop flight control laws to handle large spectrum of

flight dynamics and the propulsion/flight control
integration in HSCT.

• Help define right balance of inherent stability vs. control
power for an HSCT.

• Continue providing high-fidelity look at the flight

performance of the integrated technology baseline for HSR.

12



OTHER KEY CHALLENGES

• Limited resources -- tighter for Aero now

• Limited supercomputing time --

- NAS oversubscribed (essential to use other

supercomputing platforms where possible)

- Essential for HSR AERO goals

Wind tunnel facilities

- availability and schedules

- most effective use (quantity & quality)

IMPORTANCE OF

TECHNOLOGY READINESS AND PERFORMANCE

I

GOALVALUE

Performance

CURRENT

VALUE

Now
Time

6

TRL

0
2001
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SUMMARY

• Great progress to date. Thanks from the TMT.

• While we are developing the technology, we must learn to

operate as the HSR Team versus the Ames, Langley,

Douglas, or Boeing Team.

• Each ITD team should play to the strengths of team

members as you execute your plans.

• We must plan our work to be achievable within the time

and resources available -- and then manage the effort

accordingly -- watch products versus expenditures.

• We must understand and address the real vehicle

integration and operational constraints -- need good real-

time interaction with TI and other ITD's.

• When we finish the HSR Program, U.S. industry should

have the best HSCT design capability in the world .... not

NASA, but industry.

14
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CONFIGURATION AERODYNAMICS

Past. Present. Future

Richard Wood, NASA LaRC
Shreekant Agrawal, MDA
Dan Bencze, NASA ARC

Bob Kulfan, BCA
Doug Wilson, BCA

NASA, LaRC
February 27, 1996

The Configuration Aerodynamics (CA) element of the High Speed
Research (HSR) program is managed by a joint NASA and Industry team,
referred to as the Technology Integration Development (ITD) team. This
team is responsible for the development of a broad range of
technologies for improved aerodynamic performance and stability and
control characteristics at subsonic to supersonic flight conditions. These
objectives are pursued through the aggressive use of advanced
experimental test techniques and state of the art computational
methods. As the HSR program matures and transitions into the next
phase the objectives of the Configuration Aerodynamics ITD are being
refined to address the drag reduction needs and stability and control
requirements of High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) aircraft. In addition,
the experimental and computational tools are being refined and
improved to meet these challenges.

The presentation will review the work performed within the
Configuration Aerodynamics element in 1994 and 1995 and then
discuss the plans for the 1996-1998 time period. The final portion of
the presentation will review several observations of the HSR program
and the design activity within Configuration Aerodynamics.
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MISSION

• Advance the HSCT aerodynamic performance, stability and
control, and propulsion airframe integration technologies in
the flight regime outside the terminal control area.

• Maintain close continuous technology integration with other
High Speed research airframe and propulsion technology
elements.

The mission of the Configuration Aerodynamics (CA) Integrated

Technology Development (ITD) Team has two parts; first, it is to develop
and improve aerodynamic performance, stability and control and
propulsion airframe integration technologies for flight conditions
outside the terminal control area and second, is to maintain close
continuous coordination and technology integration activities with other
HSR teams. Specific teams that the CA ITD coordinates with are the

Propulsion Airframe Integration Working Group, Stability and control
Working Group and the Technology Integration, High Lift, Flight
controls, Inlet and Nozzle ITD Teams.

16
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ORGANIZATIONAL AND TECHNICAL DIVERSITY

THE CONFIGURATION AERODYNAMIC TEAM:
• NASA - LaRC and ARC

• Industry - Boeing and McDonnell Douglas Aerospac_
- L-M, N-G, Dynacs, Eagle, Vigyan, CSC,
AS&M, RIACS, DEI, Microcraft, Sterling...

• Academia - Princeton, Old Dominion, George Washington

TECHNICAL RESPONSIBILITIES:

• Aerodynamic Design
• Aerodynamic Performance
• Stability and Control
• Propulsion/Airframe Integration
• Computation Fluid Dynamic Tool Development
• Experimental Fluid Dynamic Tool Development

• ............ . ..... ....

In support of the teams mission, the CA ITD has developed a diverse

organizational technical team which is responsible for developing a
broad range of technologies. The diversity of the team is critical to

ensure that all possible technologies are considered within the program.
As indicated above the diverse technical responsibilities requires that
efficient teaming occur and that multi-use tools be employed to
maximize the resources available to the team. An area of particular

concern is aerodynamic design and performance improvements. This
area has been and will continue to be centered around the development
of drag reduction technologies and methods for design.

17
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PCD I MILESTONES

4.3.1 I CmileW'mgW/N/D A_l.Cpt. MulIFPt Ekul. Dee. OltaBaN

I Me_.V=ltd Integ Data Bue W'mg/NIc Dee Malt. Avail lot Integ Config

Ael'o(P/nan_ I FII_I H Meth. ,J_Nml. )rolim Cp¢ A4N'oprop' PraL Cpt Intog Aeroel "_-

PeWCId= Select _elect Effects AImem Auem Tmn Porf Des Meth

1 I I J
4.3.1.1 Cruise Wing Point DGL VtL Dyn. Elaltic De6.

MI_ Valid Moth. Valid Stab. Codo Meth. Av_I
CFD

4.3.1.2 Ro(H Pod/Cilia Ard_ Pt. Dee. Meth Mu_-PL Dee. Prel. Cpt. Data Ban for

Data BaN Cloeure Data Base Data Bale AN4u Intag. Co.fig.

Configuration , . -- , _ _

Evaluation W/B Deo. Trammr_ Flap Ref H Dyn Am'o4dMbc EImDtk: AC

Data BaDe Data BaN Stab Data Bue Supemon/c Sere Melh. Data Base
I

4.3.1.3 AlL Concept
AmNmsrnont

Alternate

Studies Data BaN lot

Clde/Planiccm

14.3.1.4 Sta_ In_t N/D Dleagn Stalic Irdo! INot BkNKVBypau

IPropulsion Umtart Intog. i Unstart Momod Inter_-'_ons

_._ _'v_, .m=,=m,_.==_=.'_mw\__
Dyrmmic Inlet Irdet_'amdIntegration Ref H Inlet Wing Nozzle

Trlmlon¢ Perl.
Flowfleld Jet Inm'lctlo_l UnotartI r I

4.3.1.5 Ref H PorL PreEn1 Cpt N1. CpL A_roeladc Prelim. Cpt. Am-oe4utic De_.

S_aot _ Wing Shlp_z _ Mol_'l. Valid.
AerodyT_mic

Integration , I - " , , " , _ ,_' \

Studies W/B /kit, Cpte. Ref H S & C Ae¢opro_ Aerolxop Technology

D1mign Perf. AMoral _ Ale41u AUeM-II R;"K

The 1994-2001 CA program is outlined above in the milestone chart.
The 1994-1995 period was managed according to the Planning and
control Document(PCD) I. As shown above, the PCD I plan contained
five sub-tasks and 14 milestones which were active for the PCD I period.

A major portion of the program in this time period was the assessment
of the Reference H configuration which served as the program baseline
for technology developments. In addition to the Reference H focus a
limited amount of research was directed at Alternate concepts within
sub-tasks 3 and 5. The alternate work focused on alternate control

effectors for improved stability and control and planform studies for

drag reduction,
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94 - 95 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

• # of Facilities 5

• # of Models 10

• # of Tests 30

• # of Configurations 600

• # of Data Points 300,000

f---- 15 LaRC
i 8 ARC

• # of Enginyears-<( 4 MDA
i 4 BCA

'L._ 2 LKHD

A significant portion of the effort in support of PCD I was an extensive
experimental test program as outlined above. The CA ITD made use of 5
wind tunnel facilities; 2 at NASA Ames and 3 at NASA Langley. The test
activities produced over a quarter million data points, 70% of those
obtained were in support of stability and control and 30% in support of
drag reduction. As with all aspects of the CA program, the success of
the experimental activity relied on a diverse group of researchers from

NASA Langley, NASA Ames, McDonnell Douglas, Boeing, and Lockheed
which comprised 33 engineering work years.
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PCD I COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS

INVISCID:
• AERO2S
• WINGDES

• TRANAIR

• AIRPLANE
• CFL3D

• FLO57, 67, 87
• TLNS3D

• USM3D

VISCOUS:
• CFL3D
• GCNSfv
• OVERFLOW
• PAB3D
• STUFF
• TLNS3D

CONTRIBUTING ORGANIZATIONS:
• NASA - LaRC and ARC

• Industry - Boeing and McDonnell Douglas
Aerospace
- L-M, N-G, Vigyan, AS&M, RIACS

• Academia - Princeton

Configuration Aerodynamics activity also utilized a wide range of

computational tools for both aerodynamic analysis as well as design.
Depicted above are the inviscid and viscous computational tools
employed and the organizations which have contributed to the
development of those tools. The inviscid methods range from the linear
tools(AERO2S, WINGDES), to full potential (TRANAIR), to the Euler
methods (AIRPLANE, CFL3D, etc..). The inviscid methods have served as
the workhorses of the program to date due to the reduced grid

generation time and computational resource costs. These methods have
proven to be extremely robust and accurate for attached flow
conditions, especially at supersonic speeds. The viscous methods
employed within CA have also been fairly diverse in technology
covering a wide range of solution methodology as well as gridding
methodology. It is critical that an adequate assessment of the viscous
tools be conducted because the importance of viscous analysis and
design is expected to increase significantly during the next program

period.

As mentioned previously, aerodynamic design is a major activity within
the program. Of the methods listed above the primary aerodynamic
analysis tools used in the design process are TRANAIR, FLO57-87,
CFL3D(euler and Navier stokes) and OVERFLOW.
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DESIGN PROCESS COMPONENTS

AERODYNAMIC GEOMETRY
ANALYSIS MODELING

TOOL

• POTENTIAL
• EULER
• NAVIER STOKES

OPTIMIZATION
TOOL

• ID WITH SMOOTHING
• 2D ANALYTIC WITH
SMOOTHING
• 3D ANALYTIC

• NUMERICAL
• KNOWLEDGE BASED

The aerodynamic design activities within the Configuration
Aerodynamic activity have required the development of design process
tools in the three areas indicated above. The areas in which design

process tools are being developed are aerodynamic analysis, geometry
modeling, and optimization. As previously indicated nonlinear design
activities within CA have employed aerodynamic analysis tools which
range from full potential to Euler to Navier-Stokes. These tools have
been coupled with a variety of geometry modeling packages as indicated
and have been driven by numerical optimization tools as well as
knowledge driven processes. The success of the design process also
requires that the above componenets be linked within a design concept
or philosophy. The selected design philosophy will bias the selection of
the aerodynamic analysis tool and the geometic model. This
underlying design philosophy will be the driving force in a knowledge
based design process.
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PCD I AERODYNAMIC SHAPE DESIGN STUDIES
f f _,

,\

CONFIGURATION WING / BODY with
NACELLE / DIVERTER
effects

/

WING /BODY/
NACELLE / DIVERTER

ANALYSIS TOOL INVISCID : > VISCOUS

OPTIMIZATION -- - KNOWLEDGE BASED
TOOL

GEOMETRY PIECEWISE
MODELING ANALYTIC

In support of the PCD I design activities the CA ITD executed three
distinctly different design proceses in performing four nonlinear
aerodynamic cruise point shape design studies. The design processes
are outlined above, as noted by the circled elements. Each design
process contains four elements; the configuration under investigation,
the aerodynamics analysis tool, the optimization tool, and the geometric
model. As shown in the sketch the design processes used were two
numerical based optimization process which utilized inviscid methods
with a piecewise geometric model. The primary difference between the
inviscid design processes was that one approach used the pressure field
from the nacelle/diverters and the second modeled the nacelle/

diverters in the design. The third process used was a viscous based
design which employed a 3-D analytical geometric model and utilized a
knowledge based optimization process to drive the design. As expected
each of the four nonlinear aerodynamic cruise point shape design
studies produced significantly different shapes yet obtained similar drag
reductions from a baseline, linear-theory design.
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PCD I TECHNICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Validation tests of nonlinear supersonic cruise wing/body/nacelle/
diverter designs have shown up to 7cts of drag reduction.

• Experimental data show that Reynolds number and model
aeroelastic effects are significant at subsonic cruise.

• Advanced experimental test techniques allow for drag
measurements with 1/2 count repeatability.

• Advanced computational methods consistently compare with
experimental test results within 5%. Have demonstrated cruise drag
predictions within 1.5 drag counts of experimental data.

The PCD I period was successful in satisfying the objectives of the
program and laying the groundwork for the PCD II period. Specific
accomplishments were:

- Validation of the cruise point design processes. Test
results verified a 7 count drag reduction.

- Identification of Reynolds number and aeroelastic effects
at subsonic speeds.

- Development of advanced test techniques which allow
drag to be measured within 1/2 count.

- Development of advanced computational methods with
experimental accuracy.
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TECHNOLOGY CONCEPT SELECTION I[
PCD I MILF_TONI_

MS- 1 Design Method Adaptation

MS-2 Analysis Method Adaptation

MS-3 Wing/Body Design Data Base

_EMS-4 Ref H Performance and Control
Data Base

Transonic Flap Dam Base

Engine Cycle
Selection

Inlet Concept
Selection

Controls
Selection

[ Aero Risk
Reduction

,O,

Nozzle
Selection

MS-5 Jqoll_

MS-6 Afterbody Closure Assessment

MS-7 Alternate Concept Assessment _

MS-8 Static Inlet Unstart Assessment _

MS-9 Inlet Flow Field Assessment

MS-10 Nacelle/Divener Design and
lnte_'ation

MS-I I Wing/Body Design

MS-12 Ref H Aerodynamic Performance
and S&C Assessment

MS-13

'Up

Alternate Control Concepts
Assessment

MS-14 Preliminary Concepts Assessment
Criteria

O_

In addition to the technical accomplishments listed in the previous
figure the CA activity also contributed to the definition of the
Technology Concept Airplane(TCA). Shown above are the 14 active
milestones during the PCD I period and their relationship to 6 critical
decision gates in defining the TCA. The chart shows that CA activities
and the technology developed played a significant role in the TCA
development process, CA technology was especially evident in def'ming
the configuration layout and the control effectors.
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PCD II MILESTONES

FY
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Method
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Design and AJrfmme
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t.3.1.4 Technology
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1996
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_. ,,_. | Rigid VIScous
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i i i
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A..,., •

1999

L Co_um_n

_L Con_urabon De_ne_

_.,o,,,_. •
PCD Z I Mk:_exr PC_ 2 E,_ o_

_ ; CA_hp RZ Updates_ IYimrReview
Review el YImt Review Rm4ew

ced Elastic Inv.

A_ ro. DeC

!
Elaslic Inv,

Multi-PL Des,

k _ A_. _si_opt. c,q_,_,y

I
Nacele_tve,lor

l k Eff_

Year Review

The next phase of the HSR program will cover the time period of 1996-
1998. This period will be governed by the Planning and Control
Document (PCD) II and will be referred to as the PCD II period. The HSR

program will redirect its focus over the next three years from the
Reference H configuration to the Technology Concept Airplane. In
support of this focus, the program has been rebaselined and the

Configuration Aerodynamics ITD has restructured its program as
indicated above. The PCD II program has been restructured into 4

technical sub-tasks and one planning sub-task. The CA program major
deliverables are captured by the 8 level 3 milestones listed above. As
noted in the milestones chart 6 of the 8 level 3 milestones are related to

design tool development and drag reduction studies. The remaining 2
milestones support the assessment of the TCA and development of an
aeroelastic analysis tool.
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PCD II WBS

4.3.1.1 Nonlinear Rigid and Aere_lastic Analysis Method

4.3.1.1.1 Rigid Full Configuration Force and Moments
4.3.1.1.2 Inviscid Aeroelastic Analysis
4.3.1.1.3 Viscous Aeroelastic Analysis
4.3.1.1.4 Rigid Propulsion Induced Effects

4.3.1.2 Aerodynamic Design Optimization Capability

4.3.1.2. I Nonlinear Cruise Point Design
4.3.1.2.2 Rigid Multi-Point Design Method Formulation
4.3.1.2.3 Rigid Viscous Multi-Point Design
4.3.1.2.4 Elastic lnviscid Multi-Point Design

4.3.1.3 NaceHe/Diverter Design and Airframe Integration

4.3.1.3.1 Nscelle/Diverter Integration

4.3.1.4 Technology Concept Assessment

4.3.1.4. ! Aerodynamic Performance
4.3.1.4.2 Stability and Control
4.3.1.4.3 Propulsion Induced Effects

4.3.1.99 Task Planning and Coordination

Depicted above is the work breakdown structure(WBS) for the CA PCD II

period.
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PCD II GOALS

Approach:
• To acquire a comprehensive experimental and computational
aerodynamic performance, stability and control data base for the HSR
Technology Concept, adapt and validate point design methods and
multidisciplinary design optimization methods, design and assess alternate
concepts, adapt and validate methods for multi-point aeroelastic design of
airframes.

Deliverables:

• Aerodynamic data base for HSR Technology Concept.
• Validated aerodynamic analysis methods for HSCT concepts.
• Validated cruise-point and multi-point aeroelastic design methods.
• Validated aerodynamic analyses and design method for propulsion airframe
integration.

The CA activity has identified drag reduction as the highest leverage
technology contribution towards the development of an economically
viable HSCT. Based upon this fact the program is heavily biased in this
direction, as indicated above. The approach to be used in the PCD II
period is similar to that in PCD I, the CA activity will rely heavily on
experimental activity for design validation and for TCA assessment. The
design activities will include the development of technologies for point
design and multi-point design including the effects of aeroelastics.

The key deliverables during the PCD II period will be the assessment of
the TCA, validation of design methods, including PAI design tools, and
the development of advanced aerodynamic analysis methods which
account for aeroelastic effects.
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DESIGN ISSUES

Critical Technologies

_. Wing Shape and Volume

• Fuselage Shape and Volume

• Empennage Shape and Sizing

• Control Effector Design

• Nncelle/Diverter Shape and
Integration

• B. L. Management Techniques

Zux_T.tghn_auu

.. Support Interference

• Rn Effects

• Transition Fixing

• Aeroelastic Assessment

• Foce Accounting

• Measurement Accuracy

• Powered Te;ttog

Comoutattonal Methodoimrv

.. Efficient and Adaptive
Gridding

• Structural Modefing

• Power and Pnuematic
Simulation

• Global/Analytic Design
Variable;

• Advanced Turbulence
Models

Impact

• 15 to 18 Cts Drag Reduction from Linear Theory Design

• 87,000 to 120,000 Ibs Reduction in TOGW

• Reduced Uncertainty in Transonic and Supersonic Drag Reduction

• Reduced Design Cycle Time

• Impact: Planform Sdection, Payload, Vehicle Size, Engine Cycle, Inlet and Nozzle Selection

In the area of nonlinear aerodynamic shape design, there are a variety
of critical configurations, experimental test techniques, and
computational technologies which must be addressed ff a viable design
capability and thus a viable HSCT is to be developed. A listing of the
most critical technologies are shown above. If the CA ITD is successful, it
is expected that a 15-18 count drag reduction is achievable, from a
linear theory design, which corresponds to a weight reduction up to
120,000 pounds. Another payoff to the development of these design
technologies is a significant reduction in risk to Industry for product "go
ahead" as well as a reduction in the design cycle time.
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Shown above is a graphical display of the expected L/D improvements
and resulting weight reductions associated with the point and multi-
point design activities. The chart shows that a 100% improvement in
the drag reduction is expected in 1996 over that achieved in 1995. And
by 1998 the CA activity is expected to triple the drag reduction over the
1995 level. This level of success is critically dependent upon highly
effective teamwork and a sharing of all drag reduction technologies
developed within the program. The design activity is also highly
dependent upon the development of advanced test techniques in the
areas of aeroelastics, Reynolds number effects and transition
assessment.
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PCD II EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITY

Model

Number WBS

4.3.1.2

6 4.3.1.2

7 4.3.1.2

B 4.3.1.2

9 4.3.1.2

10 4.3.1.2

!_ !]. _ 4.3.1.2

1 _ 4__.1.3

Model Faclllt_ De=cdptlon

1.7% W/B/N/Emp

Tech Cpt Full Confi_ Dean

Tech Cpt Multi-Point Design, MP 1

Tech Cpt Multi-Point Design, MP 3

I=IpWT. 16'

UPWT. 16'

UPWT, 16'

Tech Cpt Multi-Point Design, MP 4 UPWT. 16'

Tech Cpt Aeroelastic, Supersonic UPWT

Tech Cpt Aeroelastic, Transonlc(shaps #1 ) 16'

Tech Cpt Aeroelast¢, Transonic(shape #1 ) 16'

W Dressures

1.7% W/B/N/Flaps
W _ressures

1.7% W/B/N w

oressures

1.7% W/B/N/Raps

W pressures
1.7% W/B/N w

Oressures
1.7% W/B/N w

Dmssures
1.7% W/B/N w

pressures

Nacelle and

N/D combinations (3 sets) UPWT div_rters

In support of the design activity there are a large number of wind
tunnel models and test activities scheduled. These models will be used

to obtain the necessary data to validate the design activities and the
drag reductions obtained. Listed above are the PCD II models for

support of configuration and nacelle/diverter design activities. The
shaded areas correspond to models that are to be fabricated and tested
in 1996. The remaining models are to be designed, fabricated, and
tested in 1997 and 1998.
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ANALYSIS ISSUES

Critical Technologies
Exoerlmental Aerodynamics

; Supersonic Cruise Drag

• Transonic Cruise Drag

• Trim Drag

• Stability and Control

• Rn Effects

• Power Effects

Test Technioues

• Support Interference

• Rn Effects

• Aeraelastic Measurements

• Transit/on Modeling

• Powered Models

• Viscous Modeling

• Aeroelastic Effects

• Accuracy, Robustness, Emcienc

• Powered Effects

• Efficient Gridding

Impact

• Reduce Program Risk Due to Uncertainty in Aircraft Performace and S&C may:
- Size the Aircraft
- Define Cycle and Ptanform
- Limit Payload and Range

• Develop Confidence In Aircraft Performance Prediction Capability

• Understand Methods and Cost for Accurate Data

• Allow Extrapolation to Flight Conditions

The second major area of work within CA for PCD II is the aerodynamic
analysis/assessment of TCA. This area of work covers performance,
stability and control, and propulsion effects. As with the design area,
there are a number of critical technologies in experimental
aerodynamics, experimental test techniques and computational analysis
methods. The assessment of the TCA will rely heavily upon both
advanced experimental studies as well as advanced computational
activities. Several areas that will recieve close scutiny from an
experimentral view will be aeroelastics, bounday-layer tripping and
transition, and support interference. On the computational side the
program will focus on aeroelastics, turbulence modeling, and efficient
gridding. The payoff to these technologies is a reduction in program
risk and the improved capability of extrapolating the results to flight.
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PCD II EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITY

Model
Number WBS Model Fmcl|It_

19 4.3.1.4 I"ech Cpt aftbody closure [ ]JPWT, ] 6'. NTF 1.7% W/B/N/Emo

ZZ 4.3.1.4 Tech Cpt powered semi-span 11' W/B/N/Emp

Z3 4.3.1.4 Tech Cpt ref semi-span ] ]' _{'B/N/Emo

In support of the analysis activity there are a large number of tests
scheduled for the set of wind tunnel models listed above. These models

will be used to obtain the necessary data to assess the TCA and provide

the ground based corrections for scaling the wind tunnel data to flight
conditions. The shaded areas correspond to models that are to be
fabricated and tested in 1996. The remaining models are to be designed,
fabricated and tested in 1997 and 1998.
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OBSERVATIONS

The previous figures and text discussed the details of the PCD I
activity(past) and the PCD II activity (present). The following set of

figures will highlight some personal observations from the past and will
reflect on the needs of the HSR program now and in the future.
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AERODYNAMIC
OBSERVATIONS

/d
//

\

._././_SUPERPOSmONOFEVa_EC'rS_

/
_.- SKIN FRICTION DRAG, DRAG

_ --'__ DUE-TO-LIFT .........
• . "_ •AREA DISTRIBUTIONS,
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AERODYNAMIC
OBSERVATIONS
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• /"';_ INTEGRATED AND \
.-'" INTERFERING SHEAR AND "=

- < NORMAL FORCES

........... "... • REAL AND NATURAL FLOW j:

"..*.BODY MOVING IN A FLU!I_ _

Perhaps the most important question which must be answered is: What
are nonlinear aerodynamics? And what does it mean to conduct
nonlinear aerodynamic shape design. Shown above are two possible
views and answers to this question. Shown on top is the traditional
approach in which the explanations are provided in the standard
framework and shown below is an atypical set of explanations to the
same question. Each of these explanations carry with it bias errors
associated with the meaning of the words and the history of the
individual. However, if CA is to be successful in reducing the drag
through nonlinear design then a common goal must be developed, this
requires a common language. The situations of solving a linear problem
with a nonlinear method or the solving a nonlinear problem with a
linear method must be avoided if progress is to be made.
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OBSERVATIONS

• The "REAL" nonlinear drag reduction boundaries must be identified and
quantified.

- >100% aerodynamic thrust is achievable!
- Are Linear Theory based boundaries relative?

• Multi-Point design activity is critical to understanding the drag reduction
potential of this vehicle class.

- What design requirements are Mach number similar?
- What performance requirements are Mach number sensitive?

• Aerodynamic technologies for S&C improvements must be pursued.
- Control effector design opportunities exist!
- Stability management concepts must be explored!

• Innovation and high risk work must have a home in CA.
- Boundary layer management for performance and S&C improvements!
- Base drag management for performance improvements!
- Fuselage upwash management for performance and S&C improvements!
- Vehicle volume maximization for performance improvements!

The CA element has created for itself a number of significant technical

challenges that require innovative solutions and teaming to be
successful. However, before progress can be made there is a need to

develop a consistent set of criteria and an understanding of the
opportunities available to the CA team. Listed above are several issues
which should be resolved and opportunities which must be pursued.
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TECHNOLOGY CONCEPT
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Technology Integration rview

C011

G. Cool]
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Presentation Outline

• Technology Concept Airplane Description

• LCAP Overview

• ACE Overview

Purposes of HSR Technology Concept Airplane

Trade Studies and Sensitivities:

• Common base for technology assessment, analysis and

testing

• Platform for assessing technology sensitivities, for

example, Off-design performance, environmental,
operational

• Common base for integrated system level trade studies

Technical Consistency:

• Technology integration

• Technology cost/benefit analysis (prioritization)

• Vehicle level tracking

i HSR Technology Baselines should be close enough toIndustry baselines to ensure technology application I
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The HSR Technology Concept is:

• Not the latest industry baseline

• Not the vehicle for program economic assessments

• Updated only as required for technology development
focus

• Not the EXCLUSIVE vehicle for technology downselects

HSR Technology Concept Airplane

131.3 ft

326 ft

............... 0 ................... n" .......................................
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Design Assumptions

• Picked planform from planform studies conducted at Boeing and MDC

• Jointly developed a new fuselage based on MDC and Boeing best practices

• Defined a gear bay that will allow either MDC or Boeing gear concept to fit

• Switch to M3570.80 FCN MFTF

• Use "generic axi-inlet"

• Follow recommendation of Config Aero, Materials & Structures, Flight Deck,

Propulsion and Environmental Impact teams

M2.4-7A

Leading
edge
break, %

Picked Planform from Planforln Studies

Jointly Conducted at Boeing & MDC
• Confirmed a relatively flat design space

• Selected a planform that provides an appropriate
balance between risk, performance and noise

70

65

60
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High Lift Concept

Plain Flap

- Leading edge flap covers 50% inboard panel and complete outer

panel

- Trailing edge flap covers entire wing span excluding engine

cutouts

- Three outboard trailing edge segments for high lift and control

TCA Cross-Section Reflects Best Practices

MDA TCA BCAG

Area: 162.5 sq ft
Baggage: 6 fP/Pass.

Ovalized

Area: 153.5 sq ft
Baggage: 5 fP/Pass.

Ovalized

Area: 153.5 sq ft
Baggage: 4.5 fP/Pass.

Circular
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Interior Colnparison

MDA

Ea H '1_c, SBRSBI:II RRI-1

Body Length = 334 It

Ill ,. H ,| -

BCAG Body Length = 314 It

Id m1_1 pro 11 , "

12/04/1E
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Structural Choices Made by Materials & Structures

WING STRAKE

FUSELAGE

OUTBOARD WING

MAIN WING BOX

,_ Used for TCA

FUSELAGE

MAIN WING BOX

OUTBOARD WING

WING STRAKE

PRIMARY

PMC S_

TI SAND

PMC SAND

PMC and TI-PMC SAND

ALTERNATE

PMC, TI-PMC and TI SAND

PMC and SPF/DB SAND

Materials & Structures
recommendations based on

meeting the HSCT weight goal

Materials and Structures will
continue research on both
primary and alternate
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Resolved Wing Structural Concept with Design
Integration Trade Study (DITS)

Spar moved closer to wing I.e.

UDdated Win a Structural ConceDt
..m[

. . [ -k,

"" - I

Orlainal Win(] Structural ConceDt

210 Inch wide
main box
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TCA Cruise L/D Projections
M =2.4

L/D at Cruise

9.5

9.0

8.5

8.0

7.5

7.0

L/D = 11.07 % t
CD = 11.07 %

MTOW = 88500 Ib

--REFERENCE__

I _--,.___]
Lower Bound /

Concorde Technology L

Linear Theory ]
Design I

°';r_2nce[

[L/D =8.93 I

Target
Performance

Potenti al

• Non-Linear Point

Design
Optimization

• Design
Refinements

• Detailed Design

ILK) =9.30 I

Upper Bound

Achievable???
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TCA Sizing Chart
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Cutback Noise Sensitivity

MTOW,
1000 Ib
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HSR Technology Concept Airplane

OEW Changes Relative to Interim Technology Baseline

Interim Technology Baseline (sized)

CONFIGURATION CHANGES

• Wing Planform and t/c distibution

• Body length and cross-section

TMT RECOMMENDATIONS

• Structural material allowables and techniques

• Engine cycle and nozzle type

METHODS ADJUSTMENT

• Common weight accounting

• Common weight methodology

Technology Concept Airplane (sized)

302600 Ib

+ 7500 Ib

+ 13500 Ib

- 4500 Ib

319100 Ib
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HSR Technology Concept Airplane
Changes Relative to Interim Technology Baseline

300 Passengers
5,000 nmi range

• Underlined notations are
technology improvements

• Others are configuration
changes

Ti honQy¢omb
sandwich wing box

Weight reduction

Larger ovalized
fuselage

2 additional
doors

Thin wing with
gear fairing

Removed
over-wing fin

Higher UD
Drolection

Fuselage lengthened
from 314 ft to 326 ft

Propulsion
• New 2D nozzle
• Modified MFTF

engine cycle
• Axi-inlet retained

Comoosite skin

Smaller
windows

chines

Strakelet
removed

Vortex fences /
removed Inbd. I.e. flaps

removed

Leading edge
sweep Increased
from 68.5" to 71°

Leading edge
sweep Increased
from 48" to 52"

Aspect ratio reduced
from 2.2 to 2.0

Leading edge break
point moved outboard
from 52% to 61%
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Near Term Plans

• Define OML (Outer Mold Line) by March 1, 1996

• Publish configuration document and data base by April 1, 1996

Longer Term Plans

The TCA will be used to support:

Aerodynamics

• CFD analysis/optimization

• Wind tunnel testing

Materials & Structures

• Finite element analysis

• Materials trade studies

Technology Integration
• Trade studies

• Technology tracking & assessment
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LCAP Overview

• Objective
- Consistent evaluation of aft-tail, canard and three surface

concepts to determine potential advantages for longitudinal
control

- Focus on elastic behavior

• Structural sizing with elastic loads and flutter

• Handling and ride qualities
• Relative MTOW

- Configuration recommendation for continued analysis

• Approach
- Parallel studies

• Reference H based study by NASA with Boeing support

• Arrow wing based study by McDonnell Douglas
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Project Elements

• Boeing c6nfiguration data

- External geometry based on 1080-892

- Structural model (FEM) based on 892STR

- Weight and mass data (updated during sizing process)

- Pre - HSR mission ground rules

• NASA detailed analysis
- Rigid and aeroelastic loads

• linear and nonlinear data

- Subsonic and supersonic flutter analysis

- Optimization based structural sizing with strength and
flutter constraints

- Rigid and flexible stability and control derivatives

- Handling and ride qualities analysis

- Assessment of control requirements

- Vehicle performance and sizing
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Project Constraints
• Fixed Configuration

- No recamber, rebalance, tail sizing or area rule

• Longitudinal characteristics only

• Limited experimental data for S&C
- Little transonic and supersonic with tail

- Practically no data for canard and 3 surface

• Assess Control Requirements only
- No rigorous control system design

- Simple control laws applied to facilitate analysis

• No propulsion-aerodynamic interactions

• No operationalconsiderations
- ground servicing, LOPA, etc.
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Aerodynamic Loads

Linear aerodynamics - USSAERO
- Potential Flow method

• Compressibility, local Mach effect
• Wing, body and control surface analysis

- Vortex Wake shed downstream in plane of trailing edge

• No wake rollup

- Pressures limited to stagnation and suction extremes

Nonlinear aerodynamics - USM3D
- Unstructured Euler method

• Finite volume cell centered tetrahedra

- Special boundary conditions for
• Base areas created by flap, control surface porting

Good agreement with analysis and experiment
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Nonlinear Loads Correction

• Euler solutions obtained at known cz,5 for all
load cases

• Linear solutions obtained at (z, 8 to match
total load from Euler solutions

• A loads calculated on the linear solution grid

• Load redistribution applied in aeroelastic trim
process

LCA D Loaa Cases

ID MACH AIt(ft) C.G n (g's) L.E. T.E.

..................................... F!ap F.lap_ ....

LX79 2.40 60900 aft 1.0 0 0

LX42 .95 29000 aft -1.0 10 0

C L

LX43 .95 20700 aft 2.5 10 0 .382

LX45_ .9s 37s-00--I.....a;t......l-2:S I i0 0 ...... .818

-_-x_s-_.,Oi"05oo--l-a_it-I _._-'o ..... 3----I_

--LZ26]._o 2700o_a,, "-i:o- ',o- ,3 ._] -._2_--
-I.Z2X ] .50 140004 forward 2.5 26 ......... 4 .......... 1.051_

_z2_;-]........_o---t-2-7ooo-fO-;w-wa_--:I_0....... ;i0...... _
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Current Status

• Activity scheduled to finish in March

• Aft tail configuration
- Completed all analysis

• Three surface configuration
- Completed structural sizing with linear loads

- Completed three cycles of sizing with nonlinear loads

- Handling and ride qualities analysis in progress

• Canard configuration
- Completed structural sizing with linear loads

- Completed three cycles of sizing with nonlinear loads

- Stability and control data ready

Aeroelastic Concept Engineering (ACE) Team Charter

the 7"echmJIogy Concept Airplane (TC,4) utilizing ii1tc£r_alit213 ¢?f aerodynamics,

structures, prolml.vion, controls and aircraft sizing discipliues employing detailed CFD/FEM
design tools amt #_elective use of optimization techniques.

Develop and validate processes/methods/tools to integrate the advanced technology

being developed in the key individual disciplines into the aircraft design procedure

t_ ensure all key inlerdisciplinary interactions are accounted for in the design

o include optimization whenever/wherever feasible

o leverage, not duplicate, work done in other elements of HSR

Implement the new process to develop a new design - Optimized Aeroelastic

Concept Airpla,le (6/98, Level II milestone)

Use the new process to help guide the definition of the I ISR Technology

Configuration (I 2/98, Level I milestone)
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HSR AEROELASTIC CONCEPT ENGINEERING

ACTIVITY

DOSS - Design Opdmization

Synthesis System

PAC- Preliminary

Aeroelaslic Concept

OAC - Optimized

Aeroelastic Concept

CY 1996 1997 1998

OOptimized AeroelaslicConcept

A A
DOSS DOSS Final

Developed Extended DOSS

Process Developed PAC Design

FEM-based Wts. StudiesComplete
Aero sensitivity

Prel.non-lin, loads
i

Updaled non-linearloads

] A A A
_'/ OAC Design

Process Updated
FEM-based WIs. Studies

Aero sensitivily Complete

ControlsInlegraLion

!ISR ACE Re_,M BKB/960223 Februar/27, 1996

Config Aero. Workshop Page 3

Features of ACE Team Optimization Strategy
Overall Goals:

• Process accounts fi_r all t,_listic airplane design constraints_ and minimizes 'iO(;W

• Process is _acli_al aml r.glial_

° Process is applicable at the conceptual/advanced design stage as well as at the preliminary, design
phase

• Process can be modified and augmented to suit specific needs of participating organizations in llSR

• It should be possible Io maintain the autonomy of individual contributing dLs_ipJil_

Strategy Adopted:

• The design process is split into individual contributing discipline groups

° Overall design process is based on f_JllgAIB_ from the contributing discipline groups

• Individual disci.olines work concurrently and maintain autonomy in prescribing procedures and

processes to generate data for the design

° At the top level, the system will deal only with global variables - those design variables that have

strong interdisciplinary coupling and/or significant impact on the airplane configuration

• Convergence for weakly interacting (local) design variables and the outputs achieved through multi-

level iterative process

• Design system will be set up to handle realistic set of constraints
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OVERALL ACE PROCESS

41-, _. _ Eng. Wts.

'" I __,o./I SIRUCTURES ] 1--------4_'1 Sub.apse, Optimization
'i Sub-Opttmtzatton II Deft. L

_----I_ T _Dr•g P°lars Ge°m ""__Fo S_.
• As buIttWwEI:-I_WTtS,Eqa. / _s•-Power-D|

........ _.._.

P

d I MISSION AND FLT. PATH
't An|l_sls

_ _ MTOGW,

' .o DOSS
= --_._ ..... _ - _ Oesi,nOp,im,.t_n

_es _...,.,ma=m=.-_ Synthesis System

f Final Output "_ These data a,e sub)ect to Limited Exclusive Rights

bkb/9(50223 _ Under Government Contract No HAS 1-20221

tt_R ACt Repo*t Fehruary27. tQV
Cooflll Aern Wo_kshoT, t'ng¢6

Major Deliverables fi'om ACE Team

DOSS - Desig. Optimization Synthesis System

• _ that inlegrates data from different disciplines cont,ibuting to tile airplane

design (! 2/96) - uses "adyanced design" level of data in 1996

- configuration optimization for a fixed flight path(9/96)

- configuration optimization with optimized flight path(I 2/96)

- use systetn for tradesludies during 1997 and 1998

• Ellhangcmcl_ to integrate additional variables and FEM & CFI) data (i. 97 and 98)

PAC - Preliminary Aeroelastic Concept (9/97)

• Process for -.E._h_J_cdAKLs, non-linear CFD Aero Performaqca, non-linear Aero loads

• Design recom,nendations from optimization of wing thickness/camber/twist distributions

starting from ]'CA FY 96

OAC - Optimized Aeroelastic Concept (6/98)

• Process to include wing-box and planform variables, and aeroservoelasticity (controls effects)
using FEM-based wts, non-linear CFD Aero Performance, non-linear Aero loads

• Design recommendations from optimization of wing thickness/camber/twist, planfonn

p.aramg.te_, engine patattteders, and controls parameters starting from TCA FY 96
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ACE Teain Activities Withi/i I ISR

(Funded by WBS 2.1.3)

ACE TO DEVElJ()/' / PERFORM

• Develop DOSS to integrate several disciplines

• Define global design varial_les

• Develop process to compute sensitivity of drag polars to global variables

• Perform multidiscipliuary design studies for PAC and OAC

ACE TO UTILIZE

• Lessons learned front Aerodynamics work (CA &/IL) related to the following

- CFD code accuracy, robustness, efficiency

- corrections to analysis data from WT tests

- efficient procedt'res to incorporate nacelle-diverter effects

ACE / TI TO PROVIDE

• Recommendations on optinuun thickness, camber and twist distributions fiom I'AC design studies

• Recommendations on opt. plan form parameters, spar locations and engine size from OAC design studies

ACE WOULD LIKE TO COORDINATE

• With Configuration Aerodynamics on multi-point design studies

IISR ACE Repor_ FebrutlT 27. 199

Cnnflll. Aern Wofk_hep PIII¢ "/

ACE's Perception of Aero Activities Within HSR

AERO TO DEVELOP / I'ERFO/UVI

• Procedures to pet form aerodynamic contour design optimization fi_rgiven plaulbru_ and constraints on

spar depth and locations, etc.. Aero methods/processes will be developed for such things as - generating

exact airfoil shapes fnr best L/D, nacelle-diverter integration for minindzing drag, leading edge shaping,

high lift syste,n definition, fuselage shaping (?)

• ' Develop WT database and Calibrate / improve analysis codes

AERO TO PROV/I)E

• Guidance / expertise on Aerodynamics issues to support ACE fimded wolk

- codes to use and/or modify for computing sensitivity derivatives

- corrections to CFI) data based on WT results

- procedure to handle nacelle-diverter effects

- realistic low speed drag polars

• Experts to work on generating sensitivity derivatives (for ACE funded activity)

AERO TO UTIL/ZE / COORDINATE

• Design constraillts on global variables from ACE and TI (from baseline tq_dalcs)

• Coordination with ACF on multi-point design strategy and approach
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Wind Tunnel Test Technique
and Instrumentation

Development at LaRC

By

Lawrence E. Pumam

Presented to

HSR Configuration Workshop

Feb. 28, 1996

IAu_ 7 Itr'w_ Comer
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Test Technique Development

Objectives
Improved Basic Instrument Set

- Provide capability to measure angle of attack to _+0.01° in a dynamic
environment in <__1 second.

- Provide strain gage balances that are not effected by or that can be

corrected for temperature gradient effects.

- Provide balances that have significantly reduced uncertainty levels.

Point Surface Flow Property Determination

Provide pressure measurement systems that minimize impact on tunnel

productivity.
r

- Reduce impact of electrical leads and pressure tubing that bridge the strain
gage balance to zero.

- Provide capability for measuring boundary layer characteristics.

- Provide capability for measurement of unsteady flow characteristics.

It_k CtatBr

:N

r
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Test Technique Development

Objectives

Global Model Position and Deformation

- Develop optical methods for determining angle of attack with uncertainties
of better than + 0.01 °.

- Provide capability to measure model deformation under load in RFB wind
tunnels.

• Wing twist and deflection

• High lift gap size

Global Surface Flow Property Determination

- Provide capability to determine boundary layer transition location at

temperatures from 150 F to -250 F.

- Provide user friendly pressure sensitive paint systems for RFB wind tunnels

(in particular, UPWT, 16' TI', and the NTF in air).
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Global Off-Body Flow Property Determination

- Provide non-intrusive capability to measure off body flow characteristics.

Qualitative Flow Visualization
- Provide non-intrusive surface flow visualization methods.

- Provide non-intrusive off-body flow visualization methods.

Semispan Testing Capability

- Provide a semispan testing capability for NTF.

Wall Corrections

- Provide capability for routinely correcting data for wind tunnel wall effects.

_rrJ

Test Technique Development

Objectives

Data Uncertainty Assessment

- Provide routine assessment of data uncertainty including bias and

precision computation as part of data reduction.

• Develop historical data base for uncertainty of all instruments.

• Develop instrument calibration procedures that required uncertainty
data.
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FY 1996 Projects
Improved Basic Instrument Set

- Inertial Model Attitude Measurement System

- Balance Thermal Response Improvement

- Balance Modeling, Experimental Design and Uncertainty Improvement

Global Model Position and Deformation

- Assessment of OptoTrack Optical Model Attitude Measurement System

- Development of single camera system for angle of attack and model twist
determination.

• Development of reflective plastic targets.

- Development of laser scanning method for angle of attack determination

• Development of laser scanning line targets.

- Development of Moir_ Intefferometry method for model deformation
determination.

/.4mlN_J' _m Ceur

;._

,_,:

FY 1996 Projects

Point Surface Flow Property Determination

- Development of a cryogenic ESP system for NTF.

- Development of Bragg gratings for Shear Stress Measurement.

Global Surface Flow Property Determination

- Development of boundary layer transition location detection method for
NTF.

• Infrared method

• Temperature Sensitive Paint

• Hot films

Qualitative Flow Visualization

- Development of flow visualization systems for LaRC wind tunnels
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FY 1996 Prcjects

• Data Uncertainty Assessment

- Development of methodology for and assessment of data uncertainties in
RFB wind tunnels.

• Wall Correction Method Development

• Semispan Test Technique

#G_w_i CemBr

7O

Development of Optical Angle-of-Attack
Measurement Systems

3,:'Z _

Objective

- To develop a system of measuring angle

of attack using optical techniques.

- System shall be capable of a measure-

ment accuracy of better than _ 0.01 ° in

a dynamic environment with no impact

on tunnel productivity.

Approach

- Assess competing approaches through

lab calibrations and prototype testing in
wind tunnels.

Single Camera System

• Two Camera System

OptoTrack

• Laser Scanning Method

- Select "best" system for implementation

base on uncertainty of measurements

and cost of implementation

• FY 1995 Accomplishments

- Completed White Paper on state of art.

- Completed lab calibrations and proof of

concept tests in NTF and 16' TDT.

- Completed initial comparison of

OptoTrack(Boeing owned) and single

camera system in the 14x22 tunnel.

- Initiated procurement of OptoTrack.

• FY 1996 Plans

- Develop high contrast targets.

- Continue assessment of single camera

system in the NTF.

- Evaluate OptoTrack system..

- Conduct risk reduction experiments tbr

laser scanning method.

- Document capabilities and measure-

ment uncertainty of each approach

• Future Plans

- Select best method and implement.

Lm_ R_ Cem_
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Development of Wing Twist Measurement

System

Objective

- To develop an optical system for

measuring wing twist caused by
aerodynamic loads.

Approach

- A single camera videogrammetric

system using high contrast passive

optical targets on the model wing will

be used to measure wing twist.

- The target will have minimum adverse

effects on the boundary layer.

- System will be automated and user-

friendly.

• FY 1995 Accomplishments

- Completed White Paper on model
detbrmation.

- Demonstrated capability of system

during tests in the NTF and UPWT.

- Initiated effort to improve targets.

• FY 1996 Plans

- Develop high contrast targets.

- Continue assessment of single camera

system in the NTF and UPWT.

- Improve data acquisition system.

- Refine calibration procedures to be

more competitive with normal tunnel

operations.

- Document capabilities and

measurement uncertainty.

• Future Plans

- Implement production systems in NTF
and UPWT.

La_/4'y R _l'_ C_mtr
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Development of Model Deformation

Measurement Systems

;_i!_ +

:!il

i%1

Objective

- To develop a system of measuring

deformation using optical techniques.

Approach

- Assess competing approaches through

lab calibrations and prototype testing in
wind tunnels.

• Laser Scanning Method - Uses a

low-power, programmable laser

beam scanning system, a galvano-

meter-based oscillating mirror and

small infrared laser diode to paint

a series of successive, parallel

spanwise or chordwise lines of

light on model which is recorded

using CCD cameras.

Moire Intefferometry -makes use

of optical fibers and infrared laser

diodes as the basis of compact
speckle intefferometer systems.

• Approach Continued

- Select "'best" system for further

development based on uncertainty of

measurements, risk, and cost of

implementation

• FY 1996 Plans

- Acquire necessary hardware for

laboratory tests of systems.

- Perform laboratory risk reduction tests

to characterize system performance and
to obtain estimates of system accuracy.

- Decide on whether to continue to

development.

• Future Plans

- If either systems shows enough

promise, continue development of a

prototype system and evaluate in wind
tunnel tests.



Development cf Bragg Gratings as Shear
Stress Monitors

• Objective • FY 1995 Accomplishments
- To develop a non-intrusive method for - Demonstrated that Bragg gratings

_i quantitative shear stress measurements, exhibit measurable response to the

,.',_'_ applied shear stress.
_ • Approach

- Temperature effects which accompany
- Investigate the effects of aerodynamic the shear effect can accounted for by

[_ shear stress on Bragg reflected spectra simultaneous temperature
on germaninm-doped optical fibers measurements.

":_.... adhered to a metal substrate.

'-_!_;: • FY 1996 Plans
- Conduct initial proof of concept lab

studies to under variable aerodynamic - tests concept anConduct initial of in

_'_i:i stresse's, appropriate wind tunnel.

_,!_ - Conduct prototype testing of Bragg • Future Plans
':'_ : gratings in the E'ITD subsonic wind

- [f prototype tests are successful, offer as
_:, tunnel and then the 0.3-m TCT.

a standard skin friction measuring

_i - If successful implement in the NTF. technique.

Itea_eJ Cede
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Development of Cryogenic ESP
Transducers

_ i_̧¸

Objective
- To develop a ESP transducer that

provides measurements at cryogenic

temperatures without any type of
thermal controls, that reduces number of

ancillary pressure tubes crossing the
balance, reduces number of calibrations

required and is smaller in size.

Approach
- Basic ESP module design will be

modified to incorporate materials that

are compatible with cryogenic

environment, temperature of each
sensor will be measured to allow

compensation for changes m bias and

sensitivity, new bonding techniques will

be used. and more highly doped
semiconductors will be used to reduce

sensitivity to temperature changes.

• FY 1995 Accomplishments
- First 16 channel prototype system

completed.

- Thermal expansion measurements

completed.

• FY 1996 Plans

- Complete fabrication of 2nd and 3rd 16

channel prototypes.

- Complete lab calibration and testing of

3 prototypes in 0.3-m TCT.

- Complete analysis and selection of best
fabrication method.

• Future Plans

- Fabricate, calibrate and test 32 channel

module.

- Assess uncertainties

- Seek commercial supplier and transfer

technology.
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Boundary Layer Transition Location
Detection

Objective

- To develop user-friendly, cost-effective,

minunatly-intrusive method(s) for

determining globally the location of

boundary layer transition on models at

temperatures from -250F to 130F.

- To select by the end of FY, or sooner,

initial technique(s) to be offered for
routine use in the NTF.

Approach

- Assess competing approaches through

lab calibrations and prototype testing in
wind tunnels.

Infrared technique

• Temperature sensitive paint

• Hot film (not global)

• Other

Select "'best" system for tmplementation

base on risk, technology readiness, cost

of implementation, and uncertainty of
measurements.

• Accomplishments to Date

- Demonstrated use of IR technique down to

about -150F. Will require tong wave length

IR cameras for lower temperatures.

- Use of hot films down to -250F.

- Potential of TSP in cryogenic environment

by Sullivan of Purdue.

- Team formed to develop TSP technique.

- High risk research plan developed to

provide a prototype TSP system in NTF by
end of FY.

• FY 1996 Plans

- Continue development of IR technique and

define implementation requirements for
NTF.

- Conduct lab and exploratory wind tunnel

studies to develop TSP.

- Complete prototype test of TSP system in
NIT.

• Future Plans

- Select best method and implement in NTF.

Boundary Layer Transition Location
Detection

N i

z: ....
v;

}:

NTF Barriers and Constraints

- Prototype system must be operational in facility by end of FY 96

- Physical space (NTF running out of tunnel penetration space)

- Changes/modifications should take no longer than 2 days

- Transition data taken concurrently with other test data

- No oil. seeding, 02

- Must function from -250F to 130F

- Access holes cannot exceed 2" diameter

- Must be able to use existing models

,,.,-_ o.,,, 7 3



q;:i Boundary Layer Transition Location

,_ Detection

'_: Infrared Technical Barriers and Issues
- Does not work on metal models

- Requires an insulated coating

- Thickness of silicon dioxide needed for insulation

- Probably need for a composite model

- Currant technology limited to -150°F

- Exouc imagerrequired

- Liquidheliumcooleddetector(-250°F)

- Backgroundthermalnoiseon runnelwall

- Specialwindow glass

- Testsectionlighting

- Specialenclosurerequiredforcamera

- 5 minutes/perpointrequiredfordataacquisition

- Photonlimited

- Can NASA specialistrecreateexperimentsconductedby contractorm 0.3-mTCT?

/._ Rm CeW
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Boundary Layer Transition Location
Detection

z_,:;il

t

=N

Hot Film Technical Barriers and Constraints

- Thickness of application

- Not global

- Time to calibrate

- Availability of facility to deposit films on large models

- Wire across balance

- Trench required for wires in wing

- Survivability of gauges in tunnel

- Surfaceoffilms

- Has problem with long cable lengths (>100ft)

- Fabrication capability (deposited films) only available at LaRC

- Probably could be used to validate other techniques

- High cost - impact on other measurements

_ C_
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Detection

TSP Development Underway
- Development of cryogenic paint chemistry

• Cooperative effort between LaRC, HSR, MDA-E, Purdue University, and University of

Florida

- Development of insulating coating

Paint surface finish determination and improvement

- Assembly of data acquismon system (using existing hardware and software developed for PSP)

- Planning for 0.3-m TCT technique development and proof of concept tests

- Definition of system implementauon requirements for NTF.

8_ CereS'

Boundary Layer Transition Location
Detection

_iii:iii!!;
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TSP Technical Barriers and Issues

- Thickness of applied layer

- Quality of surface finish

- May require an insulating layer on model

- May require a temperature step in flow

- Orifice protection during application

- Lighting contrast

- Viewing angle/model shape

- Life of paint

- Degradation of paint

- Keeping paint on model

- Safety
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DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE
Toward National Standards

Our New Environment:

We are driven by customer needs.

New Customer Needs:

Unprecedented assessment, control and

reduction of variation in design and testing.

'_ DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE
_,-:_: Toward National Standards

_ ur es onse:

::_;!i operations affecting measurement quality.

_! 2. Establish pre-test planning and negotiation based on

;_ simplified, easy-to-use, uncertainty analysis.

i;,i 3 Develop standardized processes for continuous
_,.,.,_

_:_i improvement and long-term stability.

....'_ 4. Develop national standards for evaluation of data

quality and corrections in comparable national facilities.

1. Apply methods of statistical process control to all
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DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE
Toward National Standards

(,!)_:

which

Results So Far:

1. All RFB staff have completed Coleman and Steele short
course on uncertainty analysis and test planning.

2. Simplified uncertainty analyses have been completed for
core facilities plus airfoil tunnels.

3. Pre-test planning has led to significant changes in
instrumentation and/or test matrix to achieve customer needs.

4. We have received strong, favorable, customer response.

5. Uncertainty analysis and statistical process control methods
are now used to assess all changes in operations and facilities

might affect data quality.

Lmq_ 7 Rm_t_, Ce.._r

_____ __ _, _,..,....I'..LIt7 r.;_J ..............

DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE
Toward National Standards

!!!"

::i_;!i!

Suminary:

The new methodolgy has enabled us to look at our

operations with a powerful microscope.

Consequence:

,. We can now see significant new opportunities to

enhance customer and staff satisfaction while reducing costs
and increasing productivity
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Test Techniques Available or in Development

for LaRC Facilities used by HSR

• NTF

- Micro-tuft surface flow visualization

- Wing twist measurement

- Boundary layer transition location in development)

• UPWT

- Schlieren or Shadowgraph

- Micro-tuft surface flow visualization

- Wing twist measurement (Prototype system demonstrated. Production

system being developed.)

- PSP

- Vapor Screen

78
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Test Techniques Available or in Development

for LaRC Facilities used by HSR

16'TT

- Micro-tuft flow visualization

- Surface oil flow

14'x 22' Subsonic Tunnel

- Micro-tuft flow visualization

- Surface oil flows

- Flying smoke wand

- 3-D Laser Velocimeter

- Global Doppler Velocimeter (development underway)

- OptoTrack AOA (in procurement)

Laal_y _w_ C#m_r



!iiii ii ii Concluding Remarks

;_:;,:• LaRC has an aggressive test technique development program underway. This

program has been developed using 3rd Generation R&D management
:_, techniques and is a closely coordinated program between suppliers and wind

tunnel operators.

- Wind tunnel customers' informal input relative to their needs has been an

.....,_ essential ingredient in developing the research portfolio.

;_::_• An attempt has been made to balance this portfolio to meet near term and long
_ term test technique needs.

_N! ° Major efforts are underway to develop techniques for determining model wing

twist and location of boundary layer transition in the NTF.

• The foundation of all new instrumentation developments, procurements, and

:; upgrades will be based on uncertainty analysis.
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HSR Su_ersonioLaminarF,ow Cont, o,

High-Speed Research Project

4.3 Aerodynamic Performance

4.3.4 Supersonic Laminar
An Overview

Flow Control

NASA Langley Research Center

HSR CA Workshop/February 27, 1996

SLFC ITD:

Bharadvaj, Bala
Fischer, Mike
Joslin, Ron

King, Lyn
Parikh, Pradip

MDA

LaRC
LaRC

ARC
BCAG
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HSR SuoersonicLminarF,owContro,

SLFC Mission Statement

Develop and validate technologies for
Supersonic Laminar Flow Control (SLFC)
and perform the SLFC aerodynamic design
for the HSCT with an assessment of the
net benefit and risks.

l-ISR _uoe_oo_cL._m,narF:;JowCon_o_

SLFC Benefits
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HLFC Application to HSCT

,-- 20% NLF on

/ empennage _ I :_=ma_ : owwin su::ic_

Laminarover40=/°ot SW _ -"'</_/_._.

Aerodynamic Bcme_: 8 to 10% Increase in Cruise L/D

Implementation PenalUes: Systems and Structural Weight Increment,
Fuel Displacement, TSFC, Suction Air
Momentum Drag

Performance Benefits: _MTOW---6 to -8%, ._Block Fuel--10 to -12%
AF.ngine AirflowI-8 to -12%.

Thermal Benefits: Reduced Skin Temperatures
- Reduced Fuel Heating rate
- Increased Materials Options

Benefits would be larger for a heavier/longer-range configuration and for HLFC
scheme with wall cooling

HSR SuoersonicGin*natFlowContro,

Benefits of SLFC

• 8% increase in cruise I../D (9.3=>10)

o11% reduction in fuel burn (390,0001bs=>347,1001bs)

°7% reduction in MTOW (740,0001bs=>688,2001bs)

• 50-100 degree(F) reduction in local skin temperatures
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i-iSR SuDersonicLminarFlowControl

SLFC Major Issues

• BL Suction - Where? How much?

- Impact on Inviscid Drag

• Weight of Suction System
• Compatible High Lift System
• Leading Edge Protection -Insects, Ice
• Complexity & Cost of Systems and Structure
• Durability & Maintainability

A
SYSTEM I! I_

STUDIES I FUGHTTEST IFEASIBILITY
STUDIES

I

POTIE)/T1AL BENEFITS
FROM SLFC VERY HIGH

Immmmcl UO _t1%
Re4ucld TOGW e-IW,

Smiler engine S.IZ_,
fllel flCNlded 10-14%

Immured economics --4"/,
Lower e_
Lower sldn temp.

,_r- I00" F

PDR CDR

.30 Euler Immm_ Oemgn
•_o m.s=u=xty_=_m=
, _I Sele_ion o(

Imt_mw4_a_k_
• C,,t=ca! SLFC database

I Use Modified F.lSXL2_or SLFC Rlght EJcpt=

F16XL
FLT TEST

4/96 COMPLETE

FY 94
J

PCD-1

&r-----i

3/97

• SLFC wmcj des=tin feastble
• HLFC =DPes_ prornmng
• OpUnUzaUon decrweses

su_lon requirements
• Work orsImWementaUon

issues stJuliOenaed I

SLFC

BASELINE
DECISION

• Ca_te exlsllng amlWemJcl¢mtgn codlin

• In11_ prtd_.UoNdesk2n m4thods
• 3D wing deskjn & suaJonnmoling
• Update integt-at/on swdy

• Oeveloll pums Ior Inlnmrovtng Teen Readiness Lavel
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-23-96

4.3 AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

4.3.4 Supersonic Laminar Flow Control

, I,./ I I

' IlL Te_nology

_conc._t , !. .......... Configuration

SLFC Flight Test SLFC Basedne I
_, Complete ,_ i_siorl

J tF-,sxL-2SLFC__ I A_su=c'roo=o_...,.m,=__ c_,..w

SLFCRightT., D--"---4.3.4.1 F-16XL-2 Right Ft=mm_'l=_m=_'
I I I

Experiment /_ c,._D===,.,,=._C=,,,V_(_SR_=..a)
' IZ_k Oemo Phalm C_nm_e (HSR Phmm I)

4.3.4.2 SLFC Tools ,_ N4L-,or :_ _ C.=m_e

_L I t I
Ca_mmn _ Fi_ DamNseC,o_:_e

Dev_opmerd& I I I I

,L I _ i

4.3.4.3 SU:C _ S_R_m,_Aerodynamic Daslgn

4.3.4.99 Task Planning
end Coordination A

I_ &Coomn_ Melmg

I

I t I

HSR S uperson_cLm_nar Flow Control.

4.3.4.1 F-16XL-2 Flight Test
(Hardware Demonstration)
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AERODYNAMIC AND SUCTION REQUIREMENTS

/__''j- _'C_- Attachment LineSuction, Re = 140 {Cq max)

%--2®1%=)Su_on Downstream of AttachmentUne

Cq max: N<_.6 (Envelope)

N<4, I=OAttldlmqmt Une Cqrain: N;_10 (_. = Constant, f = 0)
Flute _ N;_12 (_ = ConstanLf _0)

-0.20 F M = 1.9 (z = 3,3" 251 _ Determinedby C,nMax I

P
20 \ Attachment Line Stability ..... Cq Mtn

-0.10
Cp

0.00 L Cq lS I L /- Suction Ramp Oetermined I
t _ by Crossflow Stability

xl0 4 10 ! ............ _F._luirement Constant

i .................. _ /Over Rooftop I
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'=lllOqml, _4
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F-16XL-2 SLFC Flight Experiment
Comparisonof Measuredand Predicted Surface Pressures
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HSR S,.,per_o,.,,cLar,.,ir.,,,,rF,owCor,,,o,.

4.3.4.2 SLFC Tool Development
a. Tool calibration
b. Quiet tunnel database

HSR SupersonicLaminar F,ow Control

Tool Calibration from F-16XL database

Flight Data: Cp, Tw, Suction flute meas.

FTZSA

i roduces smeolh CI', C(.! dala on a

fine surface grid

IHT1NN(;-SE (surface E=,lcr)

Edge velocilles for 111.31)hy sotving the
snrf. Euier equaliulls hosed oil Ihe input
CP and allachinen¢ li.c location

BOEING ['l )ST-PROCI_.3SOIt

I similarIn F'T2SA but no

T smoolh interpolationto n.e _rid

CDISC+EUI,ER

Inverse desifill of surface to nmtcl=
ti_c i.put CI' ",! measured locations
wlth Euier solullott at these Iocstlons

[NTWN(;-IN'r or IIL3D interface

1
T E,%IALIK"D

Produces ctil_evelocities for IlLJI)
l)y lulerpol,_llon u[ Euler velocillc$
and locatlo, of att=chnienl line usin1_
Euler velocities

Correlation with measurement of transition location
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HSR SupersonicLaminarFlowControl

Sketch of Attachment-Line Region

D,I,A, =OLL

',
13.

HSR Sup_r,o,_i_L_m,oa,F,owCoo=,

N-factor Correlation

Parallel Method 2D-Eigenvalue Approach
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i',_r R Supersonic Linar Flow Control

Constant N-valued Curves for
Transition Correlation
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HSR SuoersonicLarninar F,ow Contro,.

Significance of Quiet Tunnels
Transition. _ /Raoiateonoise
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HSR Supersonic Laminar F,ow Control

4.3.4.3 SLFC Aerodynamic Design

- Design wing contour
- Suction & cooling requirements
- Step/gap/waviness requirements
- Compute skin friction reductions
- Calculate BLC suction requirements

HSR Supersonic Lminar F_ow Contro_

Summary

SLFC Impact on HSCT:
Aerodynamic & Economic Benefits
- Drag reduction, Increased L/D,
- Reduced MTOW, Lower skin temps, etc.

PCD 2:

4.3.4.1 F-16XL-2 SLFC Flight Experiment
4.3.4.2 SLFC Design Tool Methodology
4.3.4.3 SLFC Aerodynamic Design
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HSR HIGH-LIFT
TECHNOLOGY

High Lift Technology Overview

Z.T. Applin

Presented at the

First NASA/Industry HSR Configuration Aerodynamics
Workshop

February 27-29, 1996

Langley Research Center

High-Lift Technology

Integrated Technology Development Team
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OUTLINE
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• PCD1 Review

- Program content

- Models

- High-lift system downselect

- Viscous USG development

• PCD2 Overview

- Planned program

• Summary
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PCD1 Review

i

PCD1 Deliverables

\

/

Tulm/Sum

4.3.2mgh-unT_

4.3.2.1 CFD _ogy
Ac_:t_o.

4.3.2.2 Coetce_ EvaJuabon
and V-aiclatk3n

4.3.2.3 Scaling end k_llg
Methods

Deasmn

1994 1995

O N D J F M A M J J iA 'S O N O

w'k_BoOy,1_mmm/AeBooy I F_n_rm vmnmmb_ _4 H CJb.
' _ I I I I_ ] / I _ I I AOm_l_Grtd
_=" I I HEAT1I_ l / _ H,-S_W,.̂ ,,_W_ I

f
_ _-_= I _,_,_,_

Indus_y work item _7 Wind tunnel test/CgD calibm_on
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PCD2 Overview

PCD2 Milestones
i

#

TASKS

4.3.2 High-Lift Technology
1996 1997 1998
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PCD2 WBS
Description

/ \

\ f

4.3.2.1 Technology Concept Assessment
Develop an efficient high-lift system for the Technology Concept HSCT
aircraft configuration and provide an assessment of the low-speed

aerodynamic performance and handling characteristics.

4.3.2.2 High-Lift System Concept Design
Design and evaluate refinements to the Technology Concept high-lift system
in order to identify and develop areas for potential improvement which will
be required in order to meet the established performance improvement
goals.

4.3.2.3 Propulsion/Airframe Integration
Evaluate the installation effects of the propulsion system on the low-speed
aerodynamic performance and handling characteristics both in and out of
the influence of the ground.

4,3.2.4 Tools and Methods Development
Develop the tools and methods required for the accurate assessment of the
full scale aerodynamic performance of the Technology Concept HSCT
configuration.
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PCD2 Logic Flow

4.3.2 High Lift Technology Logic Flow Diagram

,_.__,_ .

N_m:.Nm_lMr ,* UPlmr mmnm,imi.mql $ milmmm'wrammer.
Nummr a immr _¢ner is t.m_ 4 m numimr.

• tnlarfaoes w_h oawr _agrmm elttmlts de,riNd In NC_,OnS3.14-1S.

"_$
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PCD2 Logic
Description

Milestone Number

2

3

7

4.3.2.1 Technology Concept Assessment

Level 3

Technology Concept High-Lift Geometry Defined (May 15, 1996)

high-lift system geometry defined in preparation for model fabrication

Technology Concept Preliminary Assessment (Jul 15, 1997)

early performance and S&C assessment of Tech. Concept

Technology Concept Final Assessment (Sep 15, 1998)

performance and S&C ammnt of Tech. Concept leading to Tech. Conflg.

8

9

10

11

Level 4

Technology Concept High-Lift Geometry Defined (May 15, 1996)

high-lift system geometry defined in preparation for model fabrication

Define Stability and Control Aerodynamic Requirements (Jul 15, 1996)

develop aerodynamic coefficient requirements based on desired handling qualities

Technology Concept Preliminary Assessment (Ju115, 1997)

early performance and S&C assessment of Tech. Concept

Technology Concept Final Assessment (Sop 15, 1998)

performance and S&C assessment of Tech. Concept leading to Tech. Conflg.
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PCD2 Logic

/
Description

4.3.2.2 High-Lift System Concept Design

Milestone Number Level 3

4 High-Lift System Update (Sep 15, 1997)

- interim update of high-lift system

12

13

Level 4

Assessment of High-Lift System Reflnermmt (Mar 17, 1997)

assessment of viable refinements to the high-lift system

High-I.Jft System Update (Sep 15, 1997)

interim update to Technology Concept high-lift system
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PCD2 Logic

I
!

I

I

J

Description

Milestone Number

1

14

15

4.3.2.3 Propulsion/Airframe Integration

Level 3

HEAT 1A Defined (Apr 30, 1996)

definition of the technical objectives and configuration of the HEAT 1A model and

subsystems

High-Uft/Propulsion Airframe Integration Aerodynamic Assessment (Sep 15, 1998)

assessment of aerodynamic characteristics of current-generation HSCT

Level 4

HEAT 1 Aeroacoustic Assessment (Apr 15, 1996)

complete analysis of HEAT 1 aero/acoustic/propulsion test date

HEAT 1A Aerodynamic Assessment (JuI 15, 1998)

- complete analysis of HEAT 1A airframe/propulsion integration test data
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PCD2 Logic
Description

4.3.2.4 Tools and Methods Development

Milestone Number Lavel 3

5 Tools and Methods Assessment (Jun 15, 1998)

- assessment of tools and methods aveliable for analysis and full-scale prediction of

low-speed characteristics of the HSCT

16

17

18

19

2O

21

level 4

Automatic Adaptation of Viscous Unstructured Grid (USG) Method (Oct 15, 1996)

development of automatic grid adaptation capability for USG method

Support/Well Interference (Dec 16, 1996)

method for correcting wind tunnel data for support end wall interference effects

Boundary-Layer Transition Technique Recommendation (Apr 15, 1997)

verified technique for ensuring proper B.L transition location

Ground Effects Methodology Assessment (Ju115, 1997)

assessment of methods for predicting ground effects from wind-tunnel data

Viscous USG Technology Concept Assessment (Dec 15, 1997)

application of viscous USG method to assess Technology Concept

Full-Scale Prediction Methodology (May 15, 1998)

method for exlmpolation of wind tunnel results to fuikscale conditions
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High Lift Technology
Metrics

i \
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High Lift Technology
Models/Facilities

WBS 4.3.2 High-Lift Technology ModellFaclllty Utilization
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Summary

A

• High-lift system performance will have a large impact
on airplane noise and weight.

• Successful completion of PCD1 activities provided
greater understanding of aerodynamic characteristics
and configuration features important to high-lift
system performance including:

- Reynolds number effects (Ref. H)

- Propulsion/airframe integration effects

- Planform effects, canard/3-surface, alternate high-lift
concepts, etc.

• PCD2 plans are aimed at achieving technology
development performance goals and increasing
technology readiness level for Technology Concept.
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Experimental Results of the 2.7% Reference H Nacelle Airframe
Interference High Speed Civil Transport Model

Gelsomina Cappuccio
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 94035

Experiments were conducted in the NASA Ames 9-Ft by 7-Ft Supersonic and 11-Ft by 11-Ft Transonic
Wind Tunnels of a 2.7% Reference H (Ref. H) Nacelle Airframe Interference (NAI) High Speed Civil
Transport (HSCT) model. NASA Ames did the experiment with the cooperation and assistance of Boeing
and McDonnell Douglas. The Ref. H geometry was designed by Boeing. The model was built and tested
by NASA under a license agreement with Boeing.

Detailed forces and pressures of individual components of the configuration were obtained to assess
nacelle airframe interference through the transonic and supersonic flight regime. The test apparatus was
capable of measuring forces and pressures of the wing body (WB) and nacelles. Axisymmetric and 2-D
inlet nacelles were tested with the WB in both the in-proximity and captive mode. The in-proximity
nacelles were mounted to a nacelle support system apparatus and were individually positioned. The right
hand nacelles were force instrumented with flow through strain-gauged balances and the left hand
nacelles were pressure instrumented. Mass flow ratio was varied to get steady state inlet unstart data. In
addition, supersonic spillage data was taken by testing the 2-D inlet nacelles with ramps and the
axisymmetric inlet nacelles with an inlet centerbody for the Mach condition of interest. The captive
nacelles, both axisymmetric and 2-D, were attached to the WB via diverters. The captive 2-D inlet nacelle
was also tested with ramps to get supersonic spillage data.

Boeing analyzed the data and showed a drag penalty of four drag counts for the 2-D compared with the
axisymmetric inlet nacelle. Two of the four counts were attributable to the external bevel designed into
the 2-D inlet contour. Boeing and McDonnell Douglas used these data for evaluating Computational Fluid
Dynamic (CFD) codes and for evaluation of nacelle airframe integration problems and solutions.
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Objectives

• Database for CFD Validation
• Axisymmetricvs 2-D Inlet Nacelles
• Nacelle Installation: Captive and In-Proximity
• Supersonic Spillage Data
• Steady-State Inlet Unstart Data

• Participants: NASA Ames, Boeing, and McDonnell Douglas

Results of 2.7% Ref. H NAI Test

• Measured 4.5 Drag Count Penalty for 2-D Inlet Nacelle
• 2 Drag Counts Attributable to External Bevel Design
• CFD and Wind Tunnel Tools Evaluated

An experiment was conducted from December 1993 to February 1994 in the NASA Ames 9-Ft by 7-Ft
Supersonic Wind Tunnel and from March to May 1994 in the 11-Ft by 11-R Transonic Wind Tunnel of a
2.7% Reference H (Ref. H) Nacelle Airframe Interference (NAI) High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) model.
NASA Ames did the experiment with the cooperation and assistance of Boeing and McDonnell Douglas.
The Ref. H geometry was designed by Boeing. The model was built and tested by NASA under a license
agreement with Boeing.

Detailed forces and pressures of individual components of the configuration were obtained to assess
nacelle airframe interference through the transonic and supersonic flight regime. The test apparatus was
capable of measuring forces and pressures of the wing body (WB) and nacelles. Axlsymmetrlc and 2-D
inlet nacelles were tested with the WB in both the in-proximity and captive mode. The in-proximity
nacelles were mounted to a nacelle support system apparatus and were individually positioned. The right
hand nacelles were force instrumented with flow through strain-gauged balances and the left hand
nacelles were pressure instrumented. Mass flow ratio was varied to get steady state inlet unstart data. In
addition, supersonic spillage data was taken by testing the 2-D inlet nacelles with ramps and the
axisymmetric inlet nacelles with an inlet centerbody for the Mach condition of interest. The captive
nacelles, both axisymmetric and 2-D, were attached to the WB via diverters. The captive 2-D inlet nacelle
was also tested with ramps to get supersonic spillage data.

Boeing analyzed the data and showed a drag penalty of four drag counts for the 2-D compared with the
axisymmetric inlet nacelle. Two of the four counts were attributable to the external bevel designed into
the 2-D inlet contour. Boeing and McDonnell Douglas used these data for evaluating Computational Fluid
Dynamic (CFD) codes and for evaluation of nacelle airframe integration problems and solutions.
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Figure 3. 2.7% Ref. H WB and MCTCB Captive Nacelles in 1lxl 1

Figure 3 shows the axisymmetric nacelles installed on the WB and being tested in the 1lxl 1.
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MODEL

• Wing Body

Pressure Instrumentation
• 280 on Upper and Lower Left Hand Wing Surfaces
• 24 on Fuselage
• Connections for 32 Pressures Taps on Right Hand Nacelles

2.0 inch Diameter Task MK IA Force Balance
• AX = =160 lb., N1 = N2 = =900 lb., $1 = $2 = =450 lb., and

RM = =1000 in-lb.

• Calibrated and Corrected for Temperature Effects on Zero Shift
and Conversion Constant but not for Gradients Across Balance
on AX, N1 and N2

0.011 inch High Epoxy Boundary Layer Trip Discs Placed 0.64
inches Aft in Stream-wise Direction; Location Same as 1.7% Ref.
H and Height based on Sizing Criteria in NASA TM 4363.

The wing is made out of 15-5 stainless steel heat treated to condition H1025. The forward and aft section
of the fuselage are made out of 6061-T6 aluminum, while the mid section, that houses the balance, is
made out of 17-4 stainless steel. The fuselage was cut off at station of 2904.6 inches for the model, and
therefore does not include the empennage.

The upper and lower left hand wing surfaces are pressure instrumented, while the right hand wing
accommodates pressure tubes from the nacelles that are mounted to the wing. Pressures were not
measured on the aft fuselage base because the base collapsed to a knife edge. Tubing was installed on
the sting to measure pressure just behind the balance for corrections to the data. There are 123
pressures on the upper wing surface shown in figure 4, 157 on the lower surface shown in figure 5, and
24 on the fuselage surface.

The WB forces were measured using a 2.0 inch diameter Task MK IA force balance that was housed in the
balance block in the mid section of the fuselage. The capacity of the MK I balance is =900 lb. for N1 and
N2, ±450 lb. for $1 and $2, =160 lb. for AX and ±1000 in-lb, for RM. The balance was calibrated at various
temperatures so that temperature corrections could be made to get the best accuracy and repeatability
out of the balance. It was very important to measure drag as accurately as possible. The balance repeated
to within =0.1% of full scale capacities on each gage when calibrated.

Epoxy trip discs were used to trip the boundary layer. The height chosen was 0.011 inches and they were
placed 0.64 inches aft in the stream-wise direction on the upper and lower surface and 1 inch aft on the
fuselage nose.
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Captive Nacelles

Axisymmetric
• Mixed Compression Translating Centerbody (MCTCB)
• Inlet Designed for 509 Ib./sec Turbine Bypass Engine ('I'BE)
• Axisymmetric Nozzle

2-D

• Bifurcated Two Stage Supersonic Inlet (BTSSI)
• Inlet Designed for 540 Ib./sec TBE, but Scaled to Match

MCTCB Inlet Area

• Axisymmetric Nozzle
• Tested with and without Ramp

• 2 Base Pressures Measured to make Force Corrections

• 3 Rows of 10 Pressure Taps: Inboard, Keel, and Outboard

The axisymmetric inlet nacelles are designated as the MCTCB, mixed compression translating
centerbody, nacelles. The 2-D inlet nacelles are designated the BTSSI, bifurcated two stage supersonic
inlet, nacelles.

The axisymmetric inlet nacelles represent the design for a Turbine Bypass Engine (TBE) with airflow of
509 Ib./sec. The 2-D inlet nacelles represent the design for a TBE with airflow of 540 Ib./sec. The 2-D
inlet nacelle was scaled to match the inlet capture area of the axisymmetric inlet nacelle for this test so an
evaluation of how the two types of inlets could be made.
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In-Proximity Nacelles

Nacelle Support System
° Position in Axial, Spanwise, and Vertical
• Mass Flow Ratio

• Total Pressure Rakes in each Sting
• Static Exit Pressure in each Sting
• Based on 1972 Calibration

• Video Camera Mounted on Sting to Monitor Nacelles
• Remotely Controlled via Computer or Manual Drive Box

• MCTCB Tested with and without Centerbody for
Mach = <1.2, 1.65, 1.8, and 2.4

• BTSSl Tested with and without Ramp: First Ramp Angle

Left Hand Nacelles
• 4 External Rows of 10 Pressures: Crown, Inboard, Keel,

Outboard

• 4 Internal Rows of 2 Pressures: Used to Compute RN and Mach
for Skin Friction Force Correction

The in-proximity nacelles were tested using a nacelle support system (NSS). The NSS is clamped to the
main sting and can remotely position four nacelles under the wing in the axial, spanwise, and vertical
directions. In addition to positioning the nacelles, the mass flow can be varied through the nacelles. The
two left hand nacelles are pressure instrumented and the two right hand nacelles are force instrumented
with custom built flow-through balances. The MCTCB and BTSSI nacelles were tested on the NSS. The
15 motors of the NSS are controlled by a computer control system via typed commands and hot keys or
by a manual driver. The primary axial drive positions all four nacelles at one time, while each nacelle can be
driven individually by its own axial drive motor. There is a drive motor for spanwise positioning of the
inboard nacelles and another for the outboard nacelles. Each nacelle has a vertical drive motor and the
remaining four motors drive mass flow plugs for each nacelle.
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Figure 9. Upper Surface of NSS

Figure 9 shows the upper surface of the NSS. Observe the main axial drive system, spanwise, and
individual vertical drives. The remotely driven vertical drive system was added to NSS for the SA1150 NAI
test in 1992/93. The capability of the NSS to work more efficiently while the model is mounted in the
vertical plane was also added to the NSS for this test.
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Figure 10. MCTCB Nacelle with Inlet Centerbody Assembly

During the NAI part of the test, the MCTCB nacelles were tested with and without inlet centerbodies for
each of its designed Mach numbers. Supersonic spillage data was acquired at all Mach numbers for each
of the inlet centerbodies installed. Figure 10 shows how the centerbody is assembled in the MCTCB
nacelle. The inlet centerbody is attached to the non-metric part of the intemal duct so that the nacelle
balance did not measure its force. The only effects measured are how the forces of the WB and nacelles
changed due to the inlet centerbody and test condition. The pressures of the WB and nacelles were also
measured. The MCTCB captive nacelles were not tested with the inlet centerbody.
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In-Proximity Nacelles (Continued)

• Right Hand Nacelles Instrumented with a Force Flow Through
Balance

• Primary and Backup AX = ,-10 lb., N1 = N2 = =40 lb., and
RM = ==10in-lb.

• Calibrated and Corrected for Temperature Effects on Zero Shift
and Conversion Constant on AX, N1 and N2

Corrections to Axial Force
• Pressure within the Fwd- and Aft- Balance Cavities
• Pressure on the Fwd Up Cavity
• Across the Balance Seal

• Calibration

• f (Fwd Lip Cavity Pressure, Balance Force)
• Skin Friction on the Nacelle Metric Internal Up: Average

Turbulent SF based on RN and Mach
• BTSSI Metric Internal Duct Transition
• BTSSI Ramp

The right hand force instrumented nacelles were made out of 17-4 stainless steel. The force
instrumented nacelles housed flow through type balances that were designed and built by MicroCraft.
The capacity of each balance is ==40lb. for N1 and =40 lb. for N2, ==10lb. for AXI and AX2, and =10- in-lb.
for RM. The nacelle balances repeated to within =0.1% full scale capacities of each gage when calibrated.

Corrections were made to the axial force measurements. Force corrections were made due to pressures
measured within the forward and aft balance cavities. A force correction was made due to the pressures
on the forward lip cavity. A force correction was made due to a force across the balance seal. A force
correction was made due to the skin friction on the metric part of the internal duct ahead of the balance
and past the inlet lip. A force correction was made due to the transition occurring in the BTSSI internal
duct in the same region. Finally, a force correction was made due to the ramp Installed In the BTSSI. Each
of these forces was computed during the test except for the internal duct transition and ramp for the
BTSSI. These two particular forces were estimated at all conditions subsequent to the test and then
applied during the test. The other forces were computed based on the pressures and forces measured
during the test. There were a total of 12 pressures, 6 for the inboard and 6 for the outboard, measured.

The MCTCB inlet centerbodies were attached to the non-metric portion of the internal duct and therefore
no corrections were needed. The BTSSI ramp was attached to the metric portion of the internal duct. This
in turn is measured by the nacelle balance. This force was estimated by Boeing at each condition
subsequent to the test. The wind tunnel data was corrected for the force generated by the ramp during
the test.
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Figure 12. MCTCB Force Nacelle Assembly

Figure 12 shows the how the balance is installed in the MCTCB nacelle. Notice the location of the seal
and the break between metric and non-metric parts of the internal duct. The balance measures the forces
generated by the metric portion of the nacelle.. The metric portion includes the entire external nacelle
surface and the forward 2.746 inches of the internal duct. Pressure taps were located on the front of the
non-metric internal duct sleeve ahead of the balance. Pressure taps were also located on the forward part
of the balance to measure a forward cavity pressure and on the aft part of the balance to measure aft cavity
pressure. The same pressures were measured for the balance installed in the BTSSI nacelle. The
installation of the balance inthe BTSSI nacelle is exactly the same as for the MCTCB nacelle. The metric
portion of the BTSSI internal duct is 4.628 inches. The BTSSI nacelle internal duct transitions from a 2-D
cross-section to a circular one. The balance measures the force generated by this transition. The wind
tunnel data is corrected for this force that were estimated by Boeing subsequent to the test at each
condition.
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TEST PROGRAM

9x7 from Dec. '93 to Feb. '94
• Mach = 1.65, 1.8, 2.1, and 2.4
• RN = 3 Million/Ft
• Angle-of-Attack =-2 • to 10°
• Mass Row RalJo= 1 to 0
• Sublimation
• UV Oil Flow Visualization
• Schlieren

• UV Crystal Row Visualization

1lxl 1 from Mar. '94 to May '94
• Mach = 0.8, 0.9,0.95,1.2, and 1.3
• RN = 3 Million/Ft
• Angle-of-Attack =-2 ° to 10°
• Mass Flow Ratio = 1 to 0
• Sublimation

Running was done at Mach numbers of 1.65, 1.8, 2.1, and 2.4 at a constant Reynolds number (RN) of
3xl06/ft for the 9x7 test. Running was done at Mach numbers of 0.9, 0.95, 1.2 and 1.3 at a constant RN
of 3xl06/ft for the 1lxl 1 test. The runs consisted of alpha and mass flow sweeps. The alpha sweeps
were done from -2_ to 5° by 0.25 ° and 5.5= to 10° by 0.5 = increments. The mass flow sweeps were
established by controlling the mass flow plugs from fully opened to closed. Seven plug positions
between fully opened and closed were part of the mass flow sweep. The actual mass flow numbers
depended on the configuration and the test conditions. Repeat runs were done throughout the test to
establish drag data accuracy and repeatability.

When the nacelles were run isolated, the 9x7 test was run at Mach= 1.627, 1.771, 2.061, and 2.35 and
the 1lxl 1 test was run at Mach = 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 1.193, and 1.29. These were the estimated local Mach
numbers the inlet would see if the WB was present. The mass flow sweeps were done at 4°, 4.5 °, and 5°
to bracket the cruise point. When the nacelles were tested without the WB, the settings were 2.9 °, 3.4 °,
and 3.9 °. These numbers represent the same angle but without the incidence angle of the nacelles.
Data was taken at 9 plug positions for each angle-of-attack to capture when the inlet would unstart. In
addition to the runs described above, data was taken for the nacelles positioned differently from the
location when the nacelles are mounted captively. Axial, span-wise, and vertical position studies were
done. Effect of NSS on the WB forces was run also. On several occasions, data was taken for angle-of-
attack sweeps at a constant mass flow ratio. The data taken at the constant mass flow ratio represents an
engine throttle setting.
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X

X
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X

X

X
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NSS

X

BTSSI

X

X

Ramp

X

X

MCTCB

X

X

Centerbody

Mach 1.65X X X

x x x Mach 1.8

x x x Mach 2.4

x x Mach 2.4

x x Mach 1.65

x x Mach 1.8

X X

X X X

X X

X X X

Table 1. Model Configurations Tested in 9x7

Table 1 lists the order of the model configurations tested in the 9x7. At the onset of the test, many studies
were performed to optimize the data acquisition and tunnel condition settings. A sampling rate, humidity,
balance temperature soak, cavity pressure settling time, and bridge effect studies were performed.
During each configuration a number of repeat runs were done for the alpha sweeps to establish the
repeatability and accuracy of the data. During the mass flow ratio sweeps, the mass flow was varied on one
nacelle side at a time to get the effect of unstart on the wing body and nacelle forces. Pressures on both
the wing and nacelles were also measured during the mass flow sweep runs. A mass flow sweep was
done only on the right hand outboard (RO) nacelle at 3 constant angle-of-attacks to get the forces of the
RO nacelle and WB. After these runs, mass flow sweep was done on the left hand outboard (LO) nacelle
at the same 3 constant angle-of-attacks to get the nacelle and wing pressures. There were times when
mass flow ratio was varied in both RO and RI nacelles to get mutual unstart effect on WB and nacelles.
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NSS BTSSI Ramp MCTCB

X X X

X X

X X

Centerbody

X
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X X X

X X X X

X X X

x x x Mach 1.2

x all Mach 1.2

X
outboardX X

X

X X

X X

X

X

all
inboard

inboard

X

x Mach 1.2

X

outboard

Table 2. Model Configurations Tested in llxll

Table 2 lists the order of the model configurations tested in the 11 x 11. This test was much shorter and
more difficult to run because of inherent interference problems due to testing at transonic speeds. Similar
studies up front were done in the 1lxl 1 as the 9x7. The same type and quality of data were striven for
here.
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DATA

• Repeatability: ACo < 0.5 CTS

• Accuracy: Data Compared with 1.7% Ref. H in BSWT ACo < 2 CTS

• Nacelle Installation Drag Increments at Cruise
• MCTCB: ACD = 4.8 CTS
• BTSSI: ACo = 9.3 CTS

• Flow Visualization

The data taken during these tests were extensive and this report does not give it justice. A lot of the data
was and is still be analyzed by NASA, Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, and Lockheed. The emphasis of this
report is on the data quality and overall difference between the MCTCB and BTSSI nacelles.
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Figure 13. Drag Polar of WB Repeat Runs

It was very Important to make sure the data quality was good to be able to distinguish differences between

many configurations. Drag repeatability had to be less than 0.0001 or 1 drag count. The data generated

during the test turned out to be better. It was less than a 0.5 drag count most of the times. Items that
contributed to this result were detail procedures, calibrations, and measurements of the WB and nacelle

balances, and angle-of-attack. Figure 13 shows a representative drag polar of repeat runs.
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Figure 14. Drag Polar of 2.7% vs 1.7% Ref. H WB: Skin Friction ,_CD = 0.0006

The test began with many studies. There were sampling rate, humidity, balance temperature, and

pressure bridging effect studies. Each of these studies established the best conditions for taking data.

The first evaluation of the data came when comparisons were done with data collected on the 1.7% Ref. H

model in the Boeing Supersonic Wind Tunnel (BSWT). This comparison established the magnitude level

of the data. On average the data from the 2.7% Ref. H WB was 2 counts higher than the 1.7% Ref. H

model over the angle-of-attack range. The 2 counts is attributable to trip drag. Figure 14 shows the drag
polar for this comparison. The plot shows 6 counts more which is due to the skin friction of the model at
different scales and RN.
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The BTSSI nacelle measured 4.5 drag counts higher than the MCTCB. This increment was the same

between the captive and the in-proximity testing. Figure 15 shows the drag polar of this comparison. The

in-proximity testing measurements were 1.6 drag counts lower than in captive mode. This in turn says that
the 1.6 counts are due to the diverter.
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CONCLUSION

• BTSSl

4.5 Drag Counts Higher than MCTCB
2 Drag Counts Attributable to the External Bevel Designed into the

2-D Inlet Contour
CFD Verified What Wind Tunnel Measured After the Test

• Emphasis on Data Quality
• Pre-Test Calibrations of Model Support System for Angle-of-Attack

Measurements

• Procedure for Measuring Reference Angle-of-Attack in Horizontal
Plane

• Balance Temperature Calibrations and Operating Procedures
• Humidity and Data Sampling Studies

• Drag Repeatability < 0.5 CTS in 9x7

• Analysis and Reporting of Data will be in a NASA CTM

• Data is Available from ARC or I_aRC Data Base

Overall the test was a high quality data taking test. The test showed that the BTSSI nacelle has a drag
penalty over the MCTCB. During the test a lot of the data was analyzed for its completeness. After the
tests were over, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas had tasks to analyze the data and compare results to their
CFD analysis. Data is still being analyzed by Boeing and Lockheed. NASA will report on the test in more
detail. The NASA report will be a NASA CTM. The data is available through the author or through NASA
Langley. Included with the data is the run schedule and descriptions of the forces and configurations.
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HSCT Propulsion Airframe Integration Studies

Steve Chaney

The Boeing Company

• Inlet Spillage Interference Analysis and Modelling

*** Lockheed Martin (Charlie Novak) ***

• Supersonic Cruise PAl Drag Issues (Boeing)

• CFD Validation, CFD/Test Comparisons

• Bifurcated / Axisymmetric Inlet Drag Differences

The Lockheed Martin spillage study was a substantial effort and is worthy of a separate paper.
However, since a paper was not submitted a few of the most pertinent results have been pulled out and
included in this paper. The reader is urged to obtain a copy of the complete Boeing Configuration
Aerodynamics final 1995 contract report for the complete Lockheed documentation of the spillage work.

The supersonic cruise studies presented here focus on the bifurcated - axisymmetric inlet drag delta. In

the process of analyzing this delta several test/CFD data correlation problems arose that lead to a
correction of the measured drag delta from 4.6 counts to 3.1 counts. This study also lead to much better

understanding of the OVERFLOW gridding and solution process, and to increased accuracy of the force
and moment data. Detailed observations of the CFD results lead to the conclusion that the 3.1 count

difference between the two inlet types could be reduced to approximately 2 counts, with an absolute
lower bound of 1.2 counts due to friction drag and the bifurcated lip bevel.
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Inlet Spillage Interference Analysis and Modelling

• Data Analysis: NASA Ames Ref H 9x7 & 11 ft tests

• CFD Modelling: OVERFLOW

• Isolated

• Nacelle-in-Proximity

HSCT High SpeedAerodynamics

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The technical objective of this study was to conduct analyses to determine effects of inlet oblique shock (nominal) spillage

interference. This was done for nacelles in proximity to wing using force and pressure data obtained in NASA wind tunnel

testing of a 2.7% scale model of the Boeing Reference H HSCT Configuration. Selected wind tunnel data were compared

to computational fluid dynandcs (CFD) analysis methods to determine if nominal spillage effects can be reliably predicted
by CFD methods.

The technical approach taken during this study consisted of three pans. First the NASA-ARC Data Management System

Utilities (CDDMS) were used to reduce the 2.7% Reference H Nacelle-Airframe Interference (NAI) wind tunnel data from

tests conducted in both the 9'x7' and ll'xll' test facilities for.

isolated Mixed-Compression Translating Centerbody (MUI'CB) nacelles,

isolated Bifurcated Two-Stage Supersonic Inlet (BTSSI) nacelles,

nacelle-to-nacelle interference with the MCTCB and BTSSI geometries,

nacelle-in-proximity to wing/body with the MCTCB, BTSSI and Ref. H geometries.

Second, and of equal importance to the data analysis, is the implementation of NASA-developed OVERFLOW CFD

methodologies in analytical modeling. This was used to ensure prime/sub methodology compatibility and coordination.

Emphasis was place on the modeling of the nominal spillage conditions for:

Mach numbers of 1.80 and 1.30,

MCTCB and BTSSI mceUe geometries,

isolated, nacelle-to-nncelle, and nacelle-in-proximity conditions.

As the final step in the approach, comparisons were made using CDDMS, FAST, PLOT3D and AcePlot to investigate CFD

utility with respect of the accuracy and reliability in determining forces and surface static pressures.
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MCTCB Compression System CFD Grid Topology

HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics

Compression System
Blocking Structure

Lmin Plane

Lmax Plane

Nacelle Internal Lmin Plane

Nacelle Leading Edge

Centerbody Leading Edge

H$CT High Speed A_xiynamics

CFD Model(s) Development, MCTCB Compression System Gridding

Activities were also focused on developing compression system topologies, block overlapping strategies and viscous-

spaced faces which would capture the spillage effects associated with the nacelles operating at nominal conditions using

the OVERFLOW CFD methods. Phantom and collar grids where used to eliminated all orphan points with the PEGSUS

code. Near-wall point spacing on the isolated MCTCB and BTSSI grids were held to 1.0E-03 and 1.0E-04 inches respec-

tively in an effort to correctly describe the boundary layer growth on the ramp and the resultant shock displacement.

'The MCTCB compression system geometry modeling was initiated first. An H-O topology was selected for the creation of

a single block for each of the nacelles using the "K" direction as periodic. Overlapping at the leading and trailing edges of

the centerbody were used to assure that the nominal spillage flowfield was captured. The singular axis typical to this type

of topology was replaced by singular points at the leading and trailing edges of the centerbodies. When completed the grids

were run through PEGSUS to develop the "chimera" or overlapping interpolants for subsequent OVERFLOW analysis.

The MCTCB nacelle and Math 1.8 centerbody surface grids shown in figure above resulted in PEGSUS-developed blocks

with zero orphan points. The MCTCB centerbody grids were sized at 80 x 40 x 20.

Rapid translation of the MCTCB compression system position within the nacelle was made possible using the block trans-

lation/rotation/scaling feature within PEGSUS. That enabled the centerbody to be moved from design to off-design

conditions with minimal grid/blocking modifications.

The following combined grids were developed with zero orphan points using PEGSUS:

isolated MCTCB without compression system,

isolated MCTCB with Mach 1.8 centerbody and outflow planes

integrated Ref H/MCTCB with unstarted (Mach 1.2 setting) centerbodies and outflow planes,

integrated Ref H/MCTCB with Math 1.8 centerbodies and outflow planes.
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BTSSl Compression System CFD Grid Topology

HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics

Right Hand
Blocking

Nacelle Internal Kmax Plane

Right Hand Side Corn
Lmin

Nacelle Internal Kmin Plane

Leading Edge

Right Hand Side Com
Leading

HSCT High SpeedAezodynamics

CFD Model(s) Development, BTSSI Compression System Gridding

The BTSSI compression system geometry modeling process adopted a preferred topology and blocking strategy. The

fall-back approach to the grid topology selected was selected when difficulties arose while PEGSUS was being exercised

in defining the overlap interpolators. In order to capture the viscous interaction between the ramps and inlet sidewalls, a

block H-H grid topology was selected. Each nacelle has two additional blocks that share the geometry of the internal

nacelle and ramps. The blocks overlap for approximately 50% of their length on both the leading and trailing edges of the

ramp(s). Each block's dimensions were 109 x 75 x 45.

The BTSSI nacelles/compression system grids required several modifications that enabled PEGSUS to formulate high

quality (orphan-free) interpolators. Our efforts entailed preservation of the existing grid topologies from the flow-through

cases (examined in earlier studies) and adapting collar grids which were used to tie the ramp-to-wall regions together. For

illusu'ation purposes the H-H ramp blocks, H-O nacelle internal block and O-H ramp collar grid are shown in figure.
Complete geometry representations which required the internal collar grids were:

isolated BTSSI without compression system,

isolated BTSSI with 1st ramp and Mach 1.3 outflow plane,

isolated BTSSI with 1st ramp,

integrated Ref. H/BTSSI with 1st ramps and Mach 1.3 outflow planes,

integrated Ref. H/BTSSI with 1st ramps.

The completed grids were used for subsequent OVERFLOW analysis and comparison with experimental data.
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HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics OVERFLOW Computations at Mach 1.80
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The test data indicates a favorable wing/body interference due to centerbody at Mach 1.8 of -2.2 counts

at constant lift. The OVERFLOW result for the no centerbody case with axisymmetric flow through

nacelles-in-proximity is very similar to the OVERFLOW results at Mach 2.4, about 2 to 3 counts less than

the test data. The OVERFLOW prediction of the centerbody supersonic spillage effect obtained the

correct trends but the absolute magnitude is off. The test data indicated a lift increment of 0.0031 at

constant angle of attack, OVERFLOW predicted 0.0024. The OVERFLOW drag increment was

substantially higher than test increment at constant angle of attack. Half of the OVERFLOW drag

increment was due to changed friction drag on wing.
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The test data indicates a favorable wing/body interference due to ramp at Mach 1.8 of -1.5 counts at

constant lift. The OVERFLOW result for the no centerbody case with axisymmetric flow through

nacelles-in-proximity is very similar to the OVERFLOW results at Mach 2.4, about 2 counts less than the

test data. The OVERFLOW prediction of the centerbody supersonic spillage effect obtained the correct

trends but the absolute magnitude is off. The test data indicated a lift increment of 0.0022 at constant

angle of attack, OVERFLOW predicted 0.0010. The OVERFLOW drag increment was nearly equal to the

test increment at constant angle of attack.

The spillage interference due to the bifurcated inlet compression ramp is measurably less than the

axisymmetric centerbody interference. This is not surprising as the bifurcated pushes most of the

spillage flow to the sides of the inlet, while the axisymmetric has large component of spillage redirected

up into the wing lower surface.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

• Much more to learn from Ames spillage data.

•Wing/body spillage interference is small and favorable:

• Axi / Centerbody interference = -2.2 cnts (M=1.8),

• Bif / Ramp interference = -1.5 cnts.

• CFD captures trends and magnitudes.

• More analysis required to improve absolute
accuracy.

HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics

Conclusions and Recommendations

Data acquired in the NASA-Ames Reference H / NAI Tests are of high quality and represents the state-of-the-art in

nacelle-airframe interference databases. Future use of the database should include a detailed tare bookkeeping reassess-

merit with respect to the nacelle flow-through balances. Small differences in projected areas within the balance may result

in additional corrections and potentially decrease the differences between experiment and analytical models

Nominal spillage effects are small and to be determined accurately using CFD requires that the pressure gradient effects on

the wing/body's lower surface be modelled accurately in the analysis. Future work should include grid convergence

sensitivity studies for the nacelles in proximity using spacings which are compatible with the nacelle's near wall spacing.
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SUPERSONIC CRUISE PAl STUDIES

Team Members: Steve Chaney

Steve McMahon

Steve Ogg

- Aerodynamics

- Propulsion

- Aerodynamics

This section contains all the supercruise studies performed by Boeing. Steve Chancy and Steve Ogg are
members of the Boeing HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics staff. Steve McMahon is a member of the Boeing

HSCT Propulsion Design staff.
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CONFIGURATION DEFINITION

Reference H Configuration

• Baseline Nacelles: Axi Inlet, Axi Nozzle, 509 pps

• Bifurcated : Bifurcated Inlet, Axi Nozzle, 509 pps
* Nozzle has slight variation from baseline.

Nacelle Installations Configured this year:

• DSM Nozzle: Axi Inlet, 2-D nozzle, 673 pps
(Supersonic & Transonic Nozzle settings)

• Axisymmetric Equivalent of DSM: Axi Inlet, Axi Nozzle, 673 pps
(Supersonic & Transonic Nozzle settings)

• Bifurcated/DSM: Bifurcated Inlet, 2-D Nozzle, 673 pps
* Straight inlet dropped to provide outboard channel clearance,
* Reflexed Inlet to provide clearance.

• Axi.lnlet, DSM Nozzle, 509 pps

• Bifurcated Inlet, DSM Nozzle, 509 pps

The wing/body used for these studies was the Ref. H. The baseline nacelles designed for this

configuration had axisymmetric inlets / axisymmetric nozzles, and flowed 509 pps. A bifurcated inlet /

axisymmetric inlet nozzle nacelle was designed for the ARC testing of the 2.7%-scale Reference H. Since

the Reference H configuration was developed the engine size required for a given wing size has grown.

A nacelle was configured that represented the current 'best' design for the Ref. H wing. The result was a
nacelle that flowed 673 pps, had an axisymmetric inlet, and a 2-D nozzle. Nozzle settings were

configured for this nacelle for both the supersonic cruise condition and transonic conditions. In order to

assess the 2-D nozzle versus axisymmetric nozzle effects on airplane aerodynamic performance an
axisymmetric equivalent of the 2-D nozzle was designed and attached to the same inlet. An installation

of a bifurcated inlet nacelle with the 2-D DSM nozzle on the Ref. H was also performed. The axi - 2D and

bifurcated - 2D nacelles were also scaled down to 509 pps and installed on Ref. H to enable comparisons
to the original Ref. H baseline nacelles.

The installation guidelines were: ' (1) diverter LE height equal to boundary height at nacelle inlet, (2)
nacelles not buried in wing, (3) nacelle maximum diameter (break between forecowl and nozzle hoattail)

located as close as possible to wing TE. In addition, the diverter was constrained by a structural box

width that the inlet attached to; resulting diverter width was 32 inches. Diverter LE was located 6
inches back from inlet lip.

It was possible to locate the 673 pps axisymmetric inlet - DSM nozzle nacelles using these guidelines,

however, as one of the following figures discusses, this installation had a wing/diverter/nacelle channel
at the wing TE that was considered too small. The nacelle maximum diameter was moved down (while

holding diverter LE height constant) to alleviated this channeling. Both the 509 and the 673 bifurcated
inlet nacelles were too long to install and adhere to all of the above the rules. The 509 bifurcated

nacelles were installed with the same TE diverter height but the diverter LE height was nearly twice as

big as required. The 673 bifurcated required dropping both the inlet and the nacelle maximum

diameter down to prevent burying nacelle in wing and choking the diverter channel completely. A 673

bifurcated installation was also completed with a reflexed (curved) inlet shape to nearly meet meet all
the guidelines above.
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509 pps

Axlsymmetrlc Nozzle

Baseline Ref. H
Axlsymmetric Nozzle

Bifurcated Inlet

AxisymmeVic Inlet

Lip Bevel

The two baseline Ref. H nozzles as tested in the ARC 2.7%-scale model testsare shown. The key

differencebetween the two was the square cross section of the bifurcated inletand the bifurcated lip
bevel necessary for stlucturalrigidity. The nozzles were only slightlydissimilarand were assumed to

be the same aerodynamically. However, detailed analysis of PAl aerodynamics in this study showed

that the 'slightdifference'was definitelymeasurable and had a significanteffecton results. The axi-axi

nacelle had a slightlylonger and canted downward nozzle that carried more lift than the bifurcated
nacellenozzle, This will be discussedin more detailin latercharts.
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DSM INSTALLATION ON-RE_ENCE H

673 pps / 7100 sq.ft.

I I __ Supercruise

Transonic
Axisymmetric Inlet ! 2-D Nozzle

Supercruise

Transonic

Axisymrnetric Inlet/Axisymmetric Equivalent Nozzle

.__,1 L "*1

'Cross-Section @ Wing TE

The installation of the DownStream Mixer (DSM) nozzle on the Ref. H wing is shown for both the baseline
2-D nozzle and the axisymmetric equivalent. The current design guideline for axisymmetric nacelles of

locating the maximum diameter at the wing TE had to be modified for the 2-D nozzle if the same

diverter is kept. As shown, the nacelle was dropped down to alleviate any choking that might have

occured in the channel between the wing, nacelle, and diverter. The diverters for the two configurations

were kept the same in order to provide as consistent a comparison between the them as possible.

Alternative diverter designs were investigated that extend to the full width of the nacelle to completely
remove possibility of choking in channel and could allow moving 2-D nozzle back up to wing.
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ANALYSIS / DESIGN TOOLS

Linear Theory - Current PD tool.

• Linear B.C. means axisymmetric nacelles, no diverters.

TRANAIR (Full Potential) - W/B optimization, PAl analysis
* Solution adaptive.

° Most versatile higher order method.

OVERFLOW (N-S) - W/B, W/B/N detailed analysis.
* Central difference, ARC3D.
* Baldwin-Barth.

• Most accurate method.

The current PD tool for HSCT PAI design and analysis is the linear theory design code. The studies in

this task were all performed with TRANAIR and OVERFLOW due to the complex geometry modeling

required and the requirement to assess viscous effects.

TRANAIR is a Boeing developed code for analyzing compressible flow over arbitrary complex

configurations at subsonic, transonic, or supersonic freestream Math numbers. It solves the non-linear,

full potential equation subject to a variety of boundary conditions, modeling wakes, inlets, exhausts,
porous walls, and impermeable surfaces. The flow field is divided into a locally refined rectangular grid

which is generated internally by the code. This grid may be adapted to the solution through a sequence
of several grids. The surface boundary is divided into networks of panels where separate boundary

conditions can be specified. TRANAIR is usually executed on a CRAY for typical wing/body/nacelle

configurations.

OVERFLOW, a thin layer Navier-Stokes code using overset grid methodology, was developed at NASA

Ames. In this multi-block method the individual grids are not required to match exactly at boundaries,
but instead must overlap in order for information to be passed from one grid to another. The Baldwin-

Barth turbulence model was used for nearly all viscous runs made for this study. All the OVERFLOW
runs were done on the NAS C-90.
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ANALYSIS TOOL FLOW AND SOLUTION

cp, 

TIMES

Code PreProeessing, NAS Solution NAS Solution

Griddlnl_rete C90 hrs Clock hrs
Wing I Body

Linear Theory < 1/2 day _ _

TRANAIR 1/2 - 2 days 2.5 hrs 6 - 16 _s
500k boxes

OVERFLOW 7 hrs 6 - 16 hrs

2.9 minionpts
Wing / Body /

Linear Theory

TRANAIR
750k boxes

OVERFLOW
7-8 million pts

1 - 5 days

Nac / Diverter

< 1/2 day _ _

1 - 10 days 3 hrs 6 - 16 hrs

2 - 30 days 15 - 20 hrs overnight

As a result of continuing pressures on NAS computer resources, and discussions that occured at the HSR
CFD workshop in February of this year, an effort was made to reduce the size of the OVERFLOW grid as
all of the different PAl configurations to be analyzed were to be built on this grid. In addition, some
refinements were made to improve the force prediction accuracy (see following chart).

The OVERFLOW grid sizes and solution times (as charged on NAS C-90) are shown below, along with
similar data for TRANAIR, and typical pre-processing flow times. Both the TRANAIR and OVERFLOW
gridding flow times are highly dependent on the similarity of the new loft with the previous loft
gridded, the format of the loft's surfaces, and whether a new grid topology is required.
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OVERFLOW GRIDDING / DRAG STUDIES

vpF

OVERFLOW Grid Size Reduced Considerably
* No Loss in Accuracy (Wing/Body: 4.5 million to 2.9 million).

Detailed Absolute Drag Analysis Lead to Process Changes:

* OVERFLOW Force Integrator (FOMOCO) With Specified Temp.

* Three cells of constant size at wall before stretching radially.

Detailed comparison of OVERFLOW and test results highlighted
uncertainties in test data that need to be resolved:

* Trip Drag

* Aeroelastic Effects

* Internal Nacelle Duct Forces

The OVERFLOW gridding process was improved throughout the year to both improve efficiency and
improve accuracy. The surface grid density was changed only slightly. The fuselage grid was refined
somewhat at the tip and tail, and grid stations were added to match wind tunnel aft body cut-off
stations exactly for force integrations. This was a very dense surface grid, especially around the
nacelles. The distance to the first point off the surface in the volume grid to yplus=l for the ARC 9x7
test condition. The length of the wing C-grid aft of the TE was decreased from 2000 inches to 400
inches. The amount of overlap between several of the grids was more than required; it was decreased.
The box grid around the wing/body had extended to the outer boundary. The box grid was reduced in

size to just enclose the wing/body, and an ellipsoidal grid was then extended to the outer boundary.
The wing C-grid was spread vertically aft of the TE to improve communication with adjacent grids. The
grid was changed to have three equally spaced cells at the surface.

Detailed comparison of the OVERFLOW results with test data indicated that the CFD results were very
accurate, hut there were some unresolved uncertainties that cloud the final conclusions to some degree.
These uncertainties are the drag of the boundary layer trip disks used in the AMES 9x7 tunnel, the

change in the wind tunnel measured forces due the the aeroelastic deflection of the wing, and the

internal nacelle duct lift pressure force which turned out to be not insignificant as has been assumed;

each is discussed in following charts.
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Ref. H Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter OVERFLOW Surface Grid
Inboard Axisymmetric and Bifurcated Inlet Installations

Gdd points have been removed for clarity.

The OVERFLOW grid for the wing/body/nacelle/diverter configurations used 17 blocks; 5 for the

wing/body, and 3 each for the nacelles, and 2 for each diverter. The bifurcated inlet nacelle has 8.3
million grid points, the axisymmetric had 7 million. This grid has a very dense surface distribution
around the nacelle installation. The volume distribution has been built for the NASA Ames 9x7 test
condition with the 2.2%-scale Ref. H model.

The nacelle and diverter surface grids are shown in the figure (for the inboard nacelles). The diverter

sides were modelled with a single grid that wraps around the LE of the diverter. The diverter aft fairing
was a separate grid that overlaps onto the wing upper surface and the nozzle. The nacelle was made up
of 3 grids: forecowl, nozzle, internal.

A polar was run for both inlet types to allow a complete comparison of aerodynamic characteristics.
Each angle of attack was typically run 1600 to 2000 steps from scratch (no restarts) and cost 15 to 20
hours on vonneumann. After 1600 steps the residuals were converged 3 orders of magnitude or more
for every block.
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Ref. H Wing/Body/NacelleJDiverter Lower Surface Pressure Contours
Axisymmetric Inlet - Axisymmetric Nozzle, Mach 2.4, _ = 4.4, ReMA c = 7 million
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The wing lower surface pressure contours from OVERFLOW are shown in the figure for the captive

axisymmetric configuration (wingCoody/axisymmetric/diverter). The diverter planform can be clearly

seen. The pattern was a typical one seen previously in TRANAIR simulations of nacelle installations:

diverter shock merging with nacelle shock, expansion at diverter shoulder, recompression along diverter

sides (and some influence from adjacent nacelle). The primary difference from TRANAIR surface

pressure contours for the same case was the shock angle from the diverter being more swept forward

for the OVERFLOW solution due to diverter buried in boundary layer (TRANAIR pressure contours for

this same case are shown later in the diverter study section).
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Ref. H Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter Lower Surface Pressure Contours
Bifurcated Inlet - Axisymmetric Nozzle, Mach 2.4, 0c-- 4.4, ReMA c = 7 million
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This figure shows the lower surface pressure contours for the bifurcated installation. Comparing with
the previous figure some appreciable differences were noted. The additional length of the
inlet/diverter pushed the highest pressure region forward on the wing; the low pressure off the diverter
shoulder expansion covered a larger area of the wing. The high pressure region near the front of the
inlet/diverter was much larger for the bifurcated than for the axisymmetric. This was due to the
relatively high angle of the lip bevel on the bifurcated creating a shock and resulting high pressure that
raised the pressure on all the surrounding components. Pressure integration on the wing lower surface
indicated that the bifurcated configuration had higher total lift on the wing than the axisymmetric (CL =
0.04719 versus 0.04666). Note that these pressures also acted on the nacelle upper surface to create a
negative lift force that was amplified in the case of the bifurcated by the flat top of the inlet.
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The pressure distribution calculated by OVERFLOW for the captive axisyrnmetric case is compared with

test and TRANAIR in these figures. Chordwise pressure distributions on the inboard wing panel are

shown in the figure below. Chordwise pressure distributions on the outboard wing panel are shown

following figure. The basic comparison of the theoretical results with the test data for the wing/body

upper and lower surface have been discussed extensively previously and will be ignored here; the focus

of this discussion will be on the nacelle effects. The results were as expected with the viscous

modelling of OVERFLOW providing a consistently better match of the diverter/nacelle shock location on

the wing lower surface than the inviscid modelling of TRANAIR. This discrepancy became more

pronounced the farther the pressure row was from the diverter. OVERFLOW was able to capture both

the location and magnitude of the nacelle/divcrter shock very accurately.

One OVERFLOW line was labelled WING GRID; this was pressure data interpolated from the wing grid.

The line labelled N.BOX GRID was from the box grid that surrounds each nacelle and also comforms to

the wing lower surface. It was slightly more dense than the wing grid as was evident in several of the

plots where it captures the steepness of the nacelle/diverter shock slightly better than the wing grid.
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The next two figures are also chordwise pressure distribution comparisons, but for the bifurcated nacelle
installation. The shape and magnitude of the nacelle/diverter pressure field was again modelled very
accurately by OVERFLOW.

These successful comparisons of OVERFLOW pressure data to the test data lead to the following figures

where the pressures have been integrated to produce forces and moments for comparison to test data.
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A drag polar for the captive axisymmetric configuration is shown in the figure. The OVERFLOW drag

value labelled 'Without Internal Duet Forces' was about 3 counts lower than test. This discrepancy is in-

line with previous OVERFLOW solution results for the wing/body and wing/body/nacelle-in-proximity

configurations. The discrepancy has been at least partially attributed to the drag of the trip discs which
has been found to be 1 to 3 counts. In addition to the trip drag that was in the test data (not corrected

out), another discrepancy or correction between test and theory has been discovered. Two corrections

were applied to the test data to adjust for unwanted nacelle forces; the base drag was removed and an
estimate of the internal skin friction was removed. However, the OVERFLOW results indicated that the

nacelle internal ducts were also carrying a large amount of lift (lift coefficient about -0.0013 at cruise,

1% of cruise lift). This value was large enough that it effected the drag polar comparison on the blown-

up scales. There are two ways it could be applied, either the OVERFLOW value could be reduced by this
amount (the OVERFLOW force integration does not currently include this lift), or the test data could be

increased by this value. It was decided to include the internal pressure lift in the CFD data just for the

purpose of comparison to the test data. This corrected point was shown as the circle symbol in the
figure; it was about 1.8 counts less than the test data drag level at cruise (the OVERFLOW internal duct

pressure lift was also applied to the TRANAIR data).

The note surrounded by the dashed oval was added to this plot for the milestone 10 input which

required an assessment of CFD accuracy in calculating test data. In this plot, and all other plots that
follow that have similar notes the CFD data have been compared to an average of the test data. For the

OVERFLOW data shown here, given a trip drag range of 1 to 3 counts, the error was -0.5% to +0.7% of

cruise drag.
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In order to remove friction drag differences between fiat plate and OVERFLOW from the OVERFLOW to
TRANAIR comparison a pressure drag polar was also constructed. The pressure drag and the friction
drag are both shown on the large scale axes. The blown-up axes plot shows that the pressure drag
difference between TRANAIR and OVERFLOW was about 0.8 counts at constant lift. Note that although

the flat plate and OVERFLOW skin friction values differ by about 2 counts, the assumption of small
variation with angle of attack was validated by the OVERFLOW results. The drag difference between
OVERFLOW and flat plate skin friction was consistent for all the configurations analyzed and presents an

area for possible investigation.

As stated earlier all of the OVERFLOW cases were run with the one-equation Baldwin-Barth turbulence

model. Recently a new version of OVERFLOW was released with the one-equation Spalart-AIlmaras
model. This version was run on the current OVERFLOW wing/body grid and the different turbulence

model was found to give nearly identical skin friction values (.06 count different). All calculations have
used all turbulent no-slip surfaces (no laminar run).
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A drag polar for the captive bifurcated installation is shown. After the internal duct correction the

bifurcated nacelle OVERFLOW prediction was 2 counts less than test data.
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The pressure drag polar plot shown here indicates the same trends as seen for the axisymmetric
configuration pressure drag polar shown previously. TRANAIR results were about 1.5 counts higher
than OVERFLOW at constant lift.
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The lift force and pitching moment predicted by TRANAIR and OVERFLOW are shown in this figure for

the captive axisymmetrie installation. After the nacelle internal duct correction was made the
OVERFLOW prediction was found to be about the same mount higher than test than the wing/body

alone data (1.2% of cruise lift). This delta was attributed to aeroelastic effects in the wind tunnel data.

The CFD results had what appears to be a moment center shift compared to test data for both

wing/body and wing/body/nacelle. A portion of this was due to the aeroelastic effect discussed for the

lift force comparison (the wing tips in the test are unloading, behind the moment center, resulting in
less nose down moment). At the cruise point the OVERFLOW analysis was 0.0004 less than the test

data. For a supersonic available e.g. range of 3% of MAC, this error was equivalent to about 10% of

available c.g. range. The accuracy requirement of 1% of available c.g. range would be a pitching moment
error of 0.00004. This may be an unobtainable level of accuracy. This requirement should probably

be loosened in its absolute pitching moment accuracy to 10% of available c.g. range, and a pitching
moment slope accuracy specified. The latter will require resolution of the pitching moment rotation

seen in all the CFD to test comparisons.
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The captive bifurcated lift and pitching moment results are shown. The bifurcated nacelle OVERFLOW
prediction was 1.6% higher than than the test data and indicated the same pitching moment trends as
seen for the axisymmetric.
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Nacelle force increments are shown for the axisymmetric inlet nacelle. In the upper plot on the left the

wing/body drag was subtracted from the wing/body/nacelle/diverter drag at the same angle of attack;
the lower figure was obtained through a similar calculation for lift. The figure on the right was

obtained by subtracting the wing/body drag from the winglbody/nacelle/diverter drag at the same lift

value. This last increment yields the installed nacelle drag at a given lift coefficient and represents

essentially the value obtained from the upper left plot minus the lift interference drag from the lower

left plot, i.e. the lift gained through installing the nacelles allows the airplane angle of attack to be
lowered while still obtaining the same lift as for wing/body. Lift and drag traded this way are

essentially proportional to the lift over drag ratio for small movements on the drag polar around the

cruise point. The installed axisyrnmetric nacelle drag increment measured in the wind tunnel test was
4.7 counts (@ CL=.II7). Note that this is approximately equal to the drag value from the upper left

(15.2 counts @ 4.4 deg) minus the lift benefit from the lower left (0.0084/8 = 10.5 counts). It is also

interesting to note that the nacelles can be installed for a drag increment less than isolated skin friction
of the nacelles.

The OVERFLOW analysis predicted a nacelle drag increment (at constant angle of attack) that was

essentially equal to a curve fit of the test data The predicted lift increment was higher than test by
0.17 % of cruise lift. The drag increment at constant lift (4.4 counts) was lower than test by 0.15 % of

cruise drag and came entirely from the lift error. The OVERFLOW increments discussed here are with

the internal duct pressures included in order to simulate the wind tunnel data.
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Both TRANAIR and OVERFLOW were not as accurate predicting the bifurcated nacelle force increments.

TRANAIR in particular was low in predicting both drag and lift at constant angle of attack; but the

effects are cancelling and the installed drag force increment was not as far off. OVERFLOW again

predicted the drag increment at constant angle of attack almost exactly. The lift prediction was higher

than test (as for the axisymmetric) by 0.48 % of cruise lift. The measured installed nacelle drag

increment was 9.3 counts (@ CI_.117). The OVERFLOW value was 8.7 counts which was lower than test

by 0.41% of cruise drag.
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In this next section the difference between the bifurcated and axisymmetric inlet nacelles as measured
in the wind tunnel (9.3 - 4.7 = 4.6 counts) and predicted by OVERFLOW (8.7 - 4.4 =4.3 counts) are
discussed. As seen in the preceding section it appeared that OVERFLOW was capturing the flow features
important to the nacelle installation and predicting the forces and moments accurately as well. The
advantage of the CFD solution over the test data was that individual components and flow features could
be examined in some detail. This capability was utilized in this section to investigate the bifurcated /
axisymmetric drag difference.

The figure shows the nacelle force increments for the two types of nacelles as predicted by OVERFLOW.
These data do not have the internal lift forces included as these tend to confuse the comparisons and in

realistic installation the inlet would be aligned with the nnderwing flowfield such that a flow through

nacelle would not have internal lift forces. The result was thi_t the installed drag difference between
the nacelles dropped from 4.3 to 3.55 counts. The difference was due to the different locations and cross
sections of the inlets in the nnderwing flowfield causing different amounts of lift to carried by the

internal ducts of the two nacelle types.

The drag difference between the two nacelles at constant angle of attack was shown to be made up
primarily of the drag on the nacelles themselves (2.5 counts) in addition to approximately a count each
for the diverters and the wing.

The lift difference between the two nacelles is due to higher lifting pressures on the wing lower surface
for the bifurcated installation and a slightly higher nacelle lift for the bifurcated.
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Ref. H Wing / Body / Nacelle I Dlverter, Inlet Comparison, Mach 2.4, ReMAC = 7 million

OVERFLOW: Bifurcated - Axisymmetrlc Component Drag Increments @ Alpha=4.4 deg
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In the figure below the drag difference between the two nacelles at angle of attack of 4.4 degrees was
broken down into pressure and friction components. The nacelle delta was found to be composed of 0.7

counts of friction drag (due to the increased length of the bifurcated) and 1.8 counts of pressure drag

(primarily from the bifurcated inlet lip bevel).

Both inboard and outboard bifurcated nacelle diverters bad increased pressure drag and a very small

difference in friction drag over the axisymmetric. This was partially due to the taller diverter for the
bifurcated (difficulties with bifurcated installation resulted in diverter height about twice what

required; discussed in configuration definition section above). However, as subsequent figures will
show the bifurcated divener also had a substantially larger high pressure region on the forward facing

ramp, probably due to lip bevel pressures.

The wing/body drag difference was nearly all due to increased drag on the wing lower surface with the
bifurcated installation. There was a small negative friction delta due to larger diverter area cut out of

wing lower surface for the bifurcated, and a small pressure drag increment on the body. The wing
increment was probably primarily due to the larger extent of the diverter shoulder expansion pressures
sucking back on the wing reflex (in the bifurcated installation the diverter shoulder was located farther

forward).
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Ref. H Wing / Body / Nacelle / Dlverter, Inlet Comparison, Mach 2.4, ReMAC = 7 million
OVERFLOW: Bifurcated - Axlsymmetric Component Lift Increments @ Alpha=4.4 deg
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The breakdown of the lift differences between the bifurcated and axisymmetric nacelles is shown. As

discussed earlier, the additional lift for the bifurcated installation was due primarily to the wing, with an

additional amount split equally between the two nacelles.
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Ref. H Wing ! Body / Nacelle / Diverter, Inlet Comparison, Mach 2.4, ReMAC = 7 million
OVERFLOW: Bifurcated- Axlsymmetric Installed Drag Buildup
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In this figure the delta lift from the previous figure has been converted into a drag increment and

summed with the drag delta at constant angle of attack to show how the installed drag delta between

the bifurcated and axisymmettic nacelles can be obtained.
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Ref. H Wing/Body/Nacelle/DIverter Inlet Comparison, Mach 2.4, ReMA c = 7 million
OVERFLOW: Inboard Nacelle Pressure Contours @ (x = 4.4 deg
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CL = .00018
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This figure shows the inboard nacelle surface pressures for the two nacelle types along with the

integrated pressure forces for individual nacelles components. An observation of the bifurcated lifting

forces shows how the nacelle had large force swings moving aft from the lip bevel: the lip bevel carried

negative lift, the forecowl carried positive lift, the nozzle carried negative lift. In addition, the

bifurcated nacelle nozzle carried substantially less lift than the axisymmetric nacelle nozzle; this was

evident in the pressures on the top of the nozzle (as well as, on the nozzle lower surface as discussed

previously). The lift difference between the two nozzles (CL=-0.00031) has been attributed to the small

geometry differences discussed earlier and is equivalent to 0.4 counts of drag. The increased diverter

drag is clearly seen to be primarily the result of a much larger extent of high pressure on the forward

facing ramp; this is due to interference with the lip bevel pressure field.
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Ref. H Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter Inlet Comparison, Much 2.4, ReMA c = 7 million
OVERFLOW: Outboard Nacelle Pressure Contours @ (x = 4.4 deg
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The outboard nacelle pressure distribution and force components are compared in the figure. The nozzle

lift difference (CL=-0.00033) was equal to the inboard value which was equivalent to an additional 0.4

counts of drag difference on the bifurcated nacelle. The implication of these lift differences was that if

the nacelles had been built with identical nozzles the drag difference between the two nacelle types

would have been reduced by 0.8 counts.
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Bifurcated - Axisymmetric Inlet Drag Delta

• Mach 2.4, Supersonic Cruise CL = 0.12
• Reference H Wing/Body, Bifurcated and Axisymmetric Inlets, Axisymmetric Nozzle

DESCRIPTION C D, SO UR C E

BIFURCATED -AXISYMMETRIC DRAG DELTA

• Internal Duct Lift Differences

• Nozzle Geometry Difference

counts
4.6 Test: 2.7% Ref H @ARC 9x7

-0.7 Overflow: N-S simulation (test Re#)

- 0.8 Overflow

CORRECTED BIF - AXl DRAG DELTA_

• Bifurcated Inlet Lip Bevel 0.5

• Diverter Height & Location 0.5

• Wing Reflex + Misc Interference 1.4

• Friction Drag 0.7

REDUCTION IN BIF - AXl DRAG DELTAF_-_--.-.t
/

0.5 Tranair(zlCD=2C nts,z_CDL=-l.5cnts)

0.0 Estimate (Overflow)

1.0 Estimate (Overflow)

0.7 Overflow

2.2, Range = 1.5 to 2.5 cnts

In summary, the original bifurcated-axisymmetric inlet drag delta of 4.6 counts can be modified with
the results from the OVERFLOW analysis:

Measured delta 4.60 counts
Internal lift correction - 0.70

Dissimilar nozzles - 0.80

New delta 3.10 counts

This delta is composed of increased diverter pressure drag, increased wing pressure drag, lip bevel drag,

and a nacelle skin friction drag increment (0.7 counts). The current lip bevel has about 2 counts of

pressure drag, but internal Boeing IR&D studies have shown that it also increases the lift on the wing to
such a degree that the drag reduction of going to a bevel-less geometry only reduces the drag by 0.5

counts. However, this reduction is probably not available as the propulsion design team reports that
the current lip bevel angle of 4 deg may by a minimum. Moving the bifurcated diverter LE aft will

have multiple effects: it appears that the diverter could be moved out of the high pressure region near

the lip bevel, the expansion from the diverter shoulder would cover a smaller region on the wing lower

surface (good for drag and lift), and the disturbance from the diverter LE would no longer be ingested
by the inlet. If, in addition, the wing was reflexed to match the nacelle installation (less reflex than Ref.

H) the diverter height could be reduced.

It has been estimated that the minimum level that the bifurcated-axisymmtric increment could be

driven down to from the 3 count level above is 1.5 to 2.5 counts (equal to the 0.7 friction delta plus 0.8
to 1.8 counts of nacelle & installation effects).
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

• CFD to test comparisons indicate that OVERFLOW provides accurate
absolute and Incremental aerodynamic data for PAl investigations.

• Recommend resolving CFD - flat plate skin friction drag discrepancies.

• Recommend resolving experimental data uncertainties: trip drag level,
accounting process for internal duct lift forces, and aeroelastic effects.

Current Bifurcated-Axisymmetric Inlet drag difference adjusted from
4.6 to 3.1 cnts as result of OVERFLOW to test data comparisons:

* -0.7 cnts due to Internal lift correction,
* -0.8 cnts due to dissimilar nozzles.

• Recommend that all future configurations align inlet with underwing
flow field and/or do pretest estimates of internal duct lift.
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

• Estimated bifurcated inlet drag penalty 1,5 - 2.5 cnts.

• Axisymmetric Nozzle.

• Several additional analyses required to confirm this
delta on Reference H,

* Diverter moved aft on bifurcated installation,
* Wing lower surface modified for bifurcated.

• No bifurcated inlet work in CA on TCA in 1996.

• In!et downselect Nov 1 will use 2 cnts unless
additional work done to properly install bifurcated
on TCA wing and develop 2D nozzle effects.
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HSCT Nacelle Boundary Layer Diverter Study

Steven S. Ogg
The Boeing Company

The objectives of this study were to understand how lift and drag are
affected by diverter geometry, to develop a potential diverter geometry for the
Technology Concept Airplane (TCA) that increased lift at constant angle of
attack and lift to drag ratio, and to provide insight into how the wing camber in
the vicinity of the diverters and nacelles should be shaped.

The Reference H wing-body configuration was used to study the impact
of boundary layer diverter planform shape on aerodynamic characteristics. In
order to make the results more applicable to the TCA a systematic variation of
nacelle and diverter geometry was performed. The nacelles were first scaled to
673 pps to more accurately match the TCA engine airframe matching. The
impact of changing from a purely axisymmetric nacelle to one that has an
axisymmetric inlet which transitions to a 2D nozzle was then explored. The
diverter planform was then varied with consideration for the wing alone
pressure distribution and the geometrical relationship of the 2D nozzle to the
wing.

Boundary layer diverters, such as the wedge-slab variant of the
Reference H configuration tend to dominate the pressure field in the region of
the nacelles due to the strong compression field from the wedge and the strong
expansion field from the diverter shoulder. An examination using the TRANAIR
full potential code of candidate diverters highlights potential areas of
improvement in diverter geometry and in wing camber design in the region of
the nacelles.
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ALTERNATE NACELLE AND DIVERTER
CONFIGURATIONS

• Baseline Reference H

• Engine Size / Diverter Placement

• Axi-2d versus Axi-Axi Nacelles

• Alternate Diverter
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Reg. H Wing/Body Captive 673pps Axi. (Equivalent Area to Axi-2D)
Lower Surface Pressure Contours, Tranair, Mach 2.4, c_= 4.4
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Reference H. captive 673 pps axisymmetric nacelles, wing lower surface pressures

Pressure coefficient contours on the wing lower surface for the Reference H wing/body configuration

with wedge-slab boundary layer diverters and 673 pps axisymmetric nacelles are shown. This nacelle
size more closely represents the engine airframe matching anticipated for the Technology Concept
Airplane. The axial area distribution of this nacelle closely matches that of the axisymmetric inlet/2d
nozzle nacelle to be found later in this section. The pressure forces impact of the engine size increase and

shape change are. as follows: delta CL=.0006 and delta CD=.00021. This shows a significant increase in

drag with lit0e increase in lift. This is due in part to the forward movement of the diverter shoulder

with its expansion acting in the area of maximum reflex of the wing camber and over a greater area
such that the impact of the increased area over which the positive diverter wedge/nacelle pressure field
is felt is negated. The drag on the increased size nacelle accounts for over half of the total drag
increment although the movement of the diverter wedge/nacelle shocks forward also increases the body
drag by 0.5 counts.
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Ref. H Wing/Body Captive 673pps Axisymmetric Nacelles
Nacelle Pressure Contours, Tranair, Mach 2.4, (x = 4.4
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Reference H. captive 673 pps axisymmetric nacelles, nacelle pressures

Pressure coefficient contours on the nacelles for the Reference H wing/body configuration with wedge-

slab boundary layer diverters and 673 pps axisymmetric nacelles are shown. This nacelle size more

closely represents the engine airframe matching anticipated for the Technology Concept Airplane. The
axial area distribution of this nacelle closely matches that of the axisymmetrie inlet/2d nozzle nacelle to

be found later in this section. The pressure distribution over the nacelles is very similar to that for the

baseline 509pps nacelles. The axisymmetrie nacelles with 2d nozzles will be compared to this case.
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Ref. H Wing/Body Captive 673pps Axi-2d
Nacelle Pressure Contours, Tranair, Mach 2.4, _ = 4.4
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Reference H. captive 673 pps axi-2d nacelles, nacelle surface pressures

Pressure coefficient contours on the nacelle surfaces for the Reference H wing/body configuration with

wedge-slab boundary layer diverters and 673 pps axi-2d nacelles are shown. The axi-2d nacelle has an

axisymmetric inlet that transitions to a 2d nozzle. This nacelle concept is similar to that chosen for study

on the Technology Concept Airplane. The axisymmetric nacelle in the previous figure has nearly the

same longitudinal area distribution as this axi-2d nacelle although the nozzle for the axi-2d case has

been lowered relative to the wing trailing edge to provide relief to the channel formed by the

wing/diverter/2d nozzle geometry. See the previous facing page text for comments on pressures and

forces.
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Altemate Diverter Geometry

vp. 

Plan View

Baseline Diverter

Alternate Diverter

Baseline Diverter Tranair Panelling Alternate Diverter Tranair Panelling

Reference H. captive 673 pps axi-2d nacelles, alternate, diverter geometry

Planform shape of the alternate diverter is compared to that of the baseline diverter. These two diverter
shapes meet consistent structural width requirements near the shoulder of the baseline diverter. The
installed 673pps axi-2d nacelles are shown for both the diverters as well. The objective of the alternate
diverter is to increase the lift interference of the diverter/nacelle combination by reducing the strength
and extent of the flow expansion at the baseline diverter shoulder. A secondary objective is to provide

flexibility in the vertical positioning of the nozzle relative to the trailing edge of the wing. The alternate
diverter accomplishes this by removing the channel between wing, diverter, and nacelle.
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Ref. H Wing/Body Captive 673pps Axi-2d, Alternate Diverters
Nacelle Pressure Contours, Tranair, Mach 2.4, _ = 4.4
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Reference H. captive 673 pps axi-2d nacelles, alternate diverters, nacelle surface pressures

Pressure coefficient contours on the nacelle surfaces for the Reference H wing/body configuration with

alternate boundary layer diverters and 673 pps axi-2d nacelles are shown. As with the wing lower

surface pressure contours, a reduction in strength of the expansion at the location of the maximum wing

reflex (also the location of the baseline diverter shoulders) relative to the baseline diverter is observed.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

ALTERNATE NACELLE AND DIVERTER CONFIGURATIONS

Installation of the 673pps axi-axi nacelle increased pressure drag at
constant lift by 1.3 counts relative to the baseline Ref. H axi-axi
nacelle at 509pps.

An axi-2d nacelle can be installed with no drag penalty relative to an
axi-axi nacelle on the Reference H planform.

An alternate diverter provided a reduction in drag of 1.2 counts by
reducing the region of negative lift caused the the wedge/slab
diverter shoulder (on the baseline diverter).

• Recommend reducing the wing camber reflex.

Recommend validation of the alternate diverter concept with a
Navier-Stokes code.

Recommend that the alternate diverter shape be used as starting
point for diverter designs for future configurations having 2d
nozzles.
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Analysis of Alternate Inlets and Nacelles for HSCT Configuration

P. Sundaram *, Ana Tinetti **, Alan Arslan *, Shreekant Agrawal *,
Peter Hartwich *, and Jay Jones *

This paper presents the computational investigation of the PAl related
study to evaluate various installation parameters in an attempt to minimize the

cruise drag of the HSCT configuration with nacelles installed. In particular, an
assessment is made of the supersonic cruise point aerodynamic performance

of axisymmetric and 2-D inlets installed on the MDC M2.4-7A Opt5 wing/body/
nacelle/diverter (W/B/N/D) geometry. Earlier analysis and experimental study

on Ref. H configurations have shown that the installed axisymmetric nacelles
have better drag characteristics compared to the 2-D nacelles. However, in
that study, the optimum wing/body geometry for each nacelle installation was

not determined. The present investigation evaluates the aerodynamic

performance of the optimized wing/body geometry accounting for the effects of
two inlet concepts, namely the axisymmetric and 2-D inlets.

The wing/body configuration chosen for the present investigation is the
Opt5 geometry. The nacelles are sized to fit the realistic MFTF A12 engine
and are installed with either axisymmetric or 2-D bifurcated inlets. Results of

the analysis including nacelle position, nacelle cambering, diverter width, and
diverter leading-edge sweep modifications of the baseline Opt5 nacelle
configuration are presented. CFL3D Euler analysis showed that the 2-D inlet

nacelles have nearly 4.5 counts of higher pressure drag compared to the
axisymmetric nacelles before optimization. After wing/body optimization with
the nacelle effects, the drag difference increased to 5.2 counts. Examination

of the results indicates that adverse nacelle/diverter/wing geometry for the 2-D
inlet nacelles may account for a significant part of the drag penalty.

* McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Long Beach, CA.

** Eagle Aeronautics, Inc., Newport News, VA.
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Objectives

Assess the cruise point performance of axisymmetric and 2-D

inlet nacelles to help the inlet downselect

Evaluate the various installation parameters to obtain the

optimum nacelle installation

The primary objective of the present study is to assess the cruise point
aerodynamic performance of axisymmetric and 2-D inlets. In the process of this
study, additional installation parameters such as the nacelle position and camber
as well as diverter thickness and leading-edge sweep have been investigated. The

results of this study are needed for the inlet downselect process.



Overview

• Background
• Nacelles in the forward and aft locations

• Alternate inlet assessment

-axisymmetric and 2-D inlets

• Geometry optimization

-wing/body optimization for both axisymmetric and 2-D inlets

• Nacelle/diverter integration analysis

-diverter leading-edge sweep and outboard diverter width

-nacelle camber

• Summary

First, a background on the Opt5 wing/body/nacelle/diverter geometry is given.

Following this, the paper describes the nacelle repositioning study that was
considered for the present alternate nacelle investigation and presents the

comparison of forces and moments between the forward and aft nacelle positions.
Once the proper nacelle locations have been determined, the axisymmetric inlet
considered so far is replaced by a 2-D inlet shape. At this stage, the axisymmetric
and 2-D inlet installation benefits are compared. After this, the wing/body

optimization in the presence of the two inlet concepts is performed and the results
are compared. Next, the diverter width and sweep modifications for the
axisymmetric nacelles in the aft location are investigated. Lastly, the axisymmetric
nacelle cambers are altered in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the camber
modifications on the overall installation aerodynamics. Throughout the paper,

numerical flow visualizations that provide understanding of the flow field changes
due to the installation modifications are included. Finally, the results are

summarized and important areas of future work is highlighted.
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Opt5 W/B/N/D Axisymmetric Nacelles with
Axisymmetric Inlets

• Geometry based on the MDA Arrow Wing linear design, M2.4-7A

• Opt5 geometry design based on camber and twist and fuselage

camber optimization of M2.4-7A

• FLO67/QNMDIFF nonlinear design optimization code

• Nacelle size lofted from scaling the MFTF A12 engine geometry

• CFL3D Euler results obtained for the W/B/N/D geometry

• Cruise point design validated in the LaRC UPWT tunnel TS #2.

The McDonnell Douglas HSCT Configuration Aerodynamics team designed and
developed a cruise point (M® = 2.4) optimized wing/body geometry using the FLO67/

QNMDIFF nonlinear optimization code. The Opt5 geometry was obtained through a
wing camber and twist, and fuselage camber nonlinear optimization of the M2.4-TA
Arrow Wing linear design of MDC. The Opt5 nacelles with axisymmetric inlets were
sized to fit the MFTF A12 engine. The nacelles were located at their original M2.4-7A

nacelle position (forward) under the wing. CFL3D Euler results of the wing/body/
nacelle/diverter (W/B/N/D) geometry were obtained and the computed results showed
good comparison with the LaRC UPWT wind tunnel TS #2 test data, thus validating
the nonlinear cruise point design methodology.
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Nacelle Installation Guidelines

Nacelle location (in planform) based on vehicle technology

perspectives
Nacelle vertical location based on the wing/body

(computed) 3D boundary layer height

Inlet face aligned with the local wing/body flow field

Diverter height sufficient to ensure a smooth channel flow
between the wing lower surface and the nacelle

Diverter top long enough to limit the backward facing ramp
angle to be around 10°

The actual integration of the nacelles under the wing is based on some ground
rules. First, the nacelles location in planform is determined by the vehicle

technology perspectives such as structural requirements and the overall

aerodynamic constraints. The vertical location of the nacelles is to prevent the
ingestion of the boundary layer flow into the nacelle at flight Reynolds number. To
determine this, the boundary layer thickness obtained from the wing/body 3DBL

program was used. Another important factor for the vertical location of the nacelles
is to provide a uniform flow in the channel region between the nacelles and wing
lower surface, called the channelcriterion. Past MDA studies have shown that the

ratio of minimum diverter height to the diverter leading edge height should be at
least 0.6. Also, the inlet face is aligned with the local flow obtained from the

CFL3D wing/body Euler analysis. Finally, when lofting the diverter top surface, it
was ensured that its length to height ratio was adequate to provide a backward

facing ramp angle of around 10 °.
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Pressure Drag Polars for Axisymmetric Nacelles with Thick OB Div.

M2.4-7A Opt5 W/B/N/D Configuration, CFL3D Euler, M=2.4
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Next, a comparison of the computed results of the forward and aft nacelle
location is made. The lift curve results indicate that there is practically no
difference between the two nacelle locations and hence is not shown. Also, the

repositioning of the nacelles has a negligible effect on the drag, as seen in the
figure above.
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Installed Axisymmetric and 2-D Inlet Nacelles

This figure compares the Opt5 wing/body/nacelle/diverter planform for axisymmetric and

2-D inlets. In both cases, nacelles are mounted in the aft location. It can be observed that

the 2-D inlet is longer by about 8 feet and it extends forward.
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The lift curve slopes are essentially the same. The large expansion region

underneath the wing shown in the Mach number contours of the 2-D inlets

results in lower lift values compared to the axisymmetric inlets.
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Comparison of Pressure Drag Polars
Opt5 WIBINID with Axisymmetric and 2-D Inlets in Aft Position
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Pressure Drag Coefficient, Cop

This figure compares the drag polars for Opt5 WlBINID configuration with

axisymmetric and 2-D inlets. At the design cruise point, the drag of the 2-D inlet
configuration is nearly 4.5 counts higher than that of the axisymmetric inlet.

Looking at the surface pressure distributions as well as the drag contours of
axisymmetric and 2-D inlet nacelles shown in the eadier charts, it can be seen

that the 2-D inlet nacelle experiences more drag than the axisymmetric inlet

nacelle. Note that these results correspond to the unoptimized wing/body
geometry with the current nacelle position.
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Geometry Optimization - Axisymmetric and 2-D Inlets

• FLO67/OPT67 nonlinear shape optimization code

-Constrained optimization using ADS optimizer

• Nacelle pressure field applied to include nacelle effects

• 53 design variables including 8 wing twist, 35 wing
camber, and 9 body camber variables

• 17 constraints including CL, Crn, cargo, break, floor, door,

cabin height, etc.

Since proper PAl has a paramount effect on the effectiveness of the inlet

designs, the W/B geometry needed to be optimized for optimum performance
in the presence of each inlet nacelle concept. For this purpose, the FLO67/
QNMDIFF optimizer that has been used to design the Opt5 configuration was
chosen. The wing/body camber as well as wing twist were optimized for

maximum supersonic cruise performance of the installed configurations. The
constrained optimization maximized the cruise L/D for the design CL of 0.11.
The nacelle effects were imposed as nacelle pressure field effects only.
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Pressure Drag Coefficient, Cop

The optimization scheme described in the previous page was applied to
optimize the W/B geometry for both the axisymmetric and 2-D inlet WlBINID

configurations. The drag improvements obtained for each optimized geometry
(1.5 counts for the W/B with axisymmetric inlets and 0.8 count for the W/B with
2-D inlets) was then individually subtracted from the baseline CFL3D Euler

drag predictions for the two cases. This provides the estimate of the pressure
drag values of the optimized W/B configurations with axisymmetric and 2-D inlet

nacelles. From the figure shown above, it can be seen that the drag difference
between the optimized configurations is nearly 5.2 counts. This large penalty
for using the 2-D inlet instead of the axisymmetric inlet can probably be
reduced by careful modification of the nacelle/diverter/wing channel geometry.
Although a CFL3D analysis of the optimized geometry has not been made, the
drag increment values noted here are considered reasonably accurate form
our past experience.
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Outboard Diverter Modification - M 2.4-7A Opt5 W/B/N/D

s) original dlverter planform

b) modified dlverter planform

Diverter Sweep Modification - M 2.4-7A Opt5 W/B/N/D

The outboard diverter for the Opt5 configuration was designed to be much thicker than the

inboard diverter in order to provide a clean channel flow between the wing lower surface

and the nacelles. The original outboard diverter and the 40% reduction in diverter width are

shown in the planform view of the diverter in figure (a) and (b). It should be noted that the

diverter wedge angle in the streamwise direction did not change significantly (-0.2 deg.)

when compared to the original outboard diverter wedge angle. Although the channel

criterion was met more easily in the aft nacelle location compared to the original nacelle

position, the outboard nacelle still had to be translated down by 3.5" to avoid violation of

the requirements for diverter minimum height to diverter leading-edge height ratio of 0.6.

Another nacelle/diverter modification study performed was that of changing the diverter

leading-edge sweep angles of both diverters. The objective was to see if the diverter

shock strength could be reduced by sweeping its leading edge. A sweep angle of

approximately 45 ° was chosen and the grid modified in the nacelle blocks to accommodate

this change. Surface grids for the original and swept diverters are shown in the figure

above.
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Pressure Drag Polars for Diverter Thickness and Sweep Effects
Axi-lnlet, ._i-Nacelles, Aft Position
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Pressure Drag Coefficient, Cop

This figure shows the effects of diverter thickness and diverter sweep on the
drag polar. The drag and lift for the original and modified outboard diverters are

essentially the same. Since the diverter wedge angle was kept the same in the

streamwise direction, it is expected that there would not be a significant change
in the diverter shock strength. The change in volume due to the thinner diverter

is nearly compensated by the increase in its height. Comparing the original
and swept diverters, no significant changes in drag or lift are seen near the

cruise point (CL=0.11).
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This figure shows the lift curve for the original and cambered nacelles.
is a slight increase in lift due to the nacelle camber. This is due to the

increased pressure on the cambered nacelles, as seen in the surface
pressure distribution shown in the previous figure.

There
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Nacelle Camber Effects on Pressure Drag Polar
M247A Opt5 Axi inlet Aft Position Thick OB Divter CFL3D Euler M=24
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Pressure Drag Coefficient, CDp

Drag polar for the case where both the inboard and outboard nacelles were
cambered is compared with the polar for the original Opt5 nacelles. The
increase in drag for the configuration with both inner and outer nacelles
cambered is approximately 1.6 counts at the cruise CL.=0.11. Examination of
isolated drag changes for wing/fuselage and for each of the nacelles indicates
that component drag was negligibly reduced for the wing/fuselage (~ 0.05
counts), and increased for both the inboard (~1.3 count), and outboard (-1.8
count) nacelles. The higher outboard nacelle drag is evident from the nacelle

pressure distribution plots shown earlier. From a detailed analysis, it is
determined that the diverter shock interference is much more drastic and

results a significant increase in drag.
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Summary

• An aerodynamic assessment of axisymmetric and 2-D inlets was
made using CFL3D Euler solutions

• 2-D inlets added nearly 4.5 counts more pressure drag than the
axisymmetric inlets

• Wing/body optimization for the two inlet concepts resulted in 5.2
counts more pressure drag for 2-D inlets than the axisymmetric
inlets

• Changes in nacelle location, diverter width, and diverter leading-
edge sweep had only small effect on lift and drag for Opt5

• Nacelle cambering in planform increased lift; however, the drag
penalty due to this cambering was large

The aerodynamic assesment of the optimized W/B with axisymmetric and 2-D
inlet nacelles showed that the 2-D inlets produced about 5.2 counts more drag

than the axisymmetric inlets for the M2.4-7A Opt5 wing/body/nacelle/diverter

configuration. Part of this drag increment came as a result of the stronger shocks
near the diverter leading edges. Also, the absense of three-dimensional relieving
effect on the 2-D inlet nacelles resulted in a significant part of the drag penaly of
4.5 counts observed between the Opt5 W/B geometry with axisymmetric and 2-D
inlet nacelles. For the 2-D inlet nacelles, it is shown that the channel region plays

an important role on the the nacelle flow field. Care should be taken in properly
designing this area.

The detailed study of the various nacelle/diverter shape and location changes

showed that, except for the nacelle camber, these parameters did not significantly
change the aerodynamic performance of the installation. As an important lesson
of this study, it is understood that the integrated wing/body/nacelle/diverter
optimizer should be capable of altering the nacelle camber in addition to the wing/

body geometry. This will be pursued in our follow-on effort in this area.
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High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) Isolated Nacelle Transonic

Boattail Drag Study and Results Using Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD)
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Nozzle boattail drag is significant for the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) and
can be as high as 25% of the overall propulsion system thrust at transonic conditions.

Thus, nozzle boattail drag has the potential to create a thrust-drag pinch and can
reduce HSCT aircraft aerodynamic efficiencies at transonic operating conditions. In
order to accurately predict HSCT performance, it is imperative that nozzle boattail drag
be accurately predicted.

Previous methods to predict HSCT nozzle boattail drag were suspect in the
transonic regime. In addition, previous prediction methods were unable to account for
complex nozzle geometry and were not flexible enough for engine cycle trade studies.
A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) effort was conducted by NASA and McDonnell
Douglas to evaluate the magnitude and characteristics of HSCT nozzle boattail drag at
transonic conditions. A team of engineers used various CFD codes and provided
consistent, accurate boattail drag coefficient predictions for a family of HSCT nozzle
configurations. The CFD results were incorporated into a nozzle drag database that
encompassed the entire HSCT flight regime and provided the basis for an accurate and
flexible prediction methodology.
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Nozzle boattail drag is caused by the generation of shock wave systems and
regions of boundary layer flow separation on the nozzle external boattail surfaces. The
shock wave systems and flow separation are due to the effects of the local flow field

over the nacelle afterbody geometric curvature, and these effects yield a peak in nozzle
boattail drag coefficient at transonic conditions. For the High Speed Civil Transport
(HSCT), nozzle boattail drag is significant in the transonic flight regime, and can be as
high as 25% of the overall propulsion system thrust. Thus, nozzle boattail drag has the
potential to create a thrust-drag pinch and can reduce HSCT aircraft aerodynamic
efficiencies at transonic operating conditions (Mach 0.95 to Mach 1.1 ). HSCT vehicle
sizing and mission performance can be significantly impacted by transonic nozzle
boattail drag predictions. In order to accurately predict HSCT performance, it is
imperative that nozzle boattail drag be accurately predicted.
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Coopedlting Teams

o Investigation Coordinated by McDonnell Douglas (MDA)

o Funded Internally by Four Participating Teams

- NASA Lewis Rematch Cemer - Prolxdukm, Fl_mm Divlekm, Aero _ OIIIoe

t Integration Brunch

-

o Working Period: August 16, 1994 to March 2, 1995

Four teams of analysts were involved in the CFD study; NASA Lewis Research
Center - LeRC (Propulsion Systems Division, Aerospace Analysis Office), NASA
Langley Research Center - LaRC (Component Integration Branch), McDonnell Douglas
Aerospace - Advanced Transport Aircraft Development (ATAD) and New Aircraft and
Missile Products (NAMP). Each team participated in the study with unique flow solvers,
which will be described later. In addition, all work was funded internally by each of the
participating teams, respectively. The study began August 16, 1994 and was
completed on March 2, 1995.
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Background

Equivalent AxIsymmetric Area Method was Previous Method

Previous Boattail Drag Method Inadequate for Detailed HSR Design Studies

Based on Empirical Axisymmetric Nozzle Data

Axi Nozzle Data Updated for 2D Nozzles Using Linear Theory

Transonic Data Suspect at Large Boattail Angles Due to Boundary Layer
Separation Effects

Nozzle Approximated Using Simple Geometry
- 3D Effects Ignored
- Detailed Design Analysis Not Possible

Method Not Flexible Enough For Engine Cycle Trade Studies
- Sidewalls and Radius of Curvature Not Accounted For

Dovetail Isolated CFD Study Results with Integrated Mean Slope (IMS)
Database Update to Create Accurate Boattail Drag Prediction Method

Prior to March 1995, HSCT nozzle boattail drag was predicted using an equivalent
axisymmetric area method. This method was formulated by NASA and industry and assumed
that nozzle geometry could be approximated with simple area ratio and length data. For
axisymmetric nozzles, the method was based on an empirical axisymmetric nozzle database,
(Silhan & Cubbage data).

For non-axisymmetric nozzles, the tables were updated, but the method of calculating
boattail angle remained the same. In effect, the non-axisymrnetric nozzle boattail angle was
calculated assuming equivalent axisymrnetric areas. The tables of empirical axisymmetric data
were updated to represent non-axisymmetric nozzles using drag deltas between axi and non-axi
nozzle types obtained from a parametric linear theory analysis. This approximation was
adequate for the preliminary design phase of the HSCT project, but proved to be inadequate for
detailed design studies.

Much of the HSCT propulsion system activity focused on non-axisymmetric nozzles.
Detailed design studies of non-axisymrnetric nozzles exposed various deficiencies with the
previous boattail drag method. The original axisymmetric database yielded little transonic drag
information, and the curves were approximate from Mach 0.9 to 1.1. Typically, boattail drag
coefficient peaks in this Mach regime at all altitudes, thus, it was possible that the peak boattail
drag coefficients and transonic drag rise characteristics were not being approximated correctly.
In addition, the previous boattail drag method used a simple method to approximate nozzle
geometry that ignored nozzle sidewalls, radius of curvature, 3-D effects and other detailed
design characteristics.

In summary, the previous nozzle boattail drag prediction methodology for non-
axisymmetric nozzles was not accurate in the transonic flight regime, and was not flexible
enough to capture the effects on boattail drag due to detailed three-dimensional geometry
changes. A new method was required to accurately predict boattail drag throughout the flight
regime in a timely fashion. The approach taken was to employ an Integral Mean Slope (IMS)
method using an upgraded nozzle boattail drag database. In addition, a concurrent activity was
to be conducted employing advanced Navier-Stokes computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
methods to update and substantiate the transonic portion of the updated nozzle drag database.
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The previous method used a database based on empirical data. The empirical
axisymmetric nozzle data were plotted and curve fitted to provide a continuous data set. Plots of
nozzle boattail drag as a function of Mach number were made for constant area ratio with
boattail flap angle as the independent variable. The boattail drag coeffucient values in the
database are a function of Mach number with boattail flap angle as the independent variable.
The figure shows an example of one of these plots for the non-axisymmetric nozzle database
with a constant nozzle area ratio (A9/A10) of 0.5. Similar plots exist for area ratios of 0.1,0.25,
0.75 and 1.0. Nozzle height ratio was defined as the nozzle exit height (hg) divided by the
maximum nozzle external height (hlo), or h_/hl0. Nozzle area ratio was defined as nozzle exit
area (Ag) divided by maximum nozzle external area (Alo), or Ag/Alo. Boattail flap angle was
calculated using Ag, A_0and the divergent flap external length between A9 and A_o. Nozzle
boattail drag was then determined using the five empirical tables and the following inputs; (Mach
number, Ag/Alo, and 13).
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The figure shows a comparison of the previous non-axisymmetric method with
experimental boattail drag data for a non-axisymmetric nozzle. The nozzle has a 17.9
degree boattail angle and an area ratio of 0.14. This comparison shows that the
previous method significantly underpredicts transonic boattail drag coefficient for this
specific nozzle configuration. Comparisons of various non-axisymmetric nozzles with
experimental data were made using the previous method, and the results were
consistent with the trends shown in this figure.
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This figure shows a comparison between the previous non-axisymmetric method
with experimental boattail drag data for a non-axisymmetric nozzle. This comparison
shows that the previous method cannot accurately approximate nozzle boattail drag
trends due to detailed design geometry changes, such as changes in nozzle radius of
curvature ratio (RC/RCM). Nozzle radius of curvature ratio is essentially a measure of
the smoothness of the area distribution of the nozzle. A RC/RCM=O.0 indicates a

nozzle with a sharp angle at the boattail flap hinge line. A RC/RCM=1.0 indicates a
nozzle with no discontinuities in the area distribution from the nozzle maximum area to

the nozzle exit. Because of its inability to characterize detailed nozzle geometry

changes, the previous method was not flexible enough to conduct engine cycle and
nozzle trade studies that are required to differentiate between detailed designs and
perform component downselect activities.
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Goal/Approach

o Goal: Develop Accurate Method to Provide Timely Boattail Drag
Calculations for 2D M/E HSCT Nozzles by March 1995 (Nozzle
Downselect Studies)

o Impetus:

- HSCT Nozzle Boattail Drag as High as 25% of Transonic Thrust

- HSCT Nozzles Complex 3D Configuration

- Limited Data Available for Non-axisymmetric Nozzles

o Approach

- Employ Advanced N-S CFD Methods to Update/Substantiate Database

- Update MDA IMS Database Using CFD Results and Non-axi Nozzle Data

- Analyze Interference Effects of Installed Nozzles/Nacelle (Phase II)

Based on previous experience, transonic nozzle drag data would be difficult to
obtain. The approach taken to achieve the above goal was to employ advanced
Navier-Stokes computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods to obtain accurate and

reliable transonic nozzle drag coefficient data. In addition, a concurrent activity was
initiated to implement an Integral Mean Slope (IMS) method using an updated nozzle
boattail drag coefficient database to predict boattail drag. The IMS method is widely
used and offers a detailed representation of the nozzle geometry in a timely fashion.
The nozzle boattail drag database was to be updated using all known wind tunnel and

flight test nozzle data for HSCT type nozzles. The transonic CFD boattail drag
coefficient predictions were to be used to update and substantiate the IMS transonic

nozzle boattail drag coefficient database. The new method was required in March 1995
for use in the nozzle downselect studies.
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IMS Update Study Approach

o Update IMS Database (MDA-NAMP w/MDA-ATAD IRAD)

o Base Update on Isolated Nozzles

- Applicable to Low Interference Nacelles

- Applicable for Sharp-Cornered to Full Radius
Boattail Shoulders

o Updated IMS Results Presented to HSR Community on
1 March 1995

o CFD Results to Substantiate IMS Update

The IMS database update activity was performance by MDA with internal

funding. The update was based on isolated non-axisymmetric nozzles, and was
applicable for low interference nacelles, and for a full range of radius of curvature
ratios. The updated IMS results were presented to the HSR community in March 1995.
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CFD Study Approach

o Validate All Codes by Comparison with AGARD 17 Axi and 2D Nozzle

Test Performance Data (NASTD & PAB3D Previously Validated,

NPARC3D Validated as Part of This Study)

- NASTD (McDonnell Douglas Aerospace)

- PAB3D (NASA Langley Research Center)

- NPARC3D (NASA Lewis Research Center)

o Generate 3D Navier-Stokes CFD Solutions of HSCT MFTF 3765-100

- Parametric Study of Nozzle Boattail Flap Angle and Area Ratio

- Transonic Mach Numbers (0.95, 1.1 & 1.2)

- Reference Cruise Geometry at Mach 2.4

- A9/A10=0.5, Boattail Flap Angle=16 deg Test Case for All Participants

For HSCT Explicit Code Validation

o Use CFD Results of Representative HSCT Nacelle Configuratlons to
Provide Delta Cds at Transonic Condltions

Three unique flow solvers were used in this study; NASTD (MDA), PAB3D
(NASA LaRC) and NPARC (NASA LeRC). The first step in the approach was to
validate these unique flow solvers for a representative configuration using well
documented and tested nozzles from the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development (AGARD) Working Group #17. After successful completion of this
validation step, the three codes would be used to generate solutions for a series of

HSCT specific nozzle configurations. A parametric study of nozzle boattail flap angles
(12-20 degrees), area ratios (A9/A10=0.2-0.5), and Mach numbers (0.95-1.1) was to be
conducted. The A9/A10=0.5, 16 degree boattail angle case was selected by team
members to be a common case that all members would solve to provide a second

validation. The final solutions to all of the configurations was then to be used to update
and substantiate the IMS database.
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AGARD 17 Test Case Nozzles

2D B.4 Nozzle Axisymmetric B.1 Nozzle

Two of the nozzles from the AGARD Working Group #17 tests that were used
for flow solver validation are shown in the figure. The B.4 nozzle is a two-dimensional
nozzle without sidewalls. The B.1 nozzle is an axisymmetric nozzle. Three validation
cases were executed at Mach 0.94 including; (a) axisymmetric nozzle (B.1), attached
flow, (b) axisymmetric nozzle (B.1), separated flow, and (c) non-axisymmetric nozzle

(B.4), separated flow. In general, the axisymmetric nozzle cases required significantly
less computational resources than the non-axisymmetric case, and yielded consistent
results for all of the CFD codes. While the axisymmetric cases were required for
validation, the focus of this effort was placed upon the non-axisymmetric case, because
this case closely resembled an HSCT type nozzle.
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AGARD 17 Test Case Comparison Results
- B.4.2 2D C-D Nozzle -

Mach 0.94, NPR=4, Centerline Pressure Comparison
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The B.4 nozzle closely approximated an HSCT type nozzle because it was a

two-dimensional nozzle that experienced separated flow at transonic speeds. Although
the B.4 did not have sidewalls, the nozzle still provided an opportunity to gain insight on
how well the flow solvers could predict nozzle boattail pressure coefficient, and thus
nozzle boattail drag.

The figure shows a comparison between nozzle B.4 centerline pressure
coefficient test results and CFD predictions. Three plots are shown that graphically
compare each of the three CFD codes involved in this study. The plots are set up to
compare pressure coefficient as a function of non-dimensional distance (x/L) along the
centerline, and the experimental results are identical for all three plots. From the
NASTD plot, the conclusion can be drawn that NASTD with the Baldwin-Barth

turbulence model accurately predicts the absolute values of experimental data as well
as the trends with non-dimensional centerline distance. The NPARC plot using the
Baldwin-Barth turbulence model also shows excellent agreement with the experimental
data and closely resembles the NASTD prediction. In addition, the PAB3D plot exhibits
excellent agreement with the experimental data. Note that PAB3D slightly overpredicts

pressure coefficient near the trailing edge of the nozzle, and this could lead to a slight
underprediction of drag coefficient for this specific case using a two equation, linear k-e
turbulence model.

The results of this figure, coupled with the excellent agreement between CFD

and experimental results for the axisymmetric cases (not shown explicitly here), indicate
that NASTD, NPARC and PAB3D are clearly capable of accurately predicting pressure
coefficient distributions for HSCT type nozzles in the transonic flight regime. Thus, the
CFD codes are validated with experimental pressure coefficient data. The next step
was to ensure that the codes compared favorably with each other using the HSCT DSM
nozzle.
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Typical Isolated HSR Nacelle Configuration: Boattail Drag Study

Inlet

Boattaii Hinge Ltn¢

Boattail Flap

Nozzle
Sidewall

The figure shows a typical isolated HSCT nacelle configuration used in the CFD

study. The nacelle is full scale, and includes inlet, engine and nozzle components.
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Configuration Definition: Inlet & Nozzle

Inlet

o Generic Axi Inlet with Mass Flow Ratio Equal to 1.0

o Upstream Inviscid Streamtube Modeled

Nozzle

o Geometry Scaled to Full Scale MFTF 3765-100 Engine
o Sidewalls Modeled

o Corners Rounded with 8 in Radius Corner Per 3765-100 Design

o Sharp Transition At External Flap Hinge Line (Radius of Curvature

Ratio, RC/RCM=0.0)
o Internal Nozzle Plenum Chamber, Throat, Diffuser and Exit Modeled

o Internal Nozzle Angle Fixed at 1.5 deg to Maintain Constant Exit

Flow Divergence Angle

o Boattail Flap Angles (12, 16 and 20 deg) Chosen to Encompass

Actual Transonic Boattail Angle = 13.68 deg

o Nozzle Height Ratios (0.2 and 0.5) Chosen to Encompass Actual
Transonic Area Ratios = 0.274 to 0.320

The inlet was modeled as a generic, axisymmetric inlet with a mass flow of 1.0
(no spillage). Also, the upstream inviscid streamtube was modeled. The nozzle

geometry was based on the latest HSCT non-axisymmetric nozzle design (Downstream
Mixer (DSM) mixer/ejector nozzle). The nozzle geometry was scaled to the full scale
mixed flow turbofan (MFTF) size, which is described below. The nozzle sidewalls were
modeled, and the corners of the nozzle were rounded with 8 inch radii to match the

DSM design. The nozzle was designed with a sharp transition at the external flap
hinge line, thus representing a radius of curvature ratio (RC/RCM) of zero. Internally,
the nozzle plenum chamber, throat, diffuser and exit were modeled, and the nozzle was

modeled with hot gas. The internal nozzle angle was fixed at 1.5 degrees to maintain
constant exit flow divergence angle.

A family of nozzles was studied at three Mach numbers; M=0.95, 1.1 and 1.2.

Various nozzle boattail angle and nozzle area ratio values were modeled to represent a
wide array of nozzle configurations. Boattail angles of 12, 16 and 20 degrees were
chosen to encompass the range of boattail angles expected at transonic conditions.

Also, nozzle height ratios of 0.2 and 0.5 were chosen to encompass the range of area
ratios expected at transonic conditions. The height ratios correspond to area ratios of

0.187 and 0.467, respectively, which were rounded to 0.2 and 0.5, respectively, for
convenience. The matrix of nozzle configurations studied is described later.
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Configuration Definition: Engine Cycle

o 3765-100 Best Represented HSCT Cycle at Time of Study
- Mixed Flow Turbofan Designed by PWlGE
- Demonstrated Feasible HSCT Aircraft Performance

- BPR = 0.622 (sea level static)

o Datapack A8, PT8, and TT8 Used to Define Plenum Conditions

For Internal Nozzle Flow Modelling

At the time of this study, the 3765-100 MFTF was the leading engine cycle
candidate. This cycle is a mixed flow turbofan, designed by Pratt & Whitney and
General Electric, and has a fan pressure ratio of 3.7, and airflow lapse rate of 65% and

requires 900 Ib/s of corrected airflow at sea level static conditions. The airflow lapse
rate is simply the percentage of cycle flow at cruise versus takeoff conditions. For this
cycle, the cycle required airflow at cruise is 65% of the required takeoff airflow. This
cycle has a bypass ratio of 0.622, and has demonstrated feasible HSCT aircraft
performance. Area and pressure data were obtained from the engine company
datapack to define the nozzle plenum conditions; (throat area, pressure and
temperature). Therefore, the hot gas flow should closely approximate the actual 3765
MFTF cycle installed with a DSM type nozzle.
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Configuration Definition: Nacelle

o Full Scale Nacelle Based on PWIGE 3765-100 MFTF Design

o Isolated Nacelle Modeled

o Wing Installation Effects Not Modeled

o One-Quarter of Nacelle Modeled

-Assumed Horizontal and Vertical Streamwise Symmetry
- Reduced Computational Resources

o Forebody Nacelle Geometry Identical to Actual 3765-100 MFTF

The inlet, engine cycle and nozzle components were integrated, and a nacelle

shape was chosen. The nacelle shape is axisymmetric at the inlet cowl lip, and
continuously transitions from axisymmetric to non-axisymmetric ending at a non-
axisymmetric (2D) shape at the external flap hinge line. From the hinge line aft to the
nozzle exit, the nozzle is entirely non-axisymmetric. The nacelle was modeled as full

scale and was based on the 3765-100 airflow requirements. This study only examined
the isolated nacelle, and did not explore the effects of integrating the nacelle with a
wing. Therefore, wing effects were not modeled. One-quarter of the nacelle was

actually modeled with CFD grid, and horizontal and vertical streamwise symmetry were

assumed. This saves considerable computational resources with no loss in accuracy of
results.
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CONFIGURATION RUN MATRIX

Configuration

N0010
AyAi 9

1.0

Boattall

0 •

N1202 0.2 12 °

N2002 0.2 20 °

N1205 0.5 12 °

0.5N1605 16 °

MI,!

0.9S_ 1.10, 1.20

0.9S, 1.10_ 1.20

0.95_ 1.10_ 1.20

0.95, 1.10 r 1.20

0.05, 1.10, 1.20

Team

NASA Langley
NASA Lewis

NASA Langley

MDA-ATAD

MDA-ATAD

MDA-NAMP

NASA Langley
NASA Lewis

N2005 0.5 20 ° 0.95, 1.10, 1.20 MDA-NAMP

The configuration run matrix is shown in the figure. The N1605 configuration
was the baseline configuration that was studied by all four teams. The 16 in the

configuration designation represents the boattail angle in degrees, and the 05
represents an area ratio of 0.5. Each team was responsible for the N1605
configuration and one other configuration. Because each configuration was to be run
at three Mach numbers (0.95, 1.1 and 1.2), this represented a total of 6 CFD runs per
team member. NASA LaRC was also responsible for the N0010 configuration, which
contributed three additional CFD runs and were critical for the purposes of this study.

The N0010 configuration represents a nozzle with zero boattail angle, and an area ratio
of 1.0. In this study, only the drag due to the nozzle is of interest, thus, the drag of the
N0010 nacelle must be subtracted from the drag of all the other CFD runs (at the

respective Mach number) to obtain the nozzle specific drag at any given condition.
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NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS

CASE M. As/As AglAlo

0.95 0.709
1.0

N0010 1.10 0.651

1.20 0.606

0.95 0.709
0.2

N1202 1.10 0.651

1.20 0.606

0.95 0.700
0.2

N2002 1.10 0.651

1.20 0.606

0.95 0.709
0.5

N1205 1.10 0.651

1.20 0.606

0.95 0.709
0.6

N1605 1.10 0.651

1.20 0.606

0.95 0.709
0.5

N2005 1.10 0.851

1.20 0.606

Boattall

Angle

0 o

12 o

20 °

12 °

16 °

20 °

Equivalent

Boattall

Angle

0.00 °

8.82 °

14.46 °

7.60 °

9.94 °

12.51 °

Boattail

Flap

Length

174.4 in.

174.4 In.

107.1 In.

107.0 In.

82.0 In.

65.3 In.

Additional detailed nacelle information is presented in the figure. The nozzle

throat to exit area ratio (A8/A9), boattail angle, equivalent boattail angle, and flap length
are given. The equivalent boattail angle is the equivalent axisymmetric nozzle boattaU
angle, and is defined by the nozzle area ratio and boattail flap length.
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CFD Grid Definition

o MDA Defined Grid Topologies and Generated Initial Grids

o NASA LaRC Optimized the Final Surface and Volume Grids

o 3D, Structured, Patched, Viscous, Multi-Block CFD Grids

o External and Internal Surfaces Modeled as Viscous Surfaces

o Viscous Grid Generated to Model Free Shear Layers in Nozzle Exhaust

o Nozzle Sidewall Trailing Edge Modeled with Zero Thickness

o All Zones Point-Matched Except for Upstream and Far-Field Zones

o Nozzle Plenum Chamber Configuration Based on AGARD B.4 Config

o Approx. 1.5 Million Grid Points Per Configuration

All grid topologies and initial grids were defined by MDA for this study. NASA
LaRC optimized the final surface and volume grids for use by all teams. The grids were
3D, structured, patched, viscous, multi-block grids. The external and internal surfaces
were modeled as viscous surfaces, and a viscous grid was generated to model free

shear layers in the nozzle exhaust. The nozzle sidewall trailing edge was modeled with
zero thickness, and the sidewalls ended at the trailing edge of the external flaps. All
zones were point matched except for upstream and far-field zones. The nozzle plenum
chamber configuration was based on the AGARD non-axisymmetric nozzle

configuration. A total of approximately 1.5 million grid points were used for each
individual configuration. A non-dimensional viscous height of y_ = 2 was employed to
define the first grid cell spacing off the viscous surfaces.
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Nacelle CFD Grid

This figure shows a typical nacelle grid for a full nacelle and a side view of a
representative quarter nacelle complete with the internal and external nozzle
characteristics.
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Groundrules

o CFD Convergence Criteria

- Converged Boattall Pressure Drag Force Levels

- Converged Internal Nozzle Massflow Rate Levels
- Reduction of L2 Residuals in Boattall Region by 3 Orders of Mag

o Boattail Drag Computations
- Pressure Drag on Boattall Defined as the Integration of (P - P int)

Over Respective Nacelle Surfaces

- Skin Friction Drag Not Computed

- Delta Drag Coefficient Computed Uslng Nacelle Reference Config

(Cruise Configuration)

O

CFD GRID DOMAIN

.................................t.............................
bbr Ludmr Tmtml_l

The CFD convergence criteria were as follows. The boattail pressure drag force

level must converge within 0.1% of the total drag force. In addition, the internal nozzle
exit massflow rate level required convergence within 0.25% of the intake massflow rate,

(e.g. conservation of mass). Finally, the L2 residuals must be reduced in the boattail
flap region by three orders of magnitude. All three criteria must be met as a condition

for a converged solution.

Nozzle boattail drag was computed using the predicted pressure distributions on
the boattail surfaces. Integration of the pressure distributions over the respective
nozzle boattail surfaces yielded the nozzle boattail drag results. The surfaces used in

the integration included the nozzle flaps and nozzle sidewalls. Skin friction drag was
not computed. Because the nozzle boattail drag for each of the configurations was
influenced by the presence of the nacelle forward of the nacelle maximum area, the
reference nacelle drag (configuration N0010) was subtracted from the actual boattail

drag for each configuration. The reference nacelle had zero boattail angle.

The CFD flow type definition groundrules are shown in the figure. An Euler

region was defined just prior to the nacelle configuration to simulate the captured
streamtube, and a small laminar region was defined at the nacelle leading edge to
simulate transition. The problems were set up in this fashion to allow the flow solvers to

begin the solution free of discontinuities. The remaining nacelle was modeled as a

turbulent region.
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COMPUTED NOZZLE BOATTAIL DRAG RESULTS

Confl_luratlon Boattall As/A10 M. Cd, _oaqei] C_1,_oa_talL[Ib|, Team CFD Code

N1202 12 0.2 0.95 0.1087 550.0 NASA LeRC PARC3D
N1202 12 0.2 1.10 0.1827 1238.8 NASA LeRC PARC3D
N1202 12 0.2 1.20 0.1840 1484.7 NASA LeRC PARC3D

N1205 1 2 0.5 0.90 0.0422 191.7 MDA-ATAD NASTD
N120S 12 0.5 0.95 0.0501 253.5 MDA-ATAD NASTD
N1206 12 0.5 1.10 0.0809 548.3 MDA-ATAD NASTD
N1205 12 0.5 1.20 0.0985 794.7 M DA-ATAD NASTD

N1605 16 0.5 0.90 0.0504 228.7 M DA-ATAD NASTD
N1605 1 6 0.5 0.95 0.0678 342.9 MDA-ATAD NASTD
N1605 16 0.5 1.10 0.1847 1252.7 MDA-ATAD NASTD
N1805 16 0.5 1.20 0.1645 1327.6 MDA-ATAD NASTD

N1805 16 0.5 0.95 0.1426 721.1 MDA-NAMP NASTD
N1605 16 0.5 1.10 0.1969 1335.5 MDA-NAMP NASTD
N1605 16 0.5 1.20 0.1802 1454.6 MDA-NAMP NASTD

N1605 16 0.5 0.95 0.0939 474.9 NASA LaRC PAB3D
N1805 16 0.5 1.10 0.2094 1419.9 NASA LaRC PAB3D
N1605 16 0.5 1.20 0.1962 1583.6 NASA LaRC PAB3D

N1805 18 0.5 0.95 0.1343 679.1 NASA LeRC PARC3D
N1605 16 0.S 0.95 0.1284 649.4 NASA LeRC PARC3D
N1605 18 0.5 1.10 0.2084 1413.5 NASA LeRC PARC3D
N1605 16 0.5 1.20 0.1960 1581.8 NASA I.JRC PARC3D

N2002 20 0.2 0.95 0.1728 873.9 NASA LaRC PAB3D
N2002 20 0.2 1.10 0.3759 2548.9 NASA LaRC PAB3D
N2002 20 0.2 1.20 0.3594 2900.6 NASA LaRC PAB3D

N2005 12 0.5 0.95 0.1707 863.2 MOA-NAMP NASTD
N200S 12 0.5 1.10 0.2414 1637.2 MDA-NAMP NASTD
N2005 1 2 0.5 1.20 0.2209 1782.6 MDA-NAMP NASTD

The nozzle boattail drag CFD solutions are tabulated and summarized in this

figure.
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Pressure Coefficient Contours
- 1605 Configuration, Mach 0.95 -
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This figure shows the pressure contours and distribution as a function of non-
dimensional flap length on the top nozzle flap surface for the 1605 configuration at
Mach 0.95. Three different sections of the flap are presented on the pressure
coefficient plot, with the y/w=O.05 representing the flap centerline. Examining the
centerline curve shows that the pressure coefficient reflects the effect of the expansion
wave at approximately x/L=O.04, and the significant separation above x/L=O. 16.
Pressure coefficient distributions for all CFD codes exhibited the same trends for the

1605 nozzle at Mach 0.95, with slight variations in shock/expansion wave location.
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Comparison of 1605 CFD Data

- Mach 0.95-
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This figure shows the final drag coefficient results for the 1605 configuration at
Mach 0.95. McDonnell Douglas results are represented by MDA-NAMP and MDA-
ATAD, respectively. NASA Lewis and Langley results are represented by LeRC and

LaRC, respectively. The Mach 0.95 case for the 1605 configuration yielded the largest
discrepancies between team member results of all the test cases. Note that the MDA-

NAMP and LeRC results are within 10%. This is good agreement considering the
highly unstable nature of this separated flow problem. The problem is complicated by
the fact that the problem is subsonic, sonic and supersonic along a streamline, and the
fact that the codes must resolve exactly the location of the supersonic transition. Also,
the agreement between MDA-NAMP and LeRC results is consistent with the AGARD
validation results, which show nearly identical pressure coefficient distributions for the
non-axisymmetric nozzle at the Mach 0.94 condition. For this Mach 0.95 case, the
boattail drag coefficient likely lies in the ballpark of the MDA-NAMP and LeRC results.

The MDA-ATAD results for the 1605 configuration at Mach 0.95 should have
been very close to the MDA-NAMP results due to the fact that the NASTD was the flow

solver for both cases. However, MDA-ATAD computations at Mach 0.95 yield
significantly lower pressure drag results than MDA-NAMP results. The MDA-ATAD
solution of the 1605 configuration at Mach 0.95 encountered numerical convergence
challenges that were attributable to the grid packing density in the vicinity of the nozzle
boattail hinge line coupled with significant flow separation over the entire boattail
surface. The consensus of the team is that the MDA-ATAD solutions significantly
underpredict nozzle boattail drag at Mach 0.95, and should not be used.

The LaRC results for the 1605 configuration at Mach 0.95 are approximately
30% lower than the MDA-NAMP and LeRC results. This is consistent with the results

from the AGARD validation study for the B.4 nozzle at Mach 0.94.





Pressure Coefficient Contours
- 1605 Configuration, Mach 1.1 -
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This figure shows the pressure contours and distribution as a function of non-
dimensional flap length on the top nozzle flap surface for this configuration. Examining
the centerline (y/w=O.05) curve on the pressure coefficient plot shows that the pressure
coefficient reflects the effect of the expansion wave at approximately x/L=O.04, and the
separation above x/L=0.4. Note that the pressure recovery is not as significant for this
configuration, compared to the Mach 0.95 case, which indicates that the Mach 1.1 case
has significantly less separation than the Mach 0.95 case. Pressure coefficient
distributions for all CFD codes exhibited the same trends for the 1605 nozzle at Mach

1.1, with slight variations in shock/expansion wave location.
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Comparison of 1605 CFD Data
- Mach 1.10 -
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This figure shows the final drag coefficient results for the 1605 configuration at
Mach 1.1. Because the separation for this case was less severe than the Mach 0.95
case, the CFD codes were better able to predict the flow characteristics, and the results
were consistent. For example, the MDA-NAMP and NASA results agreed within 5%.
Even more striking, the LeRC and LaRC results agreed within 0.5%. The MDA-ATAD
results were approximately 10% lower than the MDA-NAMP results even though the
grid was identical for both applications. The team chose to use the MDA-NAMP results
due to the higher user experience level. For the Mach 1.1 case, the boattail drag
coefficient could accurately be predicted as the average of the MDA-NAMP, LeRC and
LaRC results.
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Pressure Coefficient Contours
- 1605 Configuration, Mach 1.2 -
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This figure shows the pressure contours and distribution as a function on non-
dimensional flap length on the top nozzle flap surface for this configuration. Examining
the centerline (y/w=0.05) curve on the pressure coefficient plot shows that the pressure
coefficient reflects the effect of the expansion wave at approximately x/L=0.04, and the

separation above x/L=0.75. Note that the pressure recovery is not as significant for this
configuration, compared even to the Mach 1.1 case, which indicates that the Mach 1.2
case has significantly less separation than the Mach 1.1 case. Pressure coefficient
distributions for all CFD codes exhibited the same trends for the 1605 nozzle at Mach

1.2, with slight variations in shock/expansion wave location.
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Comparison of 1605 CFD Data
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This figure shows the final drag coefficient results for the 1605 configuration at
Mach 1.2. Because the separation for this case was less severe than the other cases,
the CFD codes were able to predict consistent results. For example, MDA-NAMP and
NASA results agreed within 8%. Once again, the LeRC and LaRC results were
essentially identical. Again, the MDA-ATAD results were approximately 8% lower than
the MDA-NAMP results even though the grid was identical for both applications. The
team chose to use the MDA-NAMP results due to the higher user experience level. For
the Mach 1.2 case, the boattail drag coefficient could accurately be predicted as the
average of the MDA-NAMP, LeRC and LaRC results.
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This figure shows nozzle boattail drag coefficient as a function of Mach number

for the 0.2 area ratio solutions. LaRC was responsible for the 2002 solutions (top line)
and LeRC was responsible for the 1202 solutions (bottom line). The 2002 solution at
Mach 0.95 is probably undei'predicted based on the AGARD validation study results
presented earlier, arid should be considered a ballpark estimate for this specific case.
The 1202 solution at Mach 1.2 is suspicious because nozzle boattail drag coefficient
should be lower at Mach 1.2 than at Mach 1.1. This same anomaly is evident for both
12 degree boattail angle configurations.
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A9/A10 = 0.5 CFD Predictions

O.25

0.2
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i i
0.9 1 1.1 1.2

Mach Number

This figure shows the solutions for the 0.5 area ratio solutions. MDA-NAMP was
responsible for the 2005 solutions (top line), while MDA-ATAD was responsible for the

1205 solutions (bottom line). Again, the 1205 solutions appear to be uniformly
underpredicted, and should not be used as absolute values. The 1605 solutions
(middle line) represent the average of MDA-E and LeRC solutions for Mach 0.95, and
the average of MDA-NAMP, LeRC and LaRC solutions for Mach 1.1 and 1.2.
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Comparison of CFD Results to 95 IMS Database

o IMS Validation

o Mach 0.95, 1.1, and 1.2

As described earlier, the CFD results were to be used to substantiate and

enhance the concurrent IMS database update activity. Before comparisons between
CFD and IMS are made, a brief comparison of IMS to experimental data will be
discussed.
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Comparison of Nozzle Drag Data w/Previous Method

- 2D Nozzle, A91A10=0.25, I_ = 16 deg -
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This figure shows a plot that was presented earlier comparing the previous
boattail drag coefficient method with experimental data. It has been updated here by

adding the new IMS database predictions. The IMS database values are shown as the
line with the open symbols, and show excellent agreement with the non-axisymmetric

experimental data for the entire range of radius of curvature ratio values.
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0.25

Nozzle Drag Correlation, IMS vs Test
NASA TMX-1517

Axisymmetric Nozzles

15" boattail angle
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This figure shows a comparison of IMS predictions for an axisymmetric nozzle
with a 15 degree boattail flap angle and an area ratio of 0.45. In this figure, the lines
with darkened symbols represent the experimental data, while the lines with the open
symbols represent the IMS predictions. The plot is nozzle boattail drag coefficient

versus Mach number, and the IMS predictions agree without bias with the experimental
data for two different radius of curvature ratios (0.0 and 0.5).
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This figure shows a comparison of IMS predictions for a non-axisymmetric
nozzle with a radius of curvature ratio of 0.12 and an area ratio of 0.2. Again, the
experimental data is represented by the darkened symbols, while the IMS predictions
are represented by the open symbols. The plot is nozzle boattail drag coefficient
versus Mach number, and the IMS predictions agree without bias with the experimental
data for two different boattail flap angles (10 and 20 degrees). Based on these
comparisons and additional supporting information not shown explicitly here, it is clear
that the IMS prediction method with the recently updated database accurately predicts

axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric nozzle boattaU drag coefficient for complex
geometry nozzles. Comparison with CFD results on HSCT specific nozzles would fully
substantiate this new methodology for the HSCT project.
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Isolated Nozzle Boattail Drag Coefficient Prediction Comparison

- Referenced to A10

- Mach 0.95

r-_ Previous Method (LeRC tables)
i CFD
am IMS (Ref. 5)

0.1707

0.16

D/(qA10) 0.12
0.1_7

0.117

).1295

0.08

1202 1205 1605 2002 2005

This figure shows a comparison of the IMS, CFD and previous method
predictions at Mach 0.95. Each of the six geometry configurations are shown
individually on the bar graph. In general, the IMS and CFD predictions generally agree
within 10-15%, and there is no apparent bias or trend with boattail angle or area ratio.
Due to the fact that the Mach 0.95 case was highly separated and difficult to obtain
CFD solutions for, the CFD results in the figure should only be used to substantiate the

IMS predictions. The previous method consistently underpredicts the IMS estimates
by as much as 50%. No further conclusions can be drawn from this case.
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Isolated Nozzle Boattail Drag Coefficient Prediction Comparison

- Referenced to A10

- Mach 1.10

0,4-

n Previous Method (LeRC tables)
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This figure shows the same comparison at Mach 1.1 In general, the IMS and
CFD predictions generally agree, but there is an apparent trend with boattail angle. At
a 12 degree boattail angle, the IMS prediction is slightly higher than the CFD prediction
for the area ratio of 0.2. At a 16 degree boattail angle, the predictions also agree very

closely. At a 20 degree boattail angle, the CFD predictions are higher than the CFD
predictions for both area ratios studied. It is likely that this trend is caused by sidewall
effects, and is discussed in detail later. The previous method consistently
underpredicts the IMS estimates for boattail angles less than 20 degrees. For the 20
degree boattail angle cases, the previous method and the IMS predictions agree within
1%, but both represent estimates for nozzles without sidewalls.
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Isolated Nacelle

Configuration N1605: Mach = 0.95

Drag Study: Flow Cross Section
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The IMS and previous method predictions are based on non-axisymmetric
nozzles without sidewalls. The CFD predictions use the DSM nozzle, which does have
sidewalls. Based on the results of the CFD studies, the sidewalls on a non-

axisymmetric nozzle cause a decrease in the pressure relief from the top of the nozzle
flap to the ambient flow due to end-plating and vortex trapping effects, and thus may
cause an increase in drag coefficient. An example of this flow phenomena is shown in

the figure, which depicts an aft facing forward view of the DSM nozzle. Higher pressure
ambient flow is shown rolling over the top of the sidewall and pressurizing the top of the
nozzle boattail flap. If the sidewall is removed, the pressurizing of the flap may
increase, and the boattail drag coefficient may be reduced. One possible explanation
of the trend shown in the previous figure is that as boattail angle increases, the effect of
the sidewall on the boattail flap increases. At 12 degrees, the sidewall does not

significantly impact the pressurization of the nozzle boattail flap. However, at 16 and
20 degrees boattail angle, the effect of the sidewall may significantly impact the
prediction of nozzle boattail drag coefficient. A follow-on study is underway to update
the IMS database for sidewall effects. Also, an on-going CFD study will evaluate the

delta nozzle boattail drag coefficient due to removing the sidewalls using various
configurations evaluated in this study.
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Isolated Nozzle Boattail Drag Coefficient Prediction Comparison

- Referenced to A10
- Mach 1.20
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This figure shows the same comparison at Mach 1.2. In general, the IMS and

CFD predictions generally agree. Again, there is an apparent trend with boattail angle,
and the conclusion is the same as for the Mach 1.1 case. The sidewalls appear to
affect the 16 and 20 degree boattail angle CFD predictions. In addition, the previous
method underpredicts IMS estimates for boattail angles less than 20 degrees, which is
consistent with the Mach 1.1 results. Like the Mach 1.1 results, the previous method
and IMS estimates agree closely for the 20 degree boattail angle cases.
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Comparison of CFD, IMS and Previous Method Drag Ratios
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This figure shows a comparison of CFD, IMS and previous method nozzle drag
coefficient predictions normalized with total HSCT airplane drag coefficient for the 1202

configuration. All drag coefficients are referenced to the airplane wing area for this
comparison, and the total airplane drag coefficient includes the nozzle boattail drag
element. For the 1202 configuration, the CFD and IMS predictions are of the same
magnitude, and this substantiated that the previous method significantly underpredicts
nozzle boattail drag coefficient. The previous method predicts that nozzle boattail drag
accounts for approximately 15% of the total airplane drag above Mach 1.0, while the
CFD and IMS predict that nozzle boattail drag accounts for 20-25% of the total airplane

drag above Mach 1.0. Because the HSCT nozzle would likely operate at transonic
boattail angles of approximately 12 degrees, the more accurate CFD and IMS
predictions would significantly affect the aircraft transonic performance, and thus would

impact the airplane sizing and mission performance.
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Comparison of CFD, IMS and Previous Method Drag Ratios
- Ratio of Boattall Drag Coefficient to Alrcraft
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This figure shows the same comparison for the 1605 configuration. The CFD
predictions are consistently larger than the IMS predictions for this case primarily
because of the sidewall effects discussed earlier. However, the previous method

underpredicts nozzle boattail drag for this configuration, and the replacement of the
previous method with the IMS prediction methodology yields a method that is more
applicable to the HSCT nozzle trade studies because of the updated nozzle drag
coefficient database and additional nozzle geometrical flexibility. On average, the IMS

method predicts 15-20% higher boattail drag for this configuration than the previous
method.
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Lessons Learned
CFD Grids Must Be:

- Generated by One Organization

- Thoroughly Checked Out Prior to Production Runs

Multiple CFD Flow Solvers Can Be Used to Compute
a Matrix of Solutions

- AGARD17 Validation Check

- Common Configuration Test Case
- Resources

Configurations With Freestream Mach Numbers Close to

1.0 (0.95) and Large Boattall Angles Pose Serious
Challenges and Limitations

- Current CFD Codes

- Current Turbulence Models (Affects Shock Position and
Pressure Recovery)

- Solutions Grid Dependent

Required 1 Month (Calendar Time) Per Case for Final Results

Bl-Weekly Telecons, and Goal-Oriented Schedule Resulted in
Focused Program and Provided Timely Results

The most significant lesson learned Is that multiple CFD flow solvers can be
used to compute results for a matrix of configurations. In this case, multiple flow
solvers were used by multiple team members located throughout the country. The key
to a successful program using this team approach involves setting up a stringent
validation process. Prior to solving HSCT specific configurations, each flow solver was
required to solve an established configuration (AGARD) with proven experimental data.
Upon completion of this exercise, each team member was required to analyze the
baseline configuration. The program did not begin in earnest until all teem members
agreed on the results from analyzing the baseline configuration. This strategy worked
well for this team, and proved that multiple CFD flow solvers can be used. The major
benefit of this strategy is that is spreads the computational resource requirements
throughout the team, and reduces the overall time required for the entire program.

In order to minimize differences in the results between flow solvers, the inputs
must be kept as standardized as possible. In general, that means using the same grids
and ttm same type of turbulence model. The CFD grids shoLdd nil be generated by lhe
same organization, and should be thoroughly checked out using one of the flow solvers
prior to distribution to the rest of the team. Small changes can be made to the grids by
each team member to better suit their respective flow solver, but these changes should
be kept to a minimum to reduce the possibility of grid dependent differences in the
solutions. Also, similar turbulence models should be used to ensure that result
differences do not stem from the difference In turbulence models. This effect could be
significant for highly separated configurations.

Configurations with freestream Mach numbers close to 1.0, and large boattail angles
pose serious challenges and limitations. Current CFD codes and turbulence models
have'difficulty solving equations when Mach number approaches unity, and this affects
shock position and pressure recovery. Thus, solutions to these types of configurations
tend to be grid dependent.
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Summary

o Previous Boattail Drag Method Inadequate

o IMS Method wlCFD Validation Preferred Method

- Update Database Using Non-Axi Test Data

- In Place by March 1996 for Use in Nozzle
Downselect Studies

o CFD Codes Validated with AGARD 17 Nozzle Test Data

o Full Scale 3765-100 MFTF Nacelle Configuration Used

o 27 CFD Cases Run, (Approx. 1.6 Million Points Each)

o Pressure Drag on Boattail Computed for All Cases

o All CFD Cases Successfully Completed Prior to
Commencement of Nozzle Downselect Studies
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Nozzle boattail drag is significant for the HSCT and can be as high as 25% of
the overall propulsion system thrust at transonic conditions. Thus, nozzle boattail drag

has the potential to create a thrust-drag pinch and can reduce HSCT aircraft
aerodynamic efficiencies at transonic operating conditions. In order to accurately
predict HSCT performance, it is imperative that nozzle boattail drag be accurately
predicted.

Previous methods to predict HSCT nozzle boattail drag were suspect in the

transonic regime. In addition, previous prediction methods were unable to account for
complex nozzle geometry and were not flexible enough for engine cycle trade studies.
A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) effort was conducted by NASA and McDonnell
Douglas to evaluate the magnitude and characteristics of HSCT nozzle boattail drag at
transonic conditions. A team of engineers used various CFD codes and provided
consistent, accurate boattail drag coefficient predictions for a family of HSCT nozzle

configurations. The CFD results were incorporated into a nozzle drag database that
encompassed the entire HSCT flight regime and provided the basis for an accurate and
flexible prediction methodology.

Four teams of analysts were involved in the CFD study: NASA-Lewis Research
Center, NASA Langley Research Center, and McDonnell Douglas Aerospace. Three
CFD flow solvers were used, and were validated using Advisory Group for Aerospace
Research and Development (AGARD) data, and a baseline HSCT nozzle configuration.
Once the CFD codes were validated, the matrix of nozzle configurations were defined
and predictions of nozzle boattail drag were generated. Each configuration studied
incorporated a 3765 mixed flow turbofan and an axisymmetric inlet. 27 total CFD cases
were run, and each case was comprised of approximately 1.5 million data points.
Pressure drag on the boattail surfaces was computed and nozzle boattail drag
coefficient was generated via a post-processed pressure integration. All CFD cases

were successfully completed in a timely fashion.



Conclusions

o CFD Solutions Grid Dependent for Mach 0.95, Large
Boattail Angle Cases

- Significant Separation
- Large Variation in CFD Results Between Teams

o CFD Solutions at Mach 1.1 & 1.2 Well Defined

- Good Agreement Between Teams

O CFD Substantiates IMS Transonic Predictions

- Part of IMS vs CFD Cd Difference Due to Sidewall Effect

o IMS Underpredicts at Boattail Angles > 16 deg

- IMS Overpredicts for 12 deg Boattail Angle Cases

- Transonic Wind Tunnel Data Required to Quantify Sidewall
Fence Effect

O CFD Accurately Predicts Isolated Nozzle Boattail Pressure
Profiles

- Consistent Results Using 3 Different Codes

The CFD solutions were grid dependent for the Mach 0.95, large boattail angle
cases. These cases experienced significant separation, and resulted in a large

variation (30%) between team results for the baseline configuration. The CFD results
at Mach 1.1 and 1.2 were well defined, and there was excellent agreement between the
team results. NASA LeRC and LaRC agreed within 1% for these cases. The CFD and
IMS method results at Mach 0.9'5 generally agreed within 30%, but no clear bias was

apparent in the comparison. Therefore, the Mach 0.95 CFD results were only used to
substantiate the approximate magnitude of the IMS predictions at Mach 0.95. The
Mach 1.1 and 1.2 CFD results were generally within 20% of the IMS predictions, but
showed a bias that could have been caused by the DSM nozzle sidewalls. The CFD

predictions included nozzle sidewalls, while the IMS database did not include sidewalls.
Because of this difference, the CFD predicted slightly higher nozzle drag coefficients for
higher boattail angle cases (16 and 20 degrees), and this was consistent with the
expected sidewall flow effect. Future work with CFD will quantify the sidewall effect,
and incorporate this effect into the IMS database. For the Mach 1.1 and 1.2 cases, the
CFD results substantiated the magnitude of the IMS predictions, and were incorporated
as part of the nozzle drag coefficient database for use in future HSCT propulsion

system performance calculations.

For this study, the CFD flow solvers accurately predicted isolated nozzle boattail

pressure profiles and boattail drag coefficients. Consistent results were obtained using
three different flow solvers. The results corroborated with the IMS database and

provided a more applicable method for accurate prediction of transonic HSCT nozzle
boattail drag.
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Transonic Drag Study for the Installed Ref. H Axisymmetric
Nozzle Boattail Configurations

Chih Fang Shieh, Jay Jones, Shreekant Agrawal
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace
Long Beach, CA 90807-5309

The transonic drag study for the installed Ref. H nozzle boattail was carried out
by a NASA/Industry team. The primary objective of this study was to use CFD to
estimate the installed nozzle boattail transonic drag for the Ref. H configuration. The
nozzle boattail configurations included 2-D (Boeing/Northrop Grumman tasks) and
axisymmetric (MDA tasks) configurations. The results of the axisymmetric nozzle
boattail study, the MDA tasks, are reported here.

The CFL3D Navier-Stokes code with the Baldwin-Barth turbulence model was

used for the axisy, mmetric nozzle boattail drag study. Two configurations were
analyzed: the axe/transonic (boattail angle approximately 14 ) and the axi/supersonic
boattail angle approximately 2") configurations. In this study, the CFL3D code was
irst validated for a 2-D nozzle at transonic condition, the AGARD B.4.2 nozzle, where

shock-induced flow separation occurs in the boattail region. Then, the code was
further validated for the Ref. H wing/body at Moo=0.9 and 1.1 for Rec = 40 million. In
addition, the isolated nozzle boattail drag, and the installed wing/body/nacelle/diverter
drag were computed. Based on the CFL3D solutions, the installation and interference
drag due to the nacelle installation were calculated.

During the course of this study, numerical instability was experienced for all of
the cases calculated. Although the numerical instability problem for the AGARD B.4.2
nozzle and the Ref. H wing/body was overcome, the problem for some of the installed
nozzle boattail configurations still exists. With the limited converged solutions for the
installed axi/transomc configuration, favorable interference between the wing and the
nacelle installation was obtained.
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• Objective

• Apply CFD to estimate boattail drag for the installed
Ref. H nozzle boattail configurations in the
transonic regime.

- 2-D configurations: Boeing/Northrop-Grumman

- Axisymmetric configurations: MDA

- 2-D and Axisymmetric: NASA LaRC

The objective of this study was to apply CFD to estimate boattail drag for the
installed Ref. H nozzle boattail configurations in the transonic regime. To achieve this
objective, the Boeing/Northrop-Grumman team was assigned to study 2-D nozzle
configurations, MDA was assigned to study the axisymmetric configuration. Since
different CFD methods were to be used by the different organizations, the NASA LaRC
was to carry out calculations on the selected cases on the 2-D and the axisymmetric
geometries to determine the degree of consistency between different methods.
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MDA Approach

Installed Ref. H axisymmetric nozzle boattail drag
study
- CFL3D code validation for a 2-D nozzle boattaU

(Shock-induced flow separation in transonic flow)

- Ref. H wing/body analysis (Rec = 40 million).

- Isolated axisymmetric nozzle boattail analysis

- Installed axisymmetric nozzle boattail analysis

To complete the MDA tasks for the installed ref. H axisymmetric nozzle boattail
drag study, the CFL3D code was first validated for an isolated 2-D nozzle, the AGARD
B.4.2 nozzle. Special interest was focused on the shock-induced flow separation in
the boattail region at transonic speed. The code was then validated for the Ref. H
wing/body case at Rec = 40 million. Then, the code was applied to analyze the
isolated axisymmetric/transonic (axi/transonic), and the supersonic (axi/supersonic)
configurations. Finally, the installed axisymmetric nozzle boattaU configurations were
analyzed, and the installation drag and interference drag were calculated.
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CFL3D Code Validation for the AGARD B.4.2
Nozzle

(CFL3D, Baldwin-Barth Turbulence model, Moo= 0.938, Re=- 21 million)
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Top
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The surface pressure distributions and the computed surface oil flow pattem
(CFL3D with the Baldwin-Barth turbulence) are shown for the AGARD B.4.2 nozzle
(Moo= 0.938, e_= 0 °) for which experimental test data are available. Based on the
reference body length (L= 64.03 inches), flow at Re=21 million was analyzed. Shock-
induced flow separation in the boattail region is clearly seen.

During the analysis, the grid distribution effect and the turbulence model effect
on the solutions were carried out. Two computational grids were used: a 9-zone MDA
patched grid (approximately 1 million grid points) and a 4-zone NASA LaRC point-
matched grid (approximately 1.3 million grid points). Regardless of the differences in
total number of grid points, computational domain extent, and the actual grid point
distributions, these two grids had similar values of y+ (less than 3). In general, the
computed surface pressures in the boattail region agreed well with the available
experimental data (see the next figure).

Turbulence models used in this study were: (a) Baldwin-Barth (B-B) and (b)
Spalart-AIImaras (S-A). Solutions with the S-A turbulence model showed a greater
numerical instability than the B-B model. For this reason, only the solutions with the
B-B turbulence model were carried out to a fully converged state (approximately 6000
iterations were required). The slow convergence rate was due to the slow settlement
of the flow separation location.
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Pressure Distribution Comparisons for the
AGARD B.4.2 Nozzle

(CFL3D, Baldwin-Barthturbulence model, M.--0.938, Re--21 million)
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The computed pressure distributions in the boattail region of the AGARD B.4.2
nozzle are shown. The computational results were obtained from the CFL3D code
(Baldwin-Barth turbulence model) with two grids, i.e. the MDA 9-zone patched grid and
the NASA LaRC 4-zone grid (see discussions on the previous page).

In general, the computed surface pressures in the boattail region agree well
with the available experimental data. The shock location is accurately predicted.
However, the solution from the 9-zone grid shows better agreement with the
experimental data in shock strength on the top of the boattail. The solution from the
4-zone grid, on other hand, shows better agreement in pressure recovery at the
boattail trailing edge. The differences in the solutions are due to the different point
distributions employed in the two grids. For the 9-zone grid, the grid lines were
stretched toward the expected shock location and the boattail trailing edge. For the
4-zone grid, on the other hand, the grid spacing was relatively uniform in the boattail
region.
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Ref. H Wing/Body Analysis

Computational grid
- C-O wing/body grid, 1.25 million grid points

- y+ less than 2 on the wing

• CFL3D solutions

- Baldwin-Barth, Spalart-AIImaras, and Baldwin-Lomax (D-S)
turbulence models

- Baldwin-Barth turbulence model selected for W/B/N/D studies

- Drag polars (Moo=0.9, 1.1; Rec = 40 million); Baldwin-Barth
turbulence model

A C-O grid topology was used for the Ref. H wing/body calculations. The total
number of grid points used was approximately 1.25 mi!lLon with y, less than 2 on the
wing. Initially, flows for Moo= 0.9 and 1.1 with (z=0 and 2 at Re c = 40 million were
computed. Solutions obtained from the CFL3D code with different turbulence models,
i.e. the Baldwin-Barth (B-B), the Spalart-AIImaras (S-A), and the Baldwin-Lomax
(Degani-Schiff option) turbulence models, were compared with the available wind-
tunnel test data (Re c = 30 million). It was concluded that the solutions with the B-B
turbulence model agree better with the experimental test data (see next figure).

Based on the previous B.4.2 nozzle and the present Ref. H wing/body CFD
experiences, the B-B model was selected for the installed Ref. H axisymmetric nozzle
boattail drag study. Prior to the installed nozzle boattail study, the drag polars for the
Ref. H wing/body configuration were obtained using the CFL3D code with the B-B

....... 4 ° d6"turbulence model for Moo= 0.9 and 1.1 (Rec = 40 mllhon) w=th o[=0,1 , 2, an .
These W/B drag polars will be shown later with the computed W/B/N/D results.
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Ref. H Wing/Body Drag Polars; M=0.9
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CFL3D results with the Baldwin-Barth (B-B) and the Spalart-AIImaras (S-A)
turbulence models for Rec= 40 million are compared with the available wind-tunnel
test data (Rec- 30 million). The comparison indicates that the B-B turbulence model
results agree better with the experimental test data. Further study indicated that the
overprediction in CD by the S-A model was caused by the over-prediction in
turbulence length scale implemented in the CFL3D code (version 4.0). The length
scale calculations has recently been modified in a newer CFL3D version. However,
the wing/body cases were not re-calculated for the S-A turbulence model in the
present study.
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Isolated Axisymmetric Nozzle Boattail Analysis

Ref. H axi/transonic and axi/supersonic nozzle
boattail configurations

- Moo = 0.9, 1.1; Baldwin-Barth turbulence model

- 3-zone; 2.0 million grid points

- Flow normal to the nacelle inlet face, no spillage at nacelle inlet

- Mnozzle, Tt, Pt, and flow angles specified in the nozzle

plenum

Solutions for the isolated Ref. H axisymmetric transonic (axi/transonic) and
supersonic (axi/supersonic) nozzle boattail configurations were obtained for the
Moo=0.9 and 1.1 cases. The free stream flow direction was set normal to the nacelle
inlet face, i.e. 0¢=0". Nacelle inlet pressure was specified such that no flow spillage
occurred at the nacelle inlet. The nozzle total pressure, total temperature, and nozzle
flow angles at the nozzle plenum were also specified. Solutions were obtained using
CFL3D with the Baldwin-Barth turbulence model. A 3-zone grid with 2 million grid
points was used.
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Computed Oil Flow Particle Traces for the
Isolated Ref. H Nozzle Boattail Configurations

(CFL3D, B-B turbulence model, Rec=40 million, NPR=5.0)

CD = 3.9 counts
:Dp = 1.1; CDv = 2.8 counts

sxi/trsnsonic conflg.
Moo=0.9,NTR---3.262

CD = 9.7 counts
CDp = 7.5; CDv = 2.2 counts

sxi/transonic conflg.
M_=1.1, NTR=3.262

CD = 2.7 counts

CDp = 0.2; CDv = 2.5 counts
sxi/supersonic conflg.
Moo--0.9,NTR--3.262

CD = 4.1 counts

CDp = 1.55; CDv --"2.55 counts
sxi/supersonic config.
M==1.1, NTR=3.262

The computed oil flow particle traces for the isolated Ref. H axi/transonic and
axi/supersonic nozzle boattail configurations are shown for the Moo=0.9 and 1.1 cases.
For all of the cases studied, no evidence of flow separation is observed. Also shown in
this figure are the total CD based on the wing reference area for these isolated nozzle
boattail configurations at different free stream conditions. The CFL3D solutions
indicate that CD increases with increasing Moo. The CDD and CDv shown in the figure
represent the pressure drag and the viscous drag, respectively. It is clearly seen that
the pressure drag is the primary source of the total drag for the Moo=1.1 transonic
configuration case.
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Mach Contours for the
Isolated Ref. H Nozzle Boattaii Configurations

(Rec=40M; o_0°; NPR=5.0; T_.z390oR)
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Mach contours for the isolated Ref. H axi/transonic boattail configuration are
shown. For the Moo=1.1 case, the shock moves toward the boattail trailing edge (the
nozzle exit face) and the pressure drag becomes significantly higher than for the
Moo=0.9 case. Similar phenomena is observed for the axi/supersonic configuration.
Details of the breakdown of the boattail drag for these configurations are shown on the
previous chart.
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Installed Ref. H Nozzle Boattail Analysis

Installed Ref. H axi/transonic nozzle boattail
configuration
- Moo = 0.9, 1.1; m=-2°, 4 °, 6"; Rec= 40 million, Baldwin-Barth

turbulence model

- 26-zone, 6.3 million grid points

A 26-zone grid with 6.3 million grid points was used for analyzing the installed
Ref. H axisymmetric nozzle boattail configuration. The cases included Moo= 0.9 and
1.1 with 2,4, and 6 angles-of-attack atHec = 40 million. The CFL3D code with the
Baldwin-Barth turbulence model was used. The flow analysis approach used for the
isolated nozzle boattail cases was fully implemented for the installed cases. Similar to
the isolated nozzle boattail cases, the nozzle flow conditions were specified in the
nozzle plenum.
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Installed Ref. H Axi/Transonic Nozzle Boattail
CFL3D Convergence History
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The CFL3D convergence histories for the Moo--0.9 and 1.1 ((x--4") are shown.
This figure illustrates that many iterations are required to converge the Moo=0.9 case.
The Mo_=1.1 case, however, converges relatively quickly. Detailed flow field study for
the Moo=0.9 case indicated that the shock location fluctuated near the upper wing
trailing edge and caused the oscillation in CD and CL as seen in the convergence
histories. The value of y+ was less than 2 on the wing and was considered adequate
for the present turbulent flow simulations. In addition to the (z=4" case, the o_=2" and
e¢=6" cases were also calculated. However, numerical instability developed for these
cases. The cause for the instability problem was not fully understood during the
course of this study.
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Drag Polars; CFL3D Navier-Stokes Analysis
Baldwin-Barth Turbulence Model; Rec=40 million
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The CL and C D results for the full-scale installed Ref. H axi/transonic nozzle
boattaU configuration (Moo=0.9, 1.1) are shown. Also shown are the Ref. H wing/body
drag polars. One concludes that the installation dra_! (the installed Ref. H nozzle
boattail drag minus the Ref. H wing/body drag at a gtven CL) for the Mpo=0.9; ix=4" .
case is small. The installation dracl for the M+o=1.1 case is approximately 10 counts at
CL=0.205. Calculations of the installation drag and the interterence (]rag are snown
on the next chart.
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Installed Ref. H Axi/Transonic Configuration
Installation and Interference Drag

Installation drag = CDWlBINIO" CDw/B (at constant CL)

Interference drag = CDwlemlo- CDwlB- 4CDl,o. Nacelle

Ref. H wing/body drag

Isolated Axi/Transonic (4)

CD at

Moo=0.9; CL=0.19
146.0

15.6

CD at

Moo=1.1; CL=0.205

205.0

38.8

Installed Axi/Transonic 146.0 215.0

Installation drag 0 10

Interference drag -15.6 -28.8

Installation and interference drag values for the installed Ref. H axVtransonic
nozzle boattail configuration are shown. The drag values are calculated at constant
CL'S for which CFL3D solutions are available, i.e. at CL=0.19 and 0.205 for Moo=0.9
and 1.1, respectively. For the cases calculated, favorable interference is obtained.
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Summary and Conclusions

• CFL3D code (B-B turbulence model) validated for

- AGARD B.4.2 nozzle and Ref. H W/B (Rec= 40
million).

• Attached flow predicted for the isolated
axi/transonic and axi/supersonic configurations.

- Higher total drag for Moo=l.1 is due to higher
pressure drag at the boattail region.

• Favorable interference for the installed Ref. H
axi/transonic configuration for Moo=0.9 and 1.1 at
CL=0.2.

• Numerical instability was overcome for the
wing/body and the isolated nozzle boattaU cases.
For the installed case, the numerical instability
requires further study. For the installed
axi/supersonic case, solutions were not obtained
due to grid quality problem in some of the grid
zones.

Overall summary and conclusions from this study are described here.
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Installed Transonic 2D Nozzle Nacelle Boattail Drag Study

Michael B. Malone and Charles C. Peavey

Northrop Grumman Military Aircraft Systems Division

Pico Rivera, California 90660

The Transonic Nozzle Boattail Drag Study was initiated in 1995 to develop an understanding

of how external nozzle transonic aerodynamics effect airplane performance and how strongly

those effects are dependent on nozzle configuration (2D vs. axisymmetric). MDC analyzed the

axisymmetric nozzle. Boeing subcontracted Northrop-Grumman to analyze the 2D nozzle. All

participants analyzed the AGARD nozzle as a check-out and validation case. Once the codes

were checked out and the gridding resolution necessary for modeling the separated flow in this

region determined, the analysis moved to the installed wing/body/nacelle/diverter cases.

The boat tail drag validation case was the AGARD B.4 rectangular nozzle. This test case

offered both test data and previous CFD analyses for comparison. Results were obtained for test

cases B.4.1 (M=0.6) and B.4.2 (M=0.938) and compared very well with the experimental data.

Once the validation was complete a CFD grid was constructed for the full Ref. H

configuration (wing/body/nacelle/diverter) using a combination of patched and overlapped

(Chimera) grids. This was done to ensure that the grid topologies and density would be

adequate for the full model. The use of overlapped grids allowed the same grids from the full

configuration model to be used for the wing/body alone cases, thus eliminating the risk of grid

differences affecting the determination of the installation effects. Once the full configuration

model was run and deemed to be suitable the nacelle/diverter grids were removed and the

wing/body analysis performed. Reference H wing/body results were completed for M=0.9

(a=0.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0 and 8.0), M=1.1 (a=4.0 and 6.0) and M=2.4 (a=0.0, 2.0, 4.4, 6.0 and 8.0).

Comparisons of the M=0.9 and M=2.4 cases were made with available wind tunnel data and

overall comparisons were good.

The axi-inlet/2D nozzle nacelle was analyzed isolated. The isolated nacelle data coupled with

the wing/body result enabled the interference effects of the installed nacelles to be determined.

Isolated nacelle runs were made at M=0.9 and M=1.1 for both the supersonic and transonic

nozzle settings. All of the isolated nacelle cases were run at a=0.

Full configuration runs were to be made at Math numbers of 0.9, 1.1, and 2.4 (the same as the

wing/body and isolated nacelles). Both the isolated nacelles and installed nacelles were run with

inlet conditions designed to give zero spillage. This was to be done in order to isolate the

boattail effects as much as possible. Full configuration runs with the supersonic nozzles were

completed for M=0.9 and 1.1 at a=4.0 and 6.0 (4 runs total) and with the transonic nozzles at

M=0.9 and 1.1 at or=2.0, 4.0 and 6.0 (6 runs total). Drag breakdowns were completed for the

M=0.9 and M=1.1 showing favorable interference drag for both cases.
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First NASA�Industry High Speed Research Configuration

Aerodynamic Workshop

Generalized Compressible Navier-Stokes Code

• NASA Ames ARC Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes Algorithm

• Implicit, Node-Based Finite-Volume Scheme

• Multi-Block Structured Grids for Complex Geometries

• Class 1, 2,3, & 4 Patched Block Interface Mappings

• Chimera Overlapping Grid Block Option

• Grid SequenCing & Multigrid Convergence Acceleration

• Menter's SST 2-Equation, Spalart-AIImaras, & Baldwin-

Barth Turbulence Models

• Extensive Boundary Condition Menu

NOR_I'IROP GININNAN

The CFD code used was the GCNSfv developed by Northrop/Grumman. It is based on

the ARC3D thin-layer Navier-Stokes algorithm created at NASA Ames The

convergence method is an implicit, node-based finite-volume scheme. Complex

geometries are analyzed by using multi-block structured grids. The boundary conditions

between blocks can be specified as patched class 1 through 4, where the class 1 is

point-to-point macthing, class 2 is incremental point-to-point macthing, class 3 is

arbitrary face matching, and class 4 is arbitrary sub-face matching. A Chimera

overlapping grid block option is also available. To reduce processing time, grid

sequencing and multigrid convergence schemes can be used. GCNS provides three

turbulence models to the user: Menter's SST 2-equation model, the Spalart-AUmaras

model, and the Baldwin-Barth model. GCNSfv offers a wide variety of boundary

conditions including propulsion specific conditions such as characteristic inflow (mass

flow ratio and corrected mass flow, inlet bleed) and outflow (nozzle pressure ratio,

nozzle temperature ratio) conditions. The code runs at approximately 12

gs/iteration/gridpoint on the Cray C-90 and parallelization allows the code utilize six of

the available sixteen processors allowing effective use of the multi-task batch queue.
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First NASA�Industry High Speed Research Configuration
Aerodynamic Workshop

Transonic Boattail Drag Validation

• Analyze AGARD 2D Nozzle Test Case B.4

• Validate GCNSfv Solution With Test Data

• Determine Grid Size and Spacing Requirements to

Accurately Model the Flow

iVOilTPIROP GlfilNNAN

The purpose of modeling the AGARD B.4 test case was to validate the Northrop

Grumman CFD method (GCNSfv) on a geometry similar to that of the Reference H

2D nozzle nacelles. AGARD test case B.4.2 (M=0.938) is a particularly difficult

case with a shock induced separation. The test case was also used to determine the

appropriate grid spacings required to accurately model the flow and give some

insight on how to build the grids for Reference H configuration.
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First NASA�Industry High Speed Research Configuration
Aerodynamic Workshop

AGARD Nozzle B,4 Validation Case

NASA 2D C-D Single Nozzle Test Configuration

The test configuration for the NASA 2D C-D single nozzle used by the AGARD

Working Group #17 "Aerodynamics of 3D Aircraft Afterbodies" for test cases B.4
is shown.
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First NASA�Industry High Speed Research Configuration
Aerodynamic Workshop

AGARD Nozzle B.4 Validation Case

Computational Grid - Quarter Symmetry

NORTHROP GRUNNAN

The CFD grid for the AGARD nozzle is shown. The outer surface grid of the

nacelle was generated from the existing LaRC grid using the identical axial grid

distribution while increasing the circumferential grid density. Additionally, the

topology of the nozzle and plume blocks were changed and the extent of the grid to

the far field was expanded. The test condition of a=-0.02 was approximated as

a=0.0 to enable a quarter symmetric model and reduce run time.
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First NASA�Industry High Speed Research Configuration
Aerodynamic Workshop

Boattail Drag Validation Case

AGARD B.4 Test Case - Drag Convergence History

AGARD Test Case B.4.1
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Drag convergence histories are plotted for the B.4.1 and B.4.2 test cases. The drag

coefficient is only the pressure component, viscous drag calculations are not

currently tracked by GCNSfv. The plots illustrate that a lot of iterations are

required to converge the transonic 03.4.2, M=0.938) case. The subsonic case

03.4.1, M=0.6) converges very quickly at all sequence levels. Careful monitoring
of the solution for the transonic case showed that the shock location and strength

set up very quickly, but the separated flow on the nozzle upper surface continued

to fluctuate. This is what causes the oscillatory nature seen in the convergence

history. Values of y+ were less than 3.0 everywhere on the surface which should

be more than adequate for the turbulence model (Menter k-to SST).
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First NASA�Industry High Speed Research Configuration
Aerodynamic Workshop

Boattail Drag Validation - AGARD Test Case B.4.1
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NORTHROP GRCli_NAN

Contours of Cp on the surface are shown for case B.4.1. Flow conditions for test

case B.4.1 are M=0.6, ReL=17.3x106, NPR=4.0, nozzle temperature ratio (NTR,

Ttot/T)=0.987, and free stream static temperature was 548.32 R. Line plots

comparing Cp to test data (rows 1 and 5) and their locations are also shown. The

solution agrees well with the test data.
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Boattail Drag Validation - AGARD Test Case B.4.2
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Contours of Cp on the surface are shown for case B.4.2. Flow conditions for test

case B.4.2 axe M=0.938, Re.L=21.0x106, NPR=4.002, NTR=1.044, and free stream

static temperature was 526.63 R. Line plots comparing Cp to test data (rows 1 and

5) and their locations are also shown. As shown the solution agrees well with the

test data, predicting shock location and strength to give the correct pressure

recovery on the upper surface..
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GCNSfv CFD Analysis - AGARD Test Case B,4.2
Simulated Surface Oil Flow

M = 0.938

ReL [] 21.Ox1(P
NPR = 4.02
NTR = 1.044
Too = 526.63 R

NORTHROP GRUNNAN

Surface oil flows (streamlines restricted near the surface) are shown for test case

B.4.2. The streamlines clearly show the separation line and reverse flow on the
rear upper surface.
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Wing/Body Validation

• Model Ref. H Wing/Body (Without Tails) at Re=40 Million

• Compare M=0.9 and M=2.4 Runs to Test Data

• Use FOMOCO for Force and Moment Integrations

• Fuselage Integrated to F.S.=2764.3 to Account for Sting

• CFD Data Corrected to Test Reynolds Number Using Flat
Plate Skin Friction Data

NORTI#ROP 6Rir, llblfl_lAN

f

The wing body runs were made using the grids from the full configuration model.

Wind tunnel data was available for M=0.9 and 2.4, although runs were also made

at M=I.1 for the interference drag analysis. All of the CFD analysis for this task

was run at Re=40xl06. The M=0.9 results were compared to the NTF wind tunnel

data at a Re=30xl06 and the M=2.4 results were compared to the ARC 9x7 data at

Re=7xl06. The CFD data was corrected to the appropriate Reynolds number using

fiat plate skin friction corrections. In addition, the fuselage in the CFD analysis

was integrated only up to the fuselage station 2764.3 to account for the presence of

the sting in this test configuration. The wing/body CFD analysis was used for

validation and in the drag buildup calculations. The NASA-Ames integration

code, FOMOCO, was used to post-process the (overset grid) solutions and produce

the total force and moment coefficients including pressure and viscous
contributions.
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Wing/Body - Drag Convergence History
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The drag convergence histories for the Mach 0.9 and 2.4 cases at 2 degrees angle of attack axe

shown. In GCNS the pressure drag coefficient was calculated at each iteration, but as a means of

reducing processing time, the viscous drag convergence history is not generated by GCNS.. The

overlapping region of the wing and body grids was counted twice in GCNS. This method is

permissible because only the convergence trend is of interest. Each case was run 2000 iterations

on the sequenced grid prior to iterations on the fine mesh.

The pressure drag converged at approximately 36 counts (0.0036) for the Mach 0.9 sequenced

grid. Fine mesh iterations began after 2,000 sequenced grid iterations. After 1,500 iterations on

the fine mesh (cumulative iteration number 3,500), the pressure drag decreased to approximately

14 counts (0.0014) and oscillated in a 2 count bandwidth. An additional 1,200 f'me mesh

iterations failed to further damp out this trend. The oscillations in pressure drag axe due to the
transonic effects in the flowfield.

For the Mach 2.4 case, the sequenced grid converged quickly to 36 counts (0.0036). As in the

Mach 0.9 case, the fine mesh iterations began after 2,000 sequenced grid iterations. After 1300

fine mesh iterations (cumulative iteration number 3,300), the pressure drag increased and

converged at 41 counts (0.0041) with less than a tenth of a count (0.00001) of variation.
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Wing/Body Validation - Boeing Ref. H Configuration
Ref. H Wing/Body Drag Polar
Mach 0.9, ReMAC=30 million
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A drag polar for the Mach 0.9 case is shown comparing the CFD analysis to the

NTF wind tunnel data. The inset highlights the area around a=4 ° and shows the

CFD data, after correcting to Re=30xl06, is about 15 counts high.
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Wing/Body Validation - Boeing Ref. h Configuration
Ref. H Wing/Body Drag Polar

Mach 2.4, ReMAc=7 million
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A drag polar for the Mach 2.4 case is shown comparing the CFD analysis to the

ARC 9x7 wind tunnel data. The inset highlights the area around the cruise lift

point and shows the CFD data, after correcting to Re=Txl0 6, is about 3 counts

high. This data compared much better than the M=0.9 case.
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Isolated Nacelles

• Model Isolated Nacelle with Transonic and Supersonic

Nozzle Settings

• Nacelles Run at Zero Angle of Attack with Inlet Face

Aligned to the Freestream Flow

• Orientation Allowed Half Model to be Generated

• Drag Integrations Included Only the External Surfaces

_RTI.IROP GRUiVl4,4N

Isolated nacelles were run at M=0.9, 1.1, and 2.4 for the supersonic nozzle

setting and at M=0.9 and 1.1 for the transonic nozzle setting. The nacelle

geometry was oriented with the inlet face normal to the freestream flow and run

at zero angle of attack. Half models of the nacelle were generated using similar

grid spacings and topologies as the installed nacelles. The grids for the

installed nacelles could not be used directly because they included the

integrated diverter. Only the external surfaces were considered in the force

integrations. Inlet and nozzle (including the parts of the side walls scrubbed by

the nozzle flow) surfaces were not included.
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Isolated 2D Nozzle Nacelle - Computational Grid

Supemonic Nozzle Transonic Nozzle

4 Blocks, 1.25 Million Grid poinlm 8 Blocks, 1.5 Million Grid polntm

NORTHROP GRI.INI.IAN

Grids for the isolated nacelles are shown. The supersonic nozzle case used four

blocks and 1.25 million grid points and the transonic nozzle case used six

blocks and 1.5 million grid points. Both geometries were run half symmetric.

Again, to provide grid consistency between cases, the transonic nozzle case

used the same nacelle grid as the supersonic nozzle with the addition of two

"wedge" blocks to model the deflected nozzle flaps.
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Isolated 2D Nozzle Nacelle,Supersonic Configuration

Mach=0.9, NTR=3.264, NPR=5.0 Mach=l.1, NTR=3.056, NPR=5.0

/

Contours of Cp on the symmetry and half planes
NORTI'iROP GRUff#AN

Pressure contours on the symmetry and horizontal mid-planes axe shown for

the isolated nacelle with the supersonic nozzle setting at Mach numbers of 0.9

and 1.1. Effects of the nozzle flap hinge line and the side wall tapering can be

seen in the contours but the flow stays attached for both cases.
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Isolated 2D Nozzle Nacelle,Transonic Configuration

Mach=0.9, NTR=3.264, NPR=5.0 Mach=l.1, NTR=3.056, NPR=5.0

Pressure contours on the symmetry and side planes are shown for the isolated

nacelle with the transonic nozzle setting at Mach numbers of 0.9 and 1.1. For

the M=0.9 case a normal shock develops at the nozzle hinge line, separating

the flow over the flap upper surface giving way to a pressure recovery. In the

Mach 1.1 case the flow shocks weakly at the hinge line but, stays attached,

smoothly recompressing until a normal shock forms at the trailing edge, where

the flow is turned by the plume. By staying attached and accelerating over the

surface the flow causes a lower pressure region in this case.
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Isolated 2D Nozzle Nacelle,Transonic Configuration

Mach=0.9, NTR=3.264, NPR=5.0

Surface streamlines (simulated oil flow) and streamlines off of the side walls
are shown for the isolated nacelle with the transonic nozzle setting for M=0.9

and 1.1. As can be seen from the oil flows for the M=0.9 case the flow is

separated over the entire flap upper surface. The surface oil flow for the

M=I.1 case shows that the flow stays attached to nearly the nozzle exit.
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Isolated 2D Nozzle Nacelle

Supersonic Nozzle Cp _ ..............Transonic Nozzlei:---_._.. _............ Contours
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Mach C D SS Nozzle C D TS Nozzle

0.9 0.000634 0.001102

1.1 0.000878 0.002298

AC D

0.000468

0.001420
r_VROP 6RUNNAN

For the thrust/drag bookkeeping, the difference in drag between the isolated

nacelles with the supersonic and transonic nozzle settings is considered a thrust

term. The geometries for the two configurations with Cp contours on the

surface are shown for the Mach 0.9 and 1.1 cases. The table shows the drag

values for each configuration and the delta between the supersonic and

transonics nozzles which is the "boattail drag".
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Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter

• Model Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter with Transonic and

Supersonic Nozzle Settings

• Use the Force Integrations From the Full Configuration,

the Wing/Body and the Isolated Nacelles to Determine
the Interference Effects

NORTI'IifOP GRClNNAN

f

The full configuration (wing/body/nacelle/diverter) was modeled with the

supersonic nozzle setting for Mach numbers of 0.9 and 1.1 and a of 4 and 6.

The full configuration with the transonic nozzle setting was run at Mach

numbers of 0.9 and 1.1 and a of 2, 4 and 6. The force integrations from the

full configuration combined, with the wing/body and isolated nacelle forces

yield the interference effects.
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CFD Model of the Boeing Reference H Configuration

16 Blocks
4.8 Million Grid Points
Mixed Patched/Chimera Block Interfaces
2D Nozzle Nacelles (Supersonic)

Surface grids and grid topologies for the full configuration

(wing/body/nacelles/diverter) with the supersonic nozzle setting are shown. The

model consisted of 16 blocks and 4.8 million grid points utilizing both patched and

overlapped blocks. The large number of grid points was required to resolve the

blunt trailing edges of the nacelle side walls and the nozzle flaps and hinge line.

Overlapped (Chimera) blocks were used so that the blocks associated with the

nacelle/diverter could easily be removed yielding the wing/body grid. This

ensures that the gridding is consistent between the various configurations,

eliminating grid changes as a possible influence on drag differences.
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CFD Model of the Boeing Reference H Configuration

Ref. H Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter Convergence History
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Convergence plots for the full configuration (wing/body/nacelle/diverter) with the

supersonic nozzle setting are shown. This case was run at M=0.9, ct=4 ° with

NPR=5.0 and NTR=3.264, and was used to test out the grid. The residual

convergence plots shows the L2 norm of the Q vector as a function of work units

(equivalent free grid iterations) and shows roughly four orders of magnitude drop

in residual. The lower sequence level (every other point in each direction) was run

for 2000 iterations (250 work units) and the fine mesh for nearly 2500 iterations.

The drag convergence plots shows a fluctuation of about 2 counts is still occurring

after nearly 2500 iterations on the fine mesh. The range of y+ was 1-3 over the

entire vehicle which is adequate for the turbulnece model. The Menter k-to SST

turbulence model was used for this and all the solutions presented. All of the full

configuration solutions run to date were run 2000 iterations on the coarse mesh

and 3000 iterations on the fine mesh. This took approximately 52 hours of

Cray-C90 CPU time and a charged time of 35 hours for utilizing six processors.
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Ref. H Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter
Axisymmetric Inlet - 2D Nozzle, Mach 0.9, a=4.0 _, Re.c=40 million
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Surface streamlines (oil flows) and streamlines off the outboard side walls are

shown for the installed nacelles with the transonic nozzle setting at Mach 0.9.

Streamlines on the upper surface show that the flow remains attached over the

upper surface due to the flow off of the wing upper surface. The streamlines

on the lower surface, however, resemble the isolated nacelle with the nozzle

flap fully separated. Nacelle alignment and mutual interference effects give an

asymmetric separation on both nacelles.
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Ref. H Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter
Axisymmetric Inlet - 2D Nozzle, Mech 1.1, a=4.0 °, ReMAc--40 million
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Surface streamlines (oil flows) and streamlines off the outboard side walls are

shown for the installed nacelles with the transonic nozzle setting for Mach 1.1.

As in the Mach 0.9 case, streamlines on the upper surface show that the flow

remains attached over the upper surface due to the flow off of the wing upper

surface. The streamlines on the lower surface again resemble the isolated

nacelle at this Mach number with the nozzle flap attached until near the nozzle
exit.
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Full Configuration, 2D Nozzle Nacelles (SS)
Mach Contours Near Inboard Inlet

Fuselage Station Cut
NORTI'IROP GRUI_INAN

f

Contours of Mach number near the inlet are shown for the full configuration at

Mach 1.1 with the supersonic nozzle setting. While in the isolated nacelle

analysis the inlet condition allowed the flow to be swallowed cleanly, the

effects of the wing and diverter and the flow alignment of the nacelle itself

cause some spillage to occur. Any drag increment due to this spillage is

included in the interference drag.
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Drag Reduction: Interference Drag
CONSTANT ALPHA

CD' = CDWBDN - CDisonac,tot,xy z

CL' = CLWBDN - CLisonac,tot,xy z

WHERE:

CDisonac,tot,xy z = [1,0] • CFisonac,tot,xy z

CLisonac,tot,xy z = [0,1] • CFisonac,tot,xy z

CFisonac,tot,xyz = [Y] [X1] CF'.
Isonaca=o,x'y'z'

CF = [CD,CL] aircraft coordinate system

CF' = [CD',CL1 nacelle coordinate system

+ [Y][X2] CF'.
Isonaca=o,x'y'z'

[Xl], [X2] • transformation matrices to rig inboard and outboard nacelles

= rsin(a) cos(a_
[Y] ' ^os'a' -sin '-_' = transformation matrix to correct for angle of

Itx/__J attack to get drag and lift

Internal nacelle forces were not included in force analysis No_l'P/_oP ¢ICUMNAN

Drag polars (C D' vs. CL' ) were constructed by subtracting the drag and lift
contributions of the isolated nacelles from the full configuration. The isolated

nacelle forces, CF'=[Co',CL' ] in x',y',z', were transformed from the isolated
nacelle coordinate system (x'y'z') to the aircraft coordinate system (xyz). This
rigging procedure was done for the inboard and outboard locations. Inboard
and outboard transformations are expressed as [X1] and [X2] respectively. The
vehicle angle of attack was needed to determine the lift and drag contributions
of the isolated nacelles. The use of the [Y] matrix accomplished this
transformation.

By subtracting the isolated nacelle forces from the full configuration, we are
left with, by definition, wing/body + nacelle interference drag. The forces on
the isolated nacelle and the nacelles of the full configuration include the
external pressure and viscous forces only. Internal inlet and nozzle forces were
not integrated.
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BOEING REF H CONFIGURATION
M=0.9, Re=4OxlO 6, GCNS/FOMOCO
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The constructed drag polar (full configuration - isolated nacelle) for M=0.9, Re

= 40x106 can be comPared to the wing/body case. The difference between
them is the nacelle interference drag. These drag polars are shown for the
supersonic and transonic nozzle configuration.

For the runs performed, the interference drag is negative in all cases with a
constant lift coefficient. The interference drag is determined by comparing the
constructed drag polar to the wing/body configuration (see inset) at constant
C L. The drag increment from nacelle interference for the transonic nozzle is
-0.00059 (-5.9 counts) at a CL=0.191. For the supersonic nozzle at a
CL=0.192, the drag increment is -.00049 (-4.9 counts). Both of these points
correspond to a full configuration alpha of 4.0 degrees.
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The constructed drag polar (full configuration - isolated nacelle) for M=I.1,

Re=40xl06 can be compared to the wing/body case. The drag polars shown are
for the supersonic and transonic nozzle configurations. The wing/body polar
was constructed by translating the five five-point curve fit at M=0.9 so that is
passed through the two data points run at M=I.1

For the runs performed, the interference drag is again negative in all cases with
a constant lift coefficient. The drag increment from nacelle interference for the

transonic nozzle is -0.00184 (-18.4 counts) at CL=0.208. For the supersonic
nozzle at CL=0.209, the drag increment is -.00209 (-20.9 counts). Both of
these points correspond to a full configuration alpha of 4.0 degrees.
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Conclusions

• Transonic Nozzle Boattsil Drag is Significant for 2D Nozzle Nacelles

• Correlation of the Wing/Body Results with Wind Tunnel Data Was

Adequate for Force Increments, But Could Be Improved

• All Conditions Analyzed Showed Positive Installed Interference

Effects

• Installed Inlet Spill Effects Due to Local Wing Shape Get Included

as Interference Effects

NORTY'IRO! ° GRLINNAN

f

The isolated nacelle analysis showed that the transonic nozzle boattail drag is

significant for the 2D nozzle nacelles. Recall the boattail drag is defined as the

difference in drag on the isolated nacelle between the supersonic and transonic

nozzle settings at a given flow condition. For this study this difference was

4.68 drag counts at M=0.9 and 14.2 drag counts at M=I.1. Comparison of

wing/body to full configuration (wing/body/nacelle/diverter) analyses showed

positive interference effects for all cases, especially at M=I.1. Correlations

between the GCNSfv solutions and the wind tunnel test data for the wing/body

configuration leave room for improvement. Aggressive schedule and NAS

resource limitations prevented any grid variations to improve correlation with

the test data. While the isolated nacelles were run with inlet conditions to give

MFR=I.0 and eliminate spill effects from the boattail region this could not be

done for the installed nacelles where the flow is influenced by the local wing

contouring and nacelle orientation to the flow. The effects of inlet spill get

lumped into the interference terms.
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Recommendations for Future Work

• Grid Resolution and Skin Friction Calculations Should be Resolved

to Try and Improve the Wing/Body Correlations

• Nacelle Placement and Orientation Under the Wing Should Be

Optimized for Drag and Inlet Performance

• Aft Diverter Height and Aft Diverter-to-Wing Integration Should

Be Optimized for 2D Nozzle Nacelles

NOR_VJ_OP GR_rilf_Aitt

Effects of grid spacing and resolution as well as the force intergrations should
be investigated to try and improve the correlations. Flow near the inlets for the

installed nacelles clearly show that the orientation and placement of the

nacelles under the wing should be optimized to try and improve drag and inlet

performance. Additional analysis should be done to determine the best aft

diverter height and aft diverter-to-wing integration to minimize installed

boattail drag.
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• Overview

• CFD Method

• Grid Convergence

• Reynolds Number Trends

• Concluding Remarks
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slide 2

Historically there has been more experience with sub-scale

testing and flow analysis. The last few decades have been

addressing the issue of flight versus sub-scale flow more

completely than before. In 1974, as part of the NTF run-up

work, a set of simple test bodies were run in the 0.3-m

Cryogenic Pilot Tunnel, obtaining a set of pressure data

over a large Reynolds number range.

slide 0b

PAB3D is a Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes method that has

been extensively utulized for analysis of aerodynamic and

propulsion-aerodynamic interactions involving shear flows,

jet-plumes, and massively separated boundary layer flows.

The last year of work has been used analyzing the capability

of the anisotropic algebraic Reynolds stress turbulence models

some results of which are to follow. The Girimaji ARSM is

fairly recent work with PAB3D being the first KANS code to

implement this work. Dr. Girimaji worked for both Shih and

Lumley.
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OVERVIEW

• Considerable model-scale experience and data base.

Wind tunnel data

Most CFD done on wind tunnel models

• Model-scale vs. Full-scale flow characteristics

Boundary layer growth modified

Subsequent changes in shocks and shock-b.l, interactions

Changes in drag and lift increments

• Cryogenic test performed on an axisymmetric afterbody (Reubush, 1974)

Cp, Cd._data obtained

Reynolds number range from 10 to 120 million

slide 2./INASA/l_aRCIR TC_'ADICIBICarlsonl;?OF eb961
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PAB3DV13R

• 3-D RANS Upwind Method

• Multiblock with general face patching and mesh sequencing

• Mixed Roe and van Leer solver schemes

• Third order solver accuracy with local time stepping

• Unear 2-eduation k-E turbulence model

• Algebraic Reynolds Stress turbulence models

- Shih, Zhu, & Lumley

- Girimaji

• Real gas and multi-species

• 23 words per grid point

• 38 p.sec per iteration per grid point (Cray YMP)

slide 0b - I/NASA/LaRC/I'ITG/AD/CIB/C_rlson, AbdoI.Hamld, & Pao/27FebCJ6
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NASA TND 8210 is a report by D.Reubush from 1974 when he

performed a series of tests to determine Reynolds numbers
effect for nozzle-boattail flows. Several models and

nozzle configurations were tested in both the 0.3m Cyrogenic

Pilot Tunnel and the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel.

slide 5

Computations performed over a small Reynolds number range

could tolerate using the same grid for each set of conditions.

The range of these calculations though required a miminum of

3 grids to keep the nondimensional boundary layer parameter

y+ between 0.2 and 0.5. The assumption of a zero pressure

flat plate flow using free stream conditions provide a fairly

accurate first guess for boundary layer griding parameters.
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AXISYMMETRIC AFTERBODY W/SOLID STING

NASA TND-8210

Modeled after Configuration 1, NASA TND-7795

Two cryogenic model lengths for this nozzle

- L = 8 inches (1/6 th scale of Conf.t)

- L =16 inches

slide 4 -//NASA/LaRC.JRTG/AD/CtB/Cadson/27Feb96
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AXISYMMETRIC AFTERBODY W/SOLID STING
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Both algebraic Reynolds stress models Shih, Zhu and Lumley; and

Gatski and Speziale had very consistent trends over the local

Reynolds number range from less that 0.i to 200. million

following fairly closely the flat plate parameter of average

skin friction. Prandtl-Schlichting is the predicted high

Reynolds number trend of average skin friction.

slide 7

Fairly good grid convergence was achieved, shown by this

representative plot at 43 million Reynolds number. The boundary

layer at M=0.6 does separate downstream of 0.65, but this

separation is due to purely the adverse pressure gradient of

the boattail flow. The boundary layer separation that occurs

at M=0.9 is a shock induced separation. Duplicate experimental

data points are shown for an indication of data scatter.
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slide 8

The CFD pressure distributions on the boattail show a very

consistent Reynolds number trend with the shock strength

generally increasing with Reynolds number and the pressure

recovery increasing as well. The experimental data plotted

was a cubic spline fit through several repaat points in an

attempt to show a single "clean" distribution at the two

Reynolds number settings. The spline was fairly poorly fitted

upstream of x/dm = 0. The change in the experimental

pressure distributions with Reynolds number was slightly less

than that predicted by CFD. The changes observed in the

pressure distributions tended to cancel each other out when

the integrated drag was obtained.

slide 9

Integrated pressure drag for several experimental models and

for the CFD are shown. A conclusion drawn in NASA TND 7795

was the extreme sensitivity of pressure drag to very small

changes in pressure distributions. The pressure distributions

between the same model tested in both the 0.3m tunnel and

16-foot and the CFD are visually very similar, but as seen

comparing the open diamond, triangle, and closed square with

the open square around I0 million Reynolds number there appears

to be about a factor of 2 difference in drag. The X around

12 million is the 48 inch model that the cryogenic models were

designed after and whose drag was fairly closely matched by

the CFD. Overall, there appears to be only a very mild

variation in drag with Reynolds number at this Mach number.
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slide i0

A larger scatter in the integrated drag data occurs at M=0.9

resulting in no quantitative conclusion in the variation pressure

drag with Reynolds number for the particular geometry, except

that potentially it is fairly small.

slide Ii

The wetted area equivalent flat plate skin friction numbers are

compared to the skin friction calculated by the code. In general

the change in skin friction is slightly lower using the CFD.

The CFD was 5 counts below the I-D theory at i0 million Reynolds

number and about 2 counts below at around I00 million Reynolds

number. These are drag coefficients based on the maximum body

cross-sectional area.
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This CFD experiment concludes that the potential difference

between the flow between a flight Reynolds number test and

a sub-scale wind tunnel test are substantial for this particular

nozzle boattail geometry. The early study was performed

using a linear k-epsilon turbulence model. The present study

was performed using the Girimaji formulation of a algebraic

Reynolds stress turbulent simulation. The dashed line is the pressure
distribution from the original isolated transonic boattial

study leading up to the previous presentation by Midea, Pao,

Austin and Mani; performed by Pao, Abdol-Hamid and Carlson.

The solid line is the same flight scale geometry with some

regridding performed for better grid convergence. The solid

line with x is the same geometry scaled down to the size of

a typical jet effects model that could be tested in the Langley

16-Foot Transonic Tunnel at a lower Reynolds number. In

general, the shock is considerably weaker with a more extensive

flow separation at the lower Reynolds number. It is likely due to

the different boundary layer growth characteristics at the
two Reynolds numbers.
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• Skin friction characteristics with Reynolds number consistent

• Grid converged solutions obtained over Reynolds number range.

• Fairly accurate prediction of shock and separated flow pressure recovery.

• Reynolds number trend of surface static pressure coefficients

qualitatively achieved.

• CFD slightly over-predicted change in pressure coefficients with Reynolds number,

• Integrated pressure drag on nozzle boattail generally off potentially

due to tunnel effects.

• Conducted CFD experiment on configuration 1605. (PAB3DV13R, Girimaji ASM)

- Full-scale model solution had a large separation and low recovery pressure.

- Sub-scale model solution had a weaker shock and yet larger separation predicted.
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